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Introduction

Nahanni National Park is best known within the Parks Canada
organization for its incredible variety of spectacular physical and
biological features. The bibliography and literature review for the park
(Addison, 1974a, 1974b) also emphasized the bio-physical knowledge largely
because so little was known of the humanity areas, i.e. history. Work by
us, since 1974 has confirmed that, as far as resources on which to base a
history, the South Nahanni watershed must rank with the most depauperate
regions in Canada.
Preliminary work indicated a dearth of material in archives. It
was soon evident that, whatever history of the area existed, did so primarily
in the minds and possessions of a relatively small number "old-timers" of
the area.
Parks Canada, in an unprecedented and exciting move for the
background information inventory of a new National Park, let contracts to
acquire Nahanni history by interviewing some of these old-timers (Addison,
1975a; 1975b; 1976). A great deal of valuable information was acquired and
the results were encouraging enough to proceed with further work. However
the initial work outlined a series of new problems.
Oral histories are notoriously inaccurate, especially when people
are recalling events of 30, 40 or even 50 years ago. There are many reasons
for this; among them with time we tend to remember events as we wish to
remember them, old age takes its toll and so often two people perceive the
same events differently. Thus the material from which the Nahanni history
could be developed is fraught with inconsistencies, contradictions and
unconfirmed statements and dates. Subsequent interviews are expected to
sort much of this out. However, this can only be done if the existing data
is organized into some sort of framework. Hence this preliminary chronology.
A second function of the chronology is to provide Parks Canada personnel
with a brief overview of the Nahanni history insofar as it is known at
this stage.
Users of this work should be quite aware of one fact about this
chronology--it is tentative and contains conflicts as to details and dates.
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Quite purposefully, no attempt is made to resolve these conflicts at this
stage, since much more information is forthcoming. If Parks Canada personnel
wish more detailed information on any aspects of this outline we would
be pleased to try to provide it.
Finally, the history of the Indians of the South Nahanni area is
completely ignored in this work, except for a few individuals who were
associated with whites at various times for short intervals. This ignorance
of the Indian history is due to a number of factors. First, we don't speak
or understand the native languages and therefore can't communicate effectively.
Second, being from a foreign culture we lack understanding of the native
culture and therefore are treated with suspicion. Other problems exist as
well. Hopefully parallel work to the white history will be done by native
scholars, for the few glimpses we have of the Indian history suggests it is
at least as fascinating as that of the whites, if not more so.

Methods

The primary level of organization in any chronology is time. In
this case the secondary level is by names of people and organizations and
the tertiary level is by their actions.
The first round of compilation was a search of all the literature
in the preliminary Nahanni bibliography (Addison, 1974). Then a significant
quantity of new literature, accumulated since compilation of the bibliography,
was searched. All news clippings listed in the bibliography and those
accumulated since, were searched. Finally, the old-timer interviews,
accumulated to date, were searched.
Entries in the chronology are most commonly made without judgment.
This means that in the case of conflicting dates the same entry may be found
under two different years. In some cases of conflict it was possible to
resolve them at this time or at least to comment on possible solutions. If so,
this has usually been done.
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It is also worth noting what material has not been searched
in compiling this chronology. It has not been possible to include the
exhaustive work required to search the La Flair diaries and ledgers;
nor the archival material in the Public Archives of Canada or Hudson's Bay
Company Archives; nor the letters of Nahanni old-timers which are known to
exist in various locations. These areas should be searched at some time.
References, when listed in this chronology, can be found completely
cited in the preliminary Nahanni bibliography (Addison, 1974). Annotations
here are generally brief and ignore most details. The greater the time
and number of events covered by a given annotation the more general it
must inevitably be. Thus some of the important events appear to be treated
very lightly. More detail information can be had by resorting to works
listed in the bibliography.

A Suggestion

The policy statement on national parks' makes it quite clear that
a National Park is an area "of outstanding natural features". The word
historical appears only twice in the document (p. 4, 12), while in the
section on "Criteria for National Parks" it appears not at all. Thus
history appears to be wery low in the scale of features important to a
National Park. In the introduction to the policy statement, other types
of parks are listed, amongst them "National Historic Sites, Features or
Areas". Obviously history is very important in these parks and presumably
natural features are given short shrift in them. Therefore there appears
to be a dichotomy between National Parks and National Historic Sites,
Features or Areas. This dichotomy is generally evident amongst existing
parks of both types.
Nahanni is important to
here foreshadows that for much of
Mackenzie as well as parts of the
instance, the first real interest

Canada.
Branch.

Canadians and historians, for the history
the remainder of the District of
Yukon and District of Keewatin. For
in minerals in the western N.W.T. was the

Dep. Indian Affairs North. Development, Nat. Hist. Parks
1969. National Parks Policy. 21 p.
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Nahanni gold, which only slightly postdates the Klondike. In transportation,
what appears to be the second flight ever into the N.W.T. was into the
Nahanni in 1929. In the early 1930's when air travel was struggling for
life in the North, traffic into the Nahanni helped sustain the dream of
viable air transport. In the development of the fur trade the Nahanni has
enjoyed an enviable reputation for terrestrial furbearers. More recently
the big game resources of the Nahanni have regained the fame they once had,
with the reopening of sport hunting in 1965. But perhaps most of all the
Nahanni has generated the legends which seem to draw Canadians' interest in
their North. Amazingly enough, the facts are often more exciting than the
half-truths of the legends and this real history has yet to be told, recorded
and written. Thus in so many fields, commerce, transportation, trapping,
mineral exploration, law enforcement, religion, recreation and legend, the
Nahanni area typifies the North. This chronology provides a glimpse of
the uniqueness of the Nahanni history.
Thus Nahanni National Park is truly unique amongst existing parks.
It admirably meets the criteria for a National Park. Yet its history and
legends, perhaps moreso than its natural features, attract people to it.
That history both represents and predates that of a broad expanse of Canada's
North thus qualifying it as a Historical Area. Nahanni could be Canada's
first National Park and Historic Area.
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1323-24
A. R. McLeod, chief trader at Mackenzie's River Forks (Fort Simpson),
travelled in the early winter up the South Nahanni for a short distance.
This was to start communication with the Nahanis for fur trading.
J. M. McLeod became a clerk for Chief Trader A. R. McLeod, and was soon
sent up the Nahanni, to try and increase trade with the Indians. He travelled
as far as the Caribou River overland from the Jackfish River. There appears
to have been at least 20 individuals in the party, possibly more. The trip
was made in June and July. Contact was made with the Nahanis.
J. M. McLeod made the same trip up the Nahanni and cross country to a
tributary of the Flat River and succeeded in bringing back natives to
Fort Simpson.

1887
R.
In
He
of

G. McConnell mapped the geology of the Mackenzie River Basin area.
1887, he travelled down the Liard from Lower Post to Fort Simpson.
described the bedrock geology of Nahanni Butte and the physiography
the immediate area.

1888-89
Albert Faille was born at New Salem, Pennsylvania and brought up by
foster parents.

1895
Leigh Brintnell, born in Belleville, Ontario.
the R.A.F. in 1916.

He learned to fly with

1898
Gus Kraus was born to Anna and Adam Kraus in Chicago.
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1898

(CONT.)

R. M. Patterson was born in Durham County, England, in May.
Jack Stanier started to go to the Klondike and went upstream on the
Nahanni at least as far as the First Canyon.
According to A. Faille, there was a party of Charles Camsell, his brother
and another man camping at the Meilleur River, on their way to the
Klondike. They stopped at Frances Lake.
A. J. Stone, while studying mammals on the Stickine, Dease and Liard
Rivers travelled as far as Nahanni Butte. He calls it the Nahanni Mountains.
He stopped here while travelling from Fort Liard to the Mackenzie. Here
he found white mountain sheep. This was in late May.

1901
Bill Clark born in Banffshire, Scotland.

1904
Frank McLeod, William McLeod and Robert Weir apparently went up the South
Nahanni River to prospect for gold. Willie had found gold the previous year,
and it was assumed they were heading for Bennett Creek (Gold Creek). In
1934, their apparent placer workings were found on Bennett Creek.
This date is often given as the date in which Willie McLeod returned with
gold from his first trip. It may have been earlier.

1905
Willy McLeod, son of Fred McLeod and Margaret Firth and nephew of Frank
and Willy McLeod, was born at Fort Nelson.
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1906
Poole Field moved to the Nahanni area (Nahanni Butte) and began trading there.

1907
Willy McLeod says that the bodies of his uncles, Willy and Frank were found
by Sgt. Joy of the RCMP and Poole Field and one of the Lafferty boys. There
is some relationship to this story and some others. Most people say Poole
Field was in the party. No year is given, but he does say that this was three
years after the brothers originally went into the area.

1908
Billy and Mary Atkinson had wintered up the Flat River, above Irvine Creek,
having come into the area, from Ross River, across country and down the
Nahanni.
From July 1907 to July 1908, Joseph Keele examined the Pelly, Ross and
Keele (Gravel) River areas, studying the topography and geology of the
areas. It would appear that he was in, or \/ery close to the South Nahanni
watershed in late winter (early in 1908). He travelled, with R. B. Riddel!
and J. M. Christie up the Ross River through a gap in the mountains, to the
head of the Keele River.
Charlie McLeod, with search party, found the remains of brothers William
and Frank in Deadmen Valley. An RCMP paper states that there were
5 prospectors in the party, two of whom were brothers of the McLeods. (Shaw)
G. C. F. Dalziel born in Winnipeg.

He started flying in 1935.

1909
Cpl. A. H. L. Mellor, stationed at Smith's Landing was sent up the South
Nahanni to investigate the McLeod brothers' deaths. Cpl. Mellor, while
returning from his patrol to Deadmen Valley in August 1909, met Martin
Jorgenson, prospector, who was headed for the Nahanni. Osias Meilleur had
also met Martin Jorgenson when Jorgenson was heading for Nahanni country, in
summer, 1909. Meilleur was on his way out of the country at that time.
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1910
Osias Meilleur met again with Martin Jorgenson at Fort Simpson,
Jorgenson had teamed up with Willie Atkinson in 1910. By 1911,
and Jorgenson split up and Meilleur and Jorgenson returned that
to the Nahanni where they stayed until spring of 1912. At this
came out to Simpson.

by which time
Atkinson
summer
time, they

1911
Osias Meilleur and Martin Jorgenson overwintered in the Nahanni, and built
a cache about a mile above the mouth of the Flat River.

1912
In the spring of 1912, Jorgenson purchased clothes, rifle, etc. planning to
spend the following winter season on the Nahanni.
Meilleur, his partner at this time, stayed only until fall on the Nahanni
and then returned to the mouth of the Nahanni to spend part of the winter.
They had agreed to meet in Simpson during the summer of 1913, but Jorgenson
did not show up.
Laffertys staked on Clausen Creek.
gold) and worked on it.

Tested coal (transcript should read

1913
According to Meilleur, from what Indians apparently told him, they saw
Jorgenson (Martin) during 1913 on the Flat River travelling towards what
they called "Big Mountain". At this time, according to Gus, he gave a note
to a trapper "Jules" to give to his partner Billy Atkinson. The note was
instead given to Mrs. Field (the former wife of Billy), who then passed it on
to Poole.

1914
Osias Meilleur went back into the Nahanni in 1914, and during the fall,
located a burned down shack at the place where he and Jorgenson had built
their cache in 1911. He also found a loaded rifle, revolver and clothes,
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1914 (CONT.)
among which he recognized trousers of Jorgenson. He did not report this
to the police. He wintered in the area. It is strange that he did not
report finding Jorgenson's body, which Poole Field subsequently found in
the same location.
Poole Field arrived in the Nahanni country, from the Yukon, looking for
Jorgenson and the gold that he had said he'd found.
Jack LaFlair was at the mouth of the Nahanni from 1914 onwards, and also
trapped the country. His original store was at the bottom of The Splits,
from where he also trapped.

1915
Meilleur overwintered in the Nahanni area during 1914 and in 1915 (spring)
returned to Simpson.
Apparently, Olaf Bredvic, Poole Field and Billy Atkinson located the
skeleton of Martin Jorgenson at his cabin on Sept. 28. They arrived in
response to a note sent to Billy Atkinson from Martin with an Indian saying
he had found gold. Kraus and Clark claim only Poole Field and an Indian
campanion found the body. The RCMP weren't notified of the death until 1916.
In most accounts, 0. Meilleur is linked in some way to Jorgenson. The
discrepancies in the different versions of this event and mystery of the
circumstances are greater than that for any other disappearance except
the McLeods.
Jack (Alvin John) LaFlair was independent trader at Nahanni Butte from
1915 to 1950. Contradiction here--Gus says he trapped and traded from
the foot of The Splits for a few years before moving to the Butte.

1916
Corporal David Churchill and Special Cst. Hope, left Fort Simpson on
August 14 and arrived at the burned shack of Jorgenson on Sept. 21.
The remains had been buried by the three discoverors (1915) of Jorgensen's
body and these were dug up for examination. Problems arose due to not
knowing the exact location of the remains before burial. The case was
dropped due to the disturbances of evidence. A map and description of the
area accompanied his report.
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1916 (CONT.)
Jack LaFlair, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.

1917
Jack LaFlair, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.

1918
Jack LaFlair, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
It appears that Northern Traders may have been trading at Nahanni Butte.
Probably from 1918 to 1924 if, in fact, they were there.

1919
Jack LaFlair, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
Northern Traders Ltd. may have been trading at Nahanni Butte.

1920
Jack LaFlair, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
Northern Traders may have been trading at Nahanni Butte.
According to Fiennes, James Watts, geologist, took a hunting trip in the
valley of the South Nahanni River. As with most things, Fiennes is in
error. Watts was in the area in 1946.
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1921
Annie Lafferty (Laferte?), a niece or sister of Mrs. P. Field (nee Lafferty),
disappeared while on a hunting party with the Fields in the Flat River area.
Bill Clark had the story from Poole Field and Mrs. Field. The usual date
given is 1920 but the LaFlair diary indicates 1921.
World War I veteran John O'Brien tells RCMP he is going to trap in the
Nahanni Valley.
Jack LaFlair was trading at Nahanni Butte.
Northern Traders may have been trading at Nahanni Butte.
"A. F. E. Brown and Frank Rae, July 1921."
This is inscribed on a tree
that Patterson saw at Irvine Creek in 1928, and then in 1951, though
fallen by then. Faille cut the blaze out in 1951. (This should perhaps
read Afe Brown.) There may have been four people in the party. The
location is not absolutely clear, but Gilroy found the names of Langdon,
Rae, Brown and Smith, June 25 and 27 cut on a (second?) tree for this date
apparently near McLeod Creek. Also recorded on the tree, same year, were
"Liard Smith and Indian, June 15".
Poole Field, Ed Clausen, Jonas and Henry Lafferty had a camp opposite
The Hotsprings, from which they were prospecting.
They overwintered in
the area. Jonas was in touch with a neighbouring trapper, O'Brien, who
was camped down river from them.
In about 1921, the McLeod case was reopened by the RCMP when an unnamed
brother of the McLeods', other than Charlie, made allegations that Weir
was working for the CNR under an assumed name. This was disproved, but
in 1922 he wrote the Dept. of Justice saying Weir was around Fort Providence.
This was denied by others, and the case again dropped. Charlie McLeod
brought the story up yet again in June 1922 and no convincing after
talking to the suspected Weir (a new one) could persuade him he was wrong.

1922
Poole Field, Ed Clausen, Jonas and Henry Lafferty appear to have been
overwintering across from The Hotsprings, prospecting. Jonas and one
other person found O'Brien frozen to death that winter.
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1922

(CONT.)

On January 27, John O'Brien left the cabin shared with his partner to check
traps, advising he would be gone 8-10 days. About a month later his
frozen body was found by the partner and a neighbouring prospector. Neither
of these two is mentioned by name and the area is reported only as being
the Nahanni valley.
The prospector was apparently Jonas Lafferty.
G. S. Hume and M. Y. Williams both led parties by the mouth of the South
Nahanni, though they were working essentially together. They travelled
down the Liard River and the Mackenzie River, stopping at Nahanni Butte,
on the 21st to 24th of June, if not longer. Williams at least climbed the
Butte.
Jack LaFlair, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
Northern Traders may have been trading at Nahanni Butte.

1923
Jack LaFlair, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
Northern Traders may have been trading at Nahanni Butte.

1921
Jack LaFlair, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
Northern Traders may have been trading at Nahanni Butte.

1925
Jack LaFlair, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
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1926
J. Stark and R. J. Stevens may have entered the Nahanni country in this year.
If so, they stayed in the area for three years. However, Patterson implies
that their first year was 1928 when they went upstream together.
Jack LaFlair, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.

1927
Jack LaFlair, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
Albert Faille came into the Nahanni area to prospect and trap the Flat
River Area. He stayed for three winters. Patterson travelled part way
with him.
R. M. Patterson arrived at Nahanni Butte in July, and travelled up the Nahanni,
sometimes in company with A. Faille. In the Butte, they stayed at P. Field's
cabin, though Field was not at home at the time.
Patterson came back out of the Nahanni at the end of August.
Patterson
travelled as far as Virginia Falls and a short distance up Caribou River.
J. Stark and R. J. Stevens stayed in the Nahanni, moving up to the Flat
River by 1927. They were prospecting, without much success.
Fenley Hunter made his first trip up the Nahanni, surveying, up as far as
Deadmen Valley in the summer. It is uncertain that Hunter made this trip.
Hunter doesn't mention it, nor does anyone else.

1928
Jack LaFlair, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
Poole Field started trading at Nahanni Butte as an independent trader.
Actually, according to Clark, Poole went up to the upper end of The Splits with
his family in this year as the Indians were there in the winter. He and Harry
Camsell lived in tents there that winter. Bill Clark says Poole obtained
his supplies from The Bay.
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1928

(CONT.)

Albert Faille had already come up the Nahanni River in 1927. He stayed in
for three winters. 1928 and '29 spent at Scot Creek.
Carl Aarhuis and Ole Loe were staying somewhere up the Jackfish River,
over the winter of 1928-29, prospecting to some extent.
In May, Patterson travelled down the Liard to Nahanni Butte with Gordon
Matthews. They travelled part way up the Nahanni, with Starke and Stevens
for some of the trip. They built a cabin in Deadmen Valley for overwintering.
Starke and Stevens built one at the mouth of Caribou River.
At Christmas, Matthews went out to Simpson to re-outfit.
met with the NAME outfit.

In August they

J. Starke and R. J. Stevens trapped in the winter of 1928-29 at the mouth
of Caribou River. They met with Patterson and Matthews in June of 1928, and
travelled together for awhile.
Fenley Hunter went up the South Nahanni River as far as Virginia Falls,
which he named after his daughter. He was a gentleman explorer. Also
looked for gold. Companions were George Ball, prospector, and Albert
Dease (Indian). He met Albert Faille on the trip, and a few days later,
met R. M. Patterson and Gordon Matthews near The Hotsprings.
Charlie McLeod, C. M. "Grizzly" Simmonds, J. A. Davidson and W. H. Wrigley
travelled down parts of the South Nahanni River in canvas canoes. They had
been prospecting on McLeod Creek for N.A.M.E. (Northern Aerial Mineral
Exploration Ltd.). Gus Morrison, who appears to have prospected with them
in part in the Nahanni, flew in and out of the area. Captain Harry (H.A.)
Oakes flew one of the two N.A.M.E. planes in. The other pilot was Captain
R. D. Adams. They travelled in sometime in the summer and came out in the fall.
They had little prospecting success, if the fact that they never recorded
any claims is meaningful.
What were assumed to be "Yukon Fisher's" bones were found on Bennett Creek
by members of the N.A.M.E. expedition. He had come out previously with
coarse nuggets, the source of which were unknown.
Noseworthy (initials not given) seems to have been a geologist for Dominion
Explorers. He examined stakings on Prairie River for the company.
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1929
Jack LaFlair, in the Nahanni area, trading from the Butte. He had contact
with Patterson during that winter. He built a big store at the Butte.
Previously he had had a combined house and store.
Gus Kraus records the presence of two people "Captain" and "Iron" in 1929,
as evidenced by a note in charcoal on a stake. According to Beaver Indians
who camped briefly with Gus in 1934, they were two Indians, who with a
group of other Indians, had been working Bennett Creek before 1904. The
Indians said that the McLeods had followed the Indians into the country.
Bill Clark made a side trip up the Nahanni in May when he got up to Nahanni
Butte to check The Bay's outpost run by Slim Vibbard. Bill Clark, George
Sibbeston, Harry Camsell, Poole Field, Ole Lde and Carl Aarhuis intended to
go into the Prairie Creek galena deposit but couldn't get overland into
Prairie Creek, so they staked galena showings on Lafferty Creek.
Bill also made a late summer trip up the Nahanni and into the Prairie Creek
galena deposit with Poole Field, Harry Camsell, Angus Sherwood, George
Sibbeston, Diamond C and possibly "old Charlie Yohee". They staked it then.
Bill flew out to Edmonton, stopping at Fort Smith to record the claims.
He went home to Scotland, returning in 1930.
In the early part of the year, Patterson was alone hunting mainly for food.
By the end of January when Gordon had not returned, Patterson travelled
over the ice down to Nahanni Butte, where he stayed with Jack LaFlair for
a few days.
He then travelled on to Fort Simpson, where he met with Matthews again. They
travelled back into the Nahanni about March. They met with Starke and Stevens
again in May, as well as with Greathouse and Southard and Quinlan. Patterson
and Matthews were prospecting as well as trapping. By May, they came back
out to Nahanni Butte.
At one time, eight unnamed Indians appeared at Matthews' and Patterson's cabin.

Al Greathouse, Harry Southard and Quinlan were in their cabin slightly
down river from Deadmen Valley. They could have come in during 1923-probably they did, but the only definite information we have is that they
were there when Matthews went down river at the end of 1928 and again in
February when Patterson went down.
Later in the winter, after trapping and a little prospecting, the three
moved on, staying a few days with Matthews and Patterson at their cabin.
Since no gold rush had begun, they had decided to head for the Beaver
River and trap. Southard however, cut himself, and the going was too tough,
so they camped by the mouth of the Meilleur where they remained until
Patterson and Matthews left the country in May.
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1929

(CONT.)

In the spring of 1929, Bill Clark met Carl Aarhuis and Ole L6e in Deadmen
Valley. They also seemed to be prospecting, though they did not go in
with Clark. They did stake with Clark's group on Lafferty Creek. Aarhuis
and Lbe had overwintered in the Nahanni.
Patterson met them near their cabin early in 1929.

J. Starke and R. J. Stevens trapped over the winter of 1928-29 at the
mouth of Caribou River. They came out late in the spring of 1929.
Arrangements had been made with Patterson and Matthews the previous year
to meet at Deadmen Valley, and they would come out together, which they
did in May.

Poole Field, his family and Harry Camsell overwintered at the upper end
of The Splits. Poole was doing some trading. According to sources, The
Bay sponsored him. He didn't trade full-time by any means. At one time,
he traded from a location near where Dick Turner's store was.
Albert Faille had come into the Nahanni River area in 1927. He travelled
up river and stayed for three winters. At Scot Creek in 1929.
Mr. and Mrs. Mattson and a niece lived, at least part-time in a cabin at
the bottom of The Splits for a few years, it would appear. They would trap
in the winter and come out to Simpson for the summer.
J. M. Gilroy and Andy Hay left Edmonton to travel to the Nahanni gold mines
in April. Dispatches were sent back as they travelled. Angus Hall had
teamed up with them by April 18 at Fort St. John. A second party, consisting
of Fred Hasler, Billy Hill, W. "Curly" Cochrane (guide and trapper) and
George Spangler left from Fort St. John towards the end of April. The two
parties didn't unite until they reached the diggings, then came out together.
The Hay party travelled the last part of the trip to the diggings overland,
and Hall went ahead. He was not seen again. They started prospecting at
McLeod Creek with no success, then prospected further afield again with no
success. Hall apparently made it as far as Seaplane Lake. It is thought
that he got to Bennett Creek as a bootprint like his was found.

Vibberd (Vibert?) was running The Bay's outpost at the mouth of South
Nahanni at that time. (Nickname Slim).
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1930
Jack LaFlair, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
Poole Field, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
Bill Clark teamed up with Jim McCauley. They got an outfit in October
and travelled up the Nahanni, intending to trap and prospect in the Flat
River area. They got only as far as Jackfish River when they were frozen
in, and spent the winter trapping that area. They had also taken in some
goods with the idea of supplying hunters.
Phil Powers had possibly begun to trap and prospect as early as 1930. He
had a cabin above the mouth of Irvine Creek up the Flat River.
Dick Turner first went into the North country, though not specifically to
Nahanni Butte or the Nahanni country at this time.
Nels Svengaard "Red Wolf of Nahanni Land", travelled relatively extensively
in the Nahanni area, prospecting.
Carl Aarhuis and Ole Lde helped Bill Clark and Jim McCauley start to put a
main cabin in Deadmen's Valley, close to Wheatsheaf Creek. This was in
preparation for big-game hunters, in conjunction with Punch Dickins. The
plan subsequently fell through.

1931
Jack LaFlair was independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
Phil Powers seen by Poole Field at mouth of South Nahanni, leaving en route
for Flat River. Poole was independent trader at the Butte.
Early in the new year, Corporal Halliday, Mounted Police, came up the Nahanni.
He and Bill Clark travelled from Jackfish River up as far as Patterson and
Matthews' cabin. Things looked poor for survival, and they came back down.
Bill and Halliday got as far as the far end of Deadmen Valley. Clark
continued with Halliday back to the Butte.
McCauley and Clark, later in the winter or early spring, joined with Jack
Mulholland and decided to trap up the Meilleur River. The river went out
and they had to travel overland. They ran out of food and on the arduous trek
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1931 (CONT.)
around the First Canyon they were forced to eat their dogs. Eventually,
McCauley and Mulhoi land got to the mouth of Nahanni and sent Diamond C
and a son back with grub for Clark.

1932
Jack LaFlair was independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
Poole Field, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
Jack Stanier and Bill Clark were in Nahanni Butte in the spring when
Powers was expected to come out of the area. They took his fiancé up
as far as Mattsons' without finding anything (June). Soon after, they
went into the Nahanni to prospect up Clausen Creek. White Spray was as
far upriver as they got. At the end of the summer, they came down, and
saw the RCMP on their way up to investigate the Powers death.
Jack Stanier heard rumours of the McLeod Map, and he and Bill Clark traced
it to Father Turcotte in early 1933. He found it at Fort Providence.
Cst. D. C. Martin and S/Cst. Edwards left Fort Liard to visit Phil Powers'
cabin site. Hired Poole Field enroute to act as guide and met Albert
Faille on the South Nahanni. Faille had already found some of Powers'
equipment. All travelled on together to Powers' camp. They found remains,
probably of Powers in burned cabin. He appears to have been fatally burned.
Prospector Frank Henderson first went into the Nahanni valley.
Mackenzie Air Services Ltd. opened its head offices in Edmonton, and Leigh
Brintnell became general manager. He would pilot for the company as would
Matt Berry, who would be second pilot with the company.

1933
Jack LaFlair, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
Poole Field, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
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1933

(CONT.)

During the summer of 1933, apparently Poole Field went into the McMillan
Lake area with Jack Stanier to prospect.
Jack Stanier and Bill Clark obtained the McLeod Map from Father Turcotte in
Fort Providence early in 1933. They found a canyon with placer workings on
McLeod Creek thought to be those of the McLeods in 1933. Later Stanier
said that this was incorrect, and that those found by Kraus on Bennett
Creek were the McLeod ones.
Kraus states that this was not the real map, but rather that Gerald Hansen,
agent for Brintnell, had it.

Clark and Stanier flew in with Stan McMillan to prospect around McLeod
Creek in June. In September, Jack flew out to Simpson and started forming
syndicates. He also made some type of arrangement with Bear Lake Mines and
appears to have returned to the McLeod Creek area before the end of the year.
Bill Clark flew to Fort Liard and spent the remainder of the year getting
people interested in prospecting the area. Clark seems to have become
involved in a number of snydicates: Fort Liard Syndicate with Jack Sime,
Patti Crickmore, Bill Clark and Jack Stanier; Fort Simpson Syndicate
with Bill Clark, Jack Stanier, Gerald Hudson; one with Bill Clark, Jack,
Leigh Brintnell and Stan McMillan, plus several others in which they had
shares. Bill also organized an 11-dog team group that went into the area
early in 1934. He didn't get back into the Nahanni area until the new year.
Clark and Stanier had first entered the Nahanni on the strength of the
map obtained earlier in the year. While prospecting, they found old sluice
boxes on McLeod Creek that they thought had belonged to the McLeod brothers.
Corporal Fielding went up to do some more investigation into Powers' death,
and he and his helpers (names unknown), checked Powers' trap line to try to
find more clues.
George Dalziel trapped a lot in the Nahanni this year, travelling extensively.

1934Jack LaFlair, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
Poole Field was trading at Nahanni Butte.
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1934 (CONT.)
It would appear that Bill Clark was still prospecting in a number of places
early in 1934. He did wait at Nahanni Butte for a flight into the prospecting
area for quite a while. Just after Christmas, he organized an 11-dog
sled party into McMillan Lake, under the control of W. McLeod (nephew of
Willy and Frank). Wop May finally flew Bill in, but by that time, Jack
Stanier had flown out for his operation, though Bill still considered them
partners.
At some time either late that year, or early the next, he contacted Lee
Drummond, geologist.

Jack Stanier overwintered at McLeod Creek and sometime in 1934, Benny
Alexander, associated with Bear Lake Mines, came in to help him with his
prospecting. Gus Kraus was also in the area and often talked with and
worked with Jack. Bill Clark was still Jack's partner, but was out at
the Butte at this point. Jack flew out for an operation in Edmonton that
winter (early spring) and didn't come back into the area. He died a few
years later.

In the early winter about April, Gus Kraus flew in with Leigh Brintnell
to McMillan Lake, figuring on prospecting. He was alone at that time.
Jack Stanier was prospecting at the same time at McMillan Lake, so Gus
would drop over to see him. Gus prospected in the Bennett Creek, Coal
River, Flat River areas. While prospecting Bennett Creek, he found the
site thought to be the placer workings of the McLeod brothers.
After hearing of the Bill Clark and Jack Stanier finds, Wop May tried to
interest people in prospecting the Nahanni area. He flew people into the
area and often appeared to have a share in subsequent stakings, sometimes
as partial payment for the flight.
Albert Faille went in to the Flat River area prospecting and trapping.
Cpl. Fielding tried to find definite evidence of the identity of the
remains in Phil Powers' cabin on the Flat River in August.
Joe Mulholland, Bill Eppler, Poole Field, George Widow and Stanley Turner
met up with G. Kraus at McMillan Lake early in 1934. They had travelled
overland from Nahanni Butte to trap. It appears that George Boudah had
been with them part of the trip.
Poole Field at some other point in this year, also appears to have made an
overland trip from Nahanni Butte to McMillan Lake probably in the company
of Charlie Yohee and Boston Jack, both Indians. Poole flew out with Wop May
when he went to pick up Clark at Nahanni Butte.
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1934 (CONT.)
George Dalziel was trapping and to a l i m i t e d extent prospecting that w i n t e r would appear t h a t he had come in i n 1933. He met Gus and B i l l on Lee Creek
in the l a t e winter. In the summer, they met again, t h i s time on Bennett
Creek.
Harry McGurran and Ted T r i n d e l l flew
May at the time that Poole Field had
Poole and his campanions were out of
I t i s n ' t known exactly why they came

in early i n the year of 1934, with Wop
walked overland to McMillan Lake.
food and he flew back out with Wop.
i n , but we would suspect prospecting.

In the summer, the RCAF worked from McMillan Lake and taking the f i r s t
a e r i a l photos of the area from which maps were subsequently produced. The
party seems to have been directed by Eric Fry, who was doing geodetic
survey work.
The Georges, Lodema and her husband A r t h u r , flew i n to McMillan Lake with
Wop May. They appear to have spent part of the winter in there prospecting.
Harry Snyder and George G. Goodwin (Assistant Curator of Mammals, American
Museum of Natural H i s t o r y ) , M. J . Shearer (brother-in-law of Snyder)
were flown in to B r i n t n e l l Lake by Leigh B r i n t n e l l to make an a i r
reconnaissance t r i p i n t o the Nahanni area. This was i n preparation f o r the
1934 t r i p . They returned about September 25.
Frank Henderson went i n t o the Nahanni Valley to prospect and has been
returning almost every year since. Since i t is not known what years he
d i d n ' t r e t u r n , only those w r i t t e n about have been l i s t e d .

1935
Jack L a F l a i r , independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
Poole Field was trading at Nahanni B u t t e , as was Mrs. Poole F i e l d .
Jack Mulholland became an independent trader at Nahanni Butte. This was the
l a s t year that Poole Field was trading here. Mulholland's post was near
Dick's present one, but i t also was d i f f e r e n t from that of P. F i e l d .
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1935

(CONT.)

There appears to be a little discrepancy in details between Gus Kraus and
Bill Clark on this section.
Bill Clark had apparently been working with Gus already by 1935. Sometime
in this year, Wop May got hold of Lee Drummond, mining engineer, and flew
him in to work with Bill and Gus. Bill had formed a tentative partnership
with Wop in 1933.
Gus had gone in previously to split plane loads, and Bill and Drummond came
in later. They may have prospected separately at first, but they all went
over to Bennett Creek to prospect soon after, as it looked more promising.
Bill Clark went out in the summer of 1935. While out, he met A. E. Cameron
and Snyder separately. He registered claims, got grub and returned.
A mining Syndicate, the Liard Nahanni Gold Syndicate was formed, consisting
of Wop May, Clark, Gus Kraus and Lee Drummond. (discrepancy as Bill Clark
gives this name to the one with Falcon. Gus says Falcon joined the Co.
later on.)
Albert Faille seen by Gus Kraus at Bennett Creek.
25 miles down the Flat River.

He'd (Albert) come from

Harry Snyder travelled up the Nahanni by boat. His expedition got as far
as The Gate, obtaining specimens of white sheep. With him was G. G. Goodwin.
The expedition took 11 weeks and involved aerial, pack train, river boat
and dog travel. The party consisted of: Harry Snyder, George G. Goodwin,
Dorothy Snyder (daughter), Bert Whitesides (engineer-mechanic), Ted
Boynton (cook).
Alan E. Cameron and his son travelled up the Nahanni River from Nahanni
Butte in July, establishing base camps for Snyder's hunting party that was
going to hunt sheep. At the same time, he studied the geology of the area.
Travelled 80 miles up river.
George Boudah and Joe Stark were seen by the Snyder expedition, just below
The Hotsprings at Poole Field's old cabin. They had found a little gold
while prospecting during the summer of 1935.
Milton Campbell and his partner, name not given (possibly Harry Vandale)
were rafting down the Nahanni, prospecting for gold, probably in the Flat
River country. Cameron met Campbell's party in Deadmen Valley.
Dr. Charles Camsell made a widely publicized flight over the Nahanni country.
Punch Dickins was the pilot for the trip, and along with them was W. Sutherland,
photographer and mechanic, A. D. Maclean, superintendent of the Civil Aviation
Branch of the National Defence Department.
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1936
Jack LaFlair, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
Poole Field was living at the Nahanni forks (Nahanni Butte) and met with
Snyder there to make final arrangements for the 1937 trip.
Jack Mulholland was an independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
Gus was working prospecting mainly at Bennett Creek. Bill Clark was
prospecting with him. They considered themselves partners though they
didn't always stay at the same locations.
Gus came out to Simpson briefly in 1936, it would appear, though he
contradicts himself at one point and said that he didn't come out until 1937.
According to him, at several points in the interview, he did come out after
two years, and this would put it at spring of 1936.
Albert Faille was near Bennett Creek during the winter of that year, and
spent some time with Kraus and Clark. They came down the river together,
also with Zinchuk and partner, Campbell and Vandale in May.
In the spring (May) of 1936, Gus came downstream with Bill Clark. With them
were Nazar Zinchuk and partner (John Lomar or Romar or ? ) , Vandale and
Campbell, and Albert Faille.
Milt Campbell and Harry Vandale (Vandel? or ?) prospected, it would appear
over the winter of 1935-36. In 1936 at least, they prospected near Gus,
having run out of food with their supply plane failing to arrive. Gus had
shot some meat. They travelled downstream with Gus and Bill around May to
the outside.
Nazar Zinchuk and partner John (name unknown) were at the mouth of Caribou
River that winter, and came down with Gus Kraus and Bill Clark in May 1937.
Zinchuk and his partner had been trapping and prospecting.
Bill Epler and his partner Joe Mulholland disappeared. The only clue was
their burned out cabin on Brintnell (Glacier) Lake.
Albert Faille, Gus Kraus and Bill Clark arrived at Irvine Creek about
April 28 and camped there until May 8 when the ice went out. Then they
went to the mouth of the Flat River and found the remains of a recent
camp fire. This appeared to be about a month old. They met Nazar Zinchuk
at that time and travelled down river (Nahanni), seeing recent cuttings.
It appeared that Mulholland and Epler had been following the ice and these
were their signs, as all other people in the area that year had been accounted
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1936

(CONT.)

for. Several months of investigation, however, showed nothing.
George C. F. Dalziel notified the RCMP on June 1, 1936, of the disappearance
of Epler and Mulholland. He had flown them into Brintnell Lake in
February 1936 and expected them to be out by May. Jack Mulholland (Joe's
brother) requested Dalziel to fly into the area to try to locate them,
but he could find neither man, just their cabins.
Cst. Winston C. Graham had Dalziel fly him in to the area on June 2, where,
at Nahanni Butte, he spoke with Jack Mulholland and Poole Field who were
worried about the two. He then flew to Brintnell Lake, but discovered
nothing new.
Dalziel and William Cormack made further air search of the area between June 6
and 9 without locating a trace of the two.

Corporal D. C. Martin made a patrol into the Nahanni and described the area
in his report. He did not mention the Falls, but did mention the length of
the Second Canyon and it would perhaps appear that he did not get to the Falls.
Col. Snyder again flew to Brintnell Lake where he tried to get aerial shots
of "Snyder mountains". This was unsuccessful due to weather and he stayed
there for three days before going back to the Butte.

1937
Jack LaFlair, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
Jack Mulholland, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
Gus Kraus was prospecting in the Flat River, Bennett Creek area.
partner at the time was Bill Clark.

His

Gus was prospecting in the Flat River area. Dates are confused, but he appears
to have been alone over the winter of 1936-37. He came out with Albert Faille
in 1937. (again date may be wrong)
Bill Clark went back in with him to prospect after he came out in the early
spring.
Dates are quite confused and this may have happened as late as the winter of
1939-40.
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1937

(CONT.)

Aeroplane trapping was banned in Northern Canada in February.
George Dalziel appears to have spent time trapping at the headwaters of
the Nahanni. He had trapped before he started flying in the 1930's. The
new law banning airplane trapping would hinder him. His partner in this
trapping season was "01ey" Loe.
In July, he was making an aerial survey, prospecting in areas which seem to
include the Nahanni.
Snyder expedition to the Nahanni area. The expedition travelled up the
Liard River by boat and thence up the Nahanni to the Falls. From here,
they were flown in to Brintnell (Glacier) Lake by Stan McMillan. They
were doing scientific studies. Members: Harry Snyder, G. Goodwin, Fred
Lambart, Karl Stein (assist, surveyor), Col. A. J. Macnab--game hunter,
Joe Callao—guide and tracker, Ted Boynton-cook, Jim Ross-in charge of
moving the outfit, and George Roberts—helper from Fort Simpson.
For 10 days, Mr. and Mrs. Snyder came to visit with pilot McMillan and
mechanic, A. Vanhee.

1938
Jack LaFlair, independent trader at Nahanni Butte.
This was the last year that Jack Mulholland traded at Nahanni Butte.
Kraus stayed up the Flat River prospecting.
Bill Clark.

His partner at the time was

G. C. F. Dalziel and partner Nazar Zinchuk were trapping in the Nahanni
area. It appears that their base camp was near the headwaters of the Beaver
River, though the article states that Dalziel spent three months on trapping
flights in the South Nahanni country. He crashed in Nov. 1937, but returned
to the Nahanni area to prospect after a short time outside in early 1938.
The South Nahanni watershed became part of the Mackenzie Mountains Game
Preserve and could be used only by the natives for hunting and trapping.
This continued until 1953. The game preserve included about 70,000 sq. miles
north of the Liard River and west from the Mackenzie River to the boundary
of the Yukon territory.
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1938

(CONT.)

Henry Keppler and Ralph Bruger, who trapped in the Beaver River area over
the winter, rafted down from there to Fort Nelson. This supposedly included
rafting down the Nahanni River in part. However, quite obviously the
reporter knew nothing of the geography of the area as nothing in this account
makes sense. Bruger and Keppler probably were on the Beaver since none
of the Nahanni old-timers know of them being in the Nahanni country.
George Robertson and Andy Jenson, trappers, built a cabin near Marengo
Creek and figured on trapping above the Falls that winter and then that
spring going down the Ross River.
It seems likely that the name of Robertson should be George Roberts. (Check
with Bill Clark as to his partner's name.)

1939
Jack LaFlair was trading at Nahanni Butte.
Gus was still prospecting in the Nahanni, but with the war, mining more or
less shutdown, and he came out in that year.
Discrepancy here. Bill Clark says he went out in the fall of 1939, and that
Gus stayed on in the Nahanni prospecting alone over the winter. As a year
seems to have been misplaced in Gus' memory and in the transcripts, this
certainly could be the case--1940 just seems to have been skipped in Gus'
transcripts.
Albert was up in the Flat River area in the spring of 1939. Gus met him in
the area that year, as he had done on a number of previous winters. These
were not planned meetings.
H. M. Raup and J. H. Soper studied the flora and vegetation of a small area
adjacent to Brintnell Lake. Raup's wife, name not given, also was helping.
Col. Snyder, along with Eugene Holman, John Sumand and Edward Johnson, chief
executives of the Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey flew to Brintnell Lake
and spent a week in the mountains. They met Raup1s party at Brintnell Lake.

1949
Jack LaFlair was trading at Nahanni Butte.
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1940 (CONT.)
In the fall of 1940, Carl Falcon (mining engineer) and Bill Clark flew
into McMillan Lake on behalf of the Liard Nahanni Gold Syndicate. They
examined the creeks. Albert Faille brought them down the Flat and South
Nahanni Rivers. On the way, they did a survey to determine if the Flat
was navigable by small barges for purposes of supplying the gold workings.
They stopped at The Gate and Carl and Bill attempted to reach the Prairie
Creek galena deposit overland. Weather defeated their attempt.
Gus says Falcon went in twice, once when he was along andoncewith Bill Clark.
Ollie Holmberg, trapper, died in the Nahanni Valley (apparently).
have never been found.

His remains

1941
Jack LaFlair was trading at Nahanni Butte.
Kraus (Gus) stayed at The Hotsprings and built the little shack that he used
for many years until the new one was built in the I960's. He also was
trapping that winter.
Bill Clark spent a fair amount of time at Bennett Creek, working on the
claims.
Col. Harry Snyder made a last trip by plane into the Nahanni to get more
pictures.

1942
Jack LaFlair was trading at Nahanni Butte.
buildings not burned by the fire.

His store was one of the few

Mary Kraus met Gus at Nahanni Butte during the fire of the summer. She had
lived in the area previously (Netla) and moved in with Gus on July 25.
They continued to live at Nahanni Butte for awhile, but sometime before the
New Year, went up to The Hotsprings to live.
Bill Clark and Donnelly went in to Brintnell Lake, where Donnelly was to
make astral observations.
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1942 (CONT.)
Fires burnt the area around the mouth of the Nahanni, including Nahanni Sutte.
They were suspected to have been started by Japanese firebombs. Much of
the Nahanni, other than the canyons, was burnt.

Charlie McLeod took a plane trip to the Nahanni, landing somewhere on
the river it would appear, though they are not specific in the reference.

1943
Jack LaFlair was trading at Nahanni Butte.
Gus and Mary wintered at The Hotsprings and in the summer he built a cabin
at Nahanni Butte. Here, they spent their summers for several years. By
early winter of 1943, they moved back up to The Hotsprings.

A. W. Nauss, working for Imperial Oil, travelled along the Liard River,
moving into the Nahanni area. Worked in the area in late May and June,
with Assistant H. K. Reidford and helper W. L. Clemis. Nahanni Butte
seems to be the extent of their travels actually in the Nahanni area. They
were completing geological surveys prompted by the Canol Project.
A man got angry and deliberately burned the Little Butte. The fire lasted
and smoldered for almost a year. Since all the rest of the country had
burned the year before, it didn't spread beyond the immediate area of the
Little Butte.

It would appear that prospector Frank Henderson was in the Nahanni prospecting
during these years. The exact dates are not given, though a 1946 report
says that he "is a veteran of four successive years of prospecting along
the Nahanni".
A large flood occurred, with the water at The Hotsprings being very high.
Seven or eight miles of the mountain slid down into the valley just downstream
from Twisted Mountain and upstream from The Splits. This occurred in what
appeared to be a regular year for rain, in the summer. The vertical drop
was about a hundred feet.
(Note that although Gus in unsure of years, this could have been the year
that the large flood occurred on the Nahanni River. )
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1944
Jack LaFlair was trading at Nahanni Butte.
Gus and Mary would live over the winters at The Hotsprings, and in the
summer, went down to their cabin in Nahanni Butte to live.
Fred Sibbeston, his wife, mother and children lived over the winter at
about the mouth of the Flat River. He trapped.
A geological reconnaissance by G. S. C. was made along the Liard River
with a traverse run up the South Nahanni River. Survey made by C. 0. Hage,
with help from student assistants David Robertson and James F. Davies,
as well as help from trappers and post managers along the way.
F. S. Nowosad and A. Leahey of the Experimental Farms Service, Dept. of
Agriculture, conducted a soil survey along Fort Nelson, Liard and a
short bit of the Mackenzie River. Observations were made at the junction
of the South Nahanni River and Liard River. Observations made on gardens
at South Nahanni (Nahanni Butte).
Frank Henderson was prospecting in the Nahanni Valley with a party of Indian
packers and geologists. They found what appeared to be the body of John
Jacobson near the junction of the South Nahanni and Flat Rivers. Luckily
Jacobson recovered consciousness before they buried him. He had been
deserted by the rest of his party 16 days earlier.

1945
Jack LaFlair was trading at Nahanni Butte.
Gus and Mary Kraus lived over the winters at The Hotsprings, and in the
summer, went down to their cabin in Nahanni Butte to live.
Gus built the tractor cabin, and it was used at times to live in.
Fred Sibbeston, his wife, mother and children lived at the mouth of the Flat
River and Fred trapped over the winter of 1944-45.
Bill Clark and Duncan Derry (mining engineer) travelled into the Prairie Creek
galena deposit by travelling north up a small unnamed creek at the very
prominent bend near the top end of the Second Canyon.
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1945 (CONT.)
Ernest Savard, a prospector, went to the Nahanni in the spring of 1945
and was reportedly not seen again. However, Berton says he is alive and
living in Yellowknife in 1946. Bill Clark and Gus Kraus both say he
didn't die in the Nahanni, but rather, later in Hay River.

1946
Jack LaFlair was trading at Nahanni Butte.
Gus and Mary Kraus spent the winter at The Hotsprings, and in the summer,
went down to their cabin at Nahanni Butte to live.
According to a later reference, they may have trapped from one of Gus1 cabins
about four miles below The Hotsprings.
Jack Shaback (Shebbach?) went into the Beaver and Caribou Rivers in 1946
and died of starvation early in 1947. He had been flown in during the fall,
and built a cabin. Then he began trapping, but game was scarce. Seeing
a possibility of starving, he started to walk out on Dec. 25. His last
note in his diary was dated Feb. 3, on which date he knew he was near death.
Frank Henderson, possible nephew of Bob Henderson, credited with the original
discovery in the Klondike in 1896, returned from the Nahanni district
with coarse gold. Partner, John Patterson, was to meet him at Virginia
Falls, and never showed up, in that summer of 1946. Never found.
Patterson, age 55.
James A. Watts of Yakima, Wash., his wife and brother-in-law made a geological
survey of the South Nahanni--appears to be in the area of the "Headlesss Valley".
Walter J. Tully plus two others were in the Nahanni valley, at least as far
as The Hotsprings. Purpose of the trip isn't listed, but they do say that
they found a skeleton (thought to be Ernest Savard or Tossavard) who was
thought to have disappeared in 1946. Actually, Savard didn't disappear
and his whereabouts was known as early as July, 1946.
A theory was presented that the people who died, and whose skeletons had
been found in the Nahanni, had all actually died of a form of meningitis,
whose bacteria were apparently found in a hut with some skeletons.
A flood occurred, not as drastic as the earlier one, it seems, but this
one flooded Fort Simpson.
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1947
Jack LaFlair was trading at Nahanni Butte.
Gus and Mary Kraus spent the winter at The Hotsprings. At this time, they
moved to The Hotsprings to live there all year round. He might have spent
much of that winter at a cabin about four miles below The Hotsprings.
A fire burned the Second Canyon badly.
(in October).

It probably started from a campfire

In February, Pierre Berton and photographer Art Jones were flown in the
area by Russ Baker. Their purpose was to "study" the Nahanni area.
They flew over it several times, and appear to have landed in Deadmen
Valley at one point. They also landed at Nahanni Butte. They explored
the river by flying up and along it where possible. They spoke of Gus
Kraus who was living with Mary at their cabin at The Hotsprings. Jack
LaFlair was also living at the Butte then. Mechanic for the trip was
Ed Hanratty.
In August, George Henderson, Calgary prospector, and three men, Roy Peterson,
Fred Hownslow, and Claude Diehl formed an exploratory syndicate to explore
in the Nahanni. They planned to leave later in the month.
Bill King, apparently prospector in the north for some time, and Big
Charlie went up the Nahanni area (into the Nahanni mountains).
Tom Carol an, army veteran and film technician planned to lead an expedition
into the Nahanni valley in the spring. No verification that trip occurred.
Although no verification that the trip took place has been found, Lieut. W. E.
Bateman of the U.S. Marines planned to head a group into the Nahanni Valley.

1948
Jack LaFlair was trading at Nahanni Butte.
The Dick Turner family came to the Butte (Nahanni Butte) and set up a trading
post there that lasted until 1969.
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1948 (CONT.)
In June, Fred Sibbeston, told RCMP of having found the remains of a person
near the mouth of Caribou River. They were found to be those of John
Shaback (or Shebbach?). Spelling discrepancies arise in articles.
W. E. Stevens appears to have visited the South Nahanni River in this
year, though the reference is sketchy. He does compare the number of sheep
in the Nahanni in 1956 and 1957 (as seen by Stewart we assume) to the number
seen by himself in 1948, noting a decline along the river.
Physiographic description of the entire South Nahanni watershed.
taken from aerial photos.

Information

1949
The RCMP was finally able, in September, to reach the scene of the death
of John Shaback (or Shebbach?) and return the remains to Fort Liard.

1950
Jack LaFlair died at Nahanni Butte on Oct. 17. Seems that Gus and Mary
found him.
After the death of J. LaFlair, Gus ran the store until May of 1951.
Dick Turner and family lived and traded in Nahanni Butte.
Albert Faille was in the Nahanni area at Irvine Creek from October onward
over the winter, prospecting. (This shows discrepancy with the 1951-2 dates
of Binns and Moorhead, 1973.)
In June, Charlie McLeod led a group of six others, including his three
sons Frank, Ivan and Cecil plus Roy and Ben Smith of Edmonton and Jack Gourtey
to the Nahanni. A later article omits Roy Smith.
David R. Kingston, geologist, made a stratigraphie reconnaissance along the
South Nahanni River. Also along were, John C. Martin, Charles Yderstad,
and pilot was G. C. F. Dalziel. Landed on South Nahanni River below junction
with Broken Skull River.
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1951
After the death of J. LaFlair, Gus Kraus ran the store from late 1950 until
May of 1951.
Dick Turner and family were living at, and trading at Nahanni Butte.
Albert Faille was in the Nahanni area at the junction of Irvine Creek and
Flat River prospecting and trapping.
R. M. Patterson, Curtis Smith and Frank C. Wood travelled to Nahanni Butte
in July with two canoes. They travelled up to the Falls in a power boat
with Fred Sibbeston, taking a freight canoe with them and later travelled
by canoe up the Flat to Irvine Creek, before travelling downstream to
Nahanni Butte.

1952
Gus was up the Flat River sometime in this year.
Dick Turner and family were living at, and trading at Nahanni Butte.
Albert Faille was near the junction of Irvine Creek and Flat River frozen
in over the winter 1951-52. Trapping and prospecting.
Ollie Rollag and Slim Raider were in the Glacier Lake area prospecting
during the summer that year. Flook met them at Glacier Lake but they had
travelled between Glacier Lake and Virginia Falls. David Oancia also came
in with them.
Col. Harry Snyder led an expedition to Glacier Lake on August 2. The party
consisted of Col. Snyder, Mrs. Snyder, Col. Snyder's nephew Paul Dudeck,
Mr. W. Griffith, Glen Kilgour (cook), D. Flook, Dr. H. Jennings. Pilot was
R. Page of Associated Airways.
D. R. Flook carried out moose surveys on the Liard River between Fort
Simpson and Fort Liard, stopping at Nahanni Butte (May).
During August, he accompanied Col. Harry Snyder in his visit to Glacier
Lake, carrying out the same types of surveys.
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Dudley W. Bolyard, Howell Martyn, George Yntema, J. (John) Bailar and
(Harry) H. Nance, of the Yale Expedition, climbed in the Logan Mountains
(Ragged Range). They flew in and landed on Glacier Lake. The expedition
lasted from July 13, 1952, until Sept. 1, 1952. They climbed Amphitheatre
Peak, Marble Mountain, Snow Chute Peak, Red Wing Peak, Ice Dome Peak,
Die Eisspitze, Plymouth Peak, Mount Ida and West Cathedral Peak,
all in the vicinity of Brintnell Lake.
During the summer, Richard Shamp (geologist), Howie Martyn (botanist),
and Norman Thomas (photographer) explored the headwaters of the South
Nahanni River. He landed on the South Nahanni River and made a trip
through the northeastern Logans, up the Brintnell River valley to Brintnell
Lake and down the South Nahanni by raft. Is this the Yale Expedition?

1953
Dick Turner trading at Nahanni Butte.
The Mackenzie Mountains Game Preserve seemed to be serving no useful
purpose, and was abolished in 1953.
In March, D. R. Flook studied the abundance of marten and conditions in
the area of the upper South Nahanni. R. Rutherford piloted the Associated
Airways aircraft that flew him in. Accompanying him was Chief Warden W. Day
and Gus Kraus, who acted as guide. They went up the Nahanni and turned up
the Flat River, landing at Seaplane Lake, locating an old cabin built by
Gus before 1945. Gus and Flook snowshoed in the area, as far as the Flat
River to Faille's cabin, making observations. They flew on to McMillan Lake
and again snowshoed and observed. They travelled to Irvine Creek and above
Virginia Falls, passed into the valley of the Nahanni, landing at Brintnell
Lake. Snowshoeing was again done.
In August, Flook carried out collections of biological specimens on the
South Nahanni River.
W. J. H. Patton, doing field work by helicopter, studied Mississippian
rocks in the LaBiche Range, about 12 miles south of the South Nahanni River,
near Jackfish River. A Master's thesis followed from this work.
Examination of a narrow coal seam, exposed for a short distance along a
creek valley on the west bank of Jackfish River, a tributary of the South
Nahanni, indicated the presence of spores similar to those from Carboniferous
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coals in the U.S., Europe, and U.S.S.R.
John Patton.

The sample was collected by

E. F. Roots of the Geological Survey made a reconnaissance trip through the
Flat River valley, reporting the possible mineral potential of the district.
A. C. Patterson, Superintendent of Parks for Edmonton, travelled upriver,
at least as far as the First Canyon.
On Friday, December 18, Col. Harry Snyder's home near Sundre was demolished
by fire. Apparently all his files and his library were lost in the fire.

1954
Dick Turner trading at Nahanni Butte.
Curtis Smith, from Vermont, came into the area and travelled up the Nahanni.
They travelled as far as Deadmen Valley. Along with Curtis, were Gus,
Fred Sibbeston, R. M. Patterson and Talbot.
An army map-making survey team was scheduled to travel into the Nahanni
region. It was to be headed by G. A. Arnold of Ottawa. We haven't seen
any further information reporting on their activities.
The main orebody at the present Canada Tungsten Mine was discovered by
Axel Berglund while prospecting for Northwestern Explorations Limited.
B. Groat of Lower Post discovered showings of lead-zinc-silver at lat.
61°32'N and long. 127°30'W near "Lucky Lake".
Collections made by the Shell Oil Co. near base of Cretaceous rocks on the
east side of the Jackfish River.
A. C. Patterson, Superintendent of Parks for Edmonton, again travelled up
the Nahanni River, exploring in general.
Sunday, Nov. 14, Frank W. Henderson died.
his work in the Nahanni.

See 1932 and 1946 for details of
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1955
Gus Kraus reported mule deer on the Prairie Creek gravel bar. He was living
in the area of the Nahanni at the time. This was the only deer seen by Gus
in the Northwest Territories. Gus appeared to be living at the Butte at
this time, though he had his cabin at The Hotsprings.
Dick Turner trading at Nahanni Butte.
Faille was in at his cabin at Seaplane Lake at least during the summer of
1955, according to notes that he left at the cabin.
Curtis Smith again came into the Nahanni, this time taking pictures, doing
some prospecting and trying to interest people in the development of a
health spa at The Hotsprings. He brought in a geologist, Gavin Dirom,
and looked over land on Prairie Creek. R. M. Patterson, with pilot Vic
McGuire, flew in in June twice to pick people up. Patterson stayed at
one point for about a week. Unfortunately, they could not find Smith
to pick him up, but they did pick up Dirom. Kraus was taking Smith by
boat on the river for most of the trip.
The Northwestern Explorations Ltd. Co. sampled and geologically mapped the
deposit found by Berglund at the present Canada Tungsten site.
Northwestern Explorations Co. Ltd. were doing work from Skinboat Lake.
Soon after Patterson's arrival, they moved up to Landing Lake (Seaplane
Lake) on the Flat River.
Camp boss, Dave Barr, cook Oscar Schmidt. They had four separate prospecting
parties out in the mountains, each one with two men except for the fourth
group which consisted of a geologist and two geology students. The other
three parties consisted of prospectors.
Helicopter pilot was Al Smiley and mechanic Jack Rich.

Air photo interpretive work was done to survey the timber along the lower
portion of the South Nahanni River.
Field work was also done in 1955, by a joint field party of the Northern
Administration and Lands Branch, and the Forestry Branch. Mr. J. C. Wagar,
in charge of the field party was assisted by R. J. Dewe, D. F. Merrill,
J. Torunski, A. Moller and D. Lindsay. Photo-interpretation was done by
R. J. Dewe and W. U. Hardy. The survey was done at least as far upstream
as the Jackfish River.
A fire burned, just up from the mouth of the Nahanni, probably due to
careless campers. Size unknown.
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Mountain climbing in the vicinity of Brintnell Lake. Participants were
Donald Hubbard, Ray D'Arcy, Sterling Hendricks, Dave Bernays and Arnold
Wexler. An elevated platform, supposed to have been built by either Snyder
Expedition or Yale-Logan expedition, was found. Pilot was G. C. F. Dalziel.
(July 3 - July 29)
A. C. Patterson, Superintendent of Parks
Nahanni in September, accompanied by his
Donald, Donald Wright and Dr. J. Gardner
Battleford and three men from New York.
River to Deadmen Valley.

for Edmonton travelled up the
sons, Don and Henry, grandson
of Calgary, Mr. Clowe of North
They travelled up the Nahanni

1956
Dick Turner trading at Nahanni Butte.
R. C. Stewart of the Canadian Wildlife Service was in charge of a
reconnaissance of an area from the South Nahanni River to the Canol Road,
and from the Yukon boundary to the Mackenzie River. Both aerial survey
flights and ground observations were taken. Few studies were made in 1956.
Accompanying Stewart, was David Oancia. They were transported to Brintnell
Lake on July 7 and returned from the area to the outside by July 18.
The Northwestern Explorations Co. explored the deposit at the present
Canada Tungsten mine with seven diamond-drill holes, finding a small copper
orebody. Claims were allowed to lapse in the fall of 1958.

1957
Dick Turner trading at Nahanni Butte.
Leonard Brunchnik (or something similar according to Kraus) went prospecting
up river. His body was found a few months later. Apparently he was sick
and i t looks like he drowned while rafting down the river.
Operation Mackenzie. The Geological
survey in the area of the Root River
Sibbeston L. (95G), Fort Liard (95B)
were W. B. Brady; B. G. Craig; R. J.

Survey of Canada did a reconnaissance
map-area (95k), Virginia Falls (95F),
and La Biche (95C). Participants
W. Douglas; P. Harker; D. J. McLaren;
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A. W. Norris, D. K. Norris, B. R. Pelletier and D. F. Stott.
Assisted by: D. A. Andrews; F. J. A. Arthur; R. K. Broeder; K. P. R. Cole;
W. N. Hamilton; I. M. Harris, R. N. McCowan; D. B. McKennett and J. B. Read.
Helicopters, supplied by Associated Helicopters Ltd. were flown by
N. R. Staniland, R. Huff, J. Brochu and R. Barnes. Aircraft supplied by
Pacific Western were piloted by W. McKinney and J. Furber. A boat and
barge were operated by G. P. J. Turner and D. Turner. Radio operator was
W. T. Spratt, Canoemen were E. A. Konisenta, H. Martel 1 and M. McKay.
The Claifornia Standard Co. and Pan American Petroleum Corporation collected
faunal data during reconnaissance mapping in the South Nahanni area since
1957. These have been summarized in this paper.
Two field parties were allotted to the Canadian Wildlife Service reconnaissance
survey carried out by R. C. Stewart. Stewart, and assistants Hans Stocker
and Robert Douglas. Stocker assisted for the first month, and Douglas
joined on August 16 at Brintnell Lake. Base camp was established on the South
Nahanni River east of Brintnell Lake. Travel was carried out on the river
to some extent, with canoe and kicker.
Mel vin and Ethel Ross, producers of travel-adventure films travelled on
the Nahanni, presumably for that purpose. As there were two canoes, we
would assume others were in the group.

1958
Dick Turner trader at Nahanni Butte.
Houses were built to form the new settlement of Nahanni Butte.
the job. Church built at same time.

Gus supervised

The Mackenzie Syndicate had prospecting parties in the Canada Tungsten area
from the summer of 1958 onward. Scheelite was identified and the main
showing was sampled and mapped. The property was restaked in Nov. 1958.
The general area to be prospected was selected by K. J. Springer, who
formed the syndicate. Hugo Brode11, Mackenzie Syndicate, claimed a small
parcel a couple of miles from the copper company's site.
Don Patterson (son of H. S.) made a trip with Jack Wright, Tom Ahearn, Ron
Close, and E. L. Rand to the area of Deadmen Valley. This was his third
trip, the first one being in 1955.
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1959
Dick Turner, trader at Nahanni Butte.
On Oct. 1, 1959, John Richardson and Alex Mieskonen arrived on McMillan
Lake, joining Orville Webb, and Thomas Pappas who had come in on Sept. 25.
They had equipment, tools and food for three months and were in the area to
conduct a search for minerals. Dean Rossworn didn't go into the area until
January 1960. See 1960 for further details.
The Canada Tungsten Mining Corp. was formed to develop the scheelite
deposit near the headwaters of the Flat River.
A tent camp was set up and drilling done during August and early September.

W. W. Jeffrey carried out an ecological study along the Liard River and
included the area near Nahanni Butte. He collected information on the
forests of the area. Help was given by Gus Kraus and Edward Diamond.
The latter acted as a guide for the summer.
Charlie Stojan, home location and what he was doing are unknown, went up
the river valley to some extent.
Collection of surface water data on the South Nahanni, about 1/2 mile above
Clausen Creek. See 1960-1965. Seasonal recording gauge.
Collection of surface water data from the Flat River at Cantung.
by manual gauge. First records taken in November.

Records

1960
Dick Turner, trader at Nahanni Butte.
In January, 1960, Alex Mieskonen, Orville Webb, Thomas Pappas, Dean
Rossworn and John Richardson went into McMillan Lake prospecting. They
ran out of food, and Mieskonen committed suicide, Webb and Pappas went
for help and were not seen again. Rossworn and Richardson were rescued,
in May, by Chuck and Jim MacAvoy.
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Jack Norcross and his family were missionaries at Nahanni Butte. Jack,
who had his own plane, joined in the hunt for the missing Pappas and Webb.
G. C. F. Dalziel also took part in the search, scouting abandoned cabins.

Frank S. Bailey and Gus Kraus flew in to McMillan Lake to check on the
prospectors (Mieskonen, Webb, Pappas, Rossworn and Richardson) in early
January and found that they had illegally been shooting big game. Some
meat was seized at that time. They then (Bailey and Kraus) returned to
Nahanni Butte.
Cst. Victor A. Werbicki of Fort Liard decided they should revisit McMillan
Lake for a further search, which they did on Jan. 7 (Werbicki and Bailey).
The pilot, James Roy Franklin, on both trips. More meat was seized as
illegal.

Diamond drilling was completed on the main deposit of Canada Tungsten's on
the Flat River. C. J. Brown was chief geologist at the time and can be
assumed to be in the area. A camp was set up in April. A temporary airstrip
was also built and mapping was carried out.
The
and
was
and

Mackenzie Syndicate prospected the Logan Mountains between Hyland River
Coal and Flat Rivers. They worked in the Nahanni area in part. There
a helicopter-supported crew of 10 men, one geophysical, two prospecting
two geological parties.

Areas examined included 61°32'N, 127°30'W, about 5 miles northwest of
"Lucky Lake'. The showing was discovered in 1954. 61°50'N and 128°03'W,
a tungsten-copper showing was examined as was a copper deposit at 61°16'N,
127°05'W.
Phelps Dodge Corp. spent a month prospecting the Logan Mountains as far
north as Summit Lake in the Nahanni map-area (1051).
Canex Aerial Exploration Ltd., Centennial Mines Ltd. and Magnum Copper Ltd.
discovered a tungsten deposit in Nahanni map-area (1051) at lat. 62°22'N,
128°37 1/2'W. The three companies had one crew in the area.
Nahanni Sixty Syndicate prospected in the middle South Nahanni River area.
The prospected area was mainly 20 miles north of South Nahanni River between
long. 126°W and 127°15'W in Flat River map-area (95E) and Brintnell Lake (95L)
map areas. Some prospecting was done to 15 miles southwest of the river
between long. 127°15'W and 127°40'W. A silver-lead showing was examined about
25 miles up Prairie Creek in Virginia Falls (95F) map-area. They operated
out of Rabbitkettle Lake.
Geological Survey of Canada geologists, Green and Roddick mapped the southern
part of Nahanni map-area (1051) and the northern part of Frances Lake map-area
(105H).
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1960 (CONT.)
L. F. Cote (Triad Oil Co.) was at Upper Prairie Creek in July (61°42'N
and 124°38'W) and in the Manetoe Range in August (62°01'30"N, 125°06'W).
A. E. H. Pedder, of the Triad Oil Co., was in the northern Funeral Range
(61°4T30"N, 125°05'W) in August and lower Meilleur River valley (61°14'
35"N and 124°38'25"W) in July.
E. O'Bertos and A. E. H. Pedder, consultants to the Triad Oil Co., were in
the area at the head of Prairie Creek in the Manetoe Range (61°49'30"N,
125°05'W).
A study of plant communities was done at Hole-in-the-Wall Lake by Edward
William Arnold, in the valley which drains into the lake, during the
months of July and August. According to Porsild, Arnold went in with
one companion John P. Milton. He carried out an ecological study, centred
around plant communities adjacent to The Hotsprings. In his paper, Milton
adds Al Povey, crew coach at Princeton to the list. Povey grew i11, and
had to be flown out within a week.
Game laws in the Northwest Territories were relaxed so that any white
person who had resided in the territories for four years could obtain a
big game hunting license.
In mid-June, Stuart Krebs, Mason Hoadley, Stanley Shepard and Bill Buckingham
flew in to Brintnell (Glacier) Lake and climbed in the "Cirque of the
Unclimbables", on Mount Harrison Smith.
R. M. Patterson travelled to Nahanni Butte in March.
L. V. Brandon appears to have been in the area of Nahanni Butte, collecting
water samples. He was possibly also in the area in 1961.
Surface water data collection from the South Nahanni, above Clausen Creek.
Recordings seasonally taken.
Surface water data was collected periodically from a location on the South
Nahanni River, 3 miles above Virginia Falls.
Collection of surface water data from the mouth of the Flat River. Records
taken continuously by recording gauge from 1960-66. Data taken 2 1/2 miles
above confluence.
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1960 (CONT.)
Collection of surface water data from the Flat River at Cantung.
by manual gauge taken seasonally. 1960-62.

Records

1961
Dick Turner, trader at Nahanni Butte.
The orebody at Canada Tungsten was still being diamond drilled and sampled.
The all-weather road was used in 1961-62 for trucking supplies. The mill
site was prepared and a townsite laid out. The airport was completed.
A concentrator was planned and probably built in 1961.
Prospecting was carried out by the Canada Tungsten Mining Corp. at
concessions 105 1/1, 105 1/2, 105 H/16, 95E/13.
During the summer of 1961, a soil survey was carried out by the Department
of Agriculture to secure more knowledge of the soils in the study area.
Included within the study area is Nahanni Butte and a small portion of
the South Nahanni River above the Butte.
Participants were: J. H. Day; W. Redekop (assisted with field work); boat
operator, Julian Hardisty; Gus Kraus and Jack Norcross (Nahanni Butte).
G. Bigelow and J. Clarke of Fort Liard gave assistance during the survey,
but it is not known if their assistance was in the Nahanni area at all.
W. J. Cody collected plant specimens from the Nahanni River area--Rabbitkettle
Lake. K. W. Spicer acted as assistant.
Barney and Woods Streeper travelled through Nahanni Butte on a trip down
the Nelson, Liard, Mackenzie River systems. Woods flew into the Nahanni
for a few days. They picked up two hitch-hikers, Bill Lietz and Erhard
Fisher of Prince George, at Nahanni Butte. These two had been in the
Nahanni area taking pictures since the spring breakup and remained for
12 weeks. Streepers' had a freight company that passed through Nahanni Butte
on its travels.
John Langdon and Blake Mackenzie were forced to land near McMillan Lake
just before Christmas. They were rescued within 6 days. They were in the
area helping with the filming of a documentary on the Nahanni which was
begun in the summer of 1961 and expected to be completed by January 1962.
The National Film Board filmed the journey of Albert Faille up the Nahanni.
Don Wilder, camera-man, director and two rivermen set out with Faille in June.
Weintraub met them on the river in August. The film won second prize in the
Berlin Film Festival.
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Winton C. Noble; Peter Allen, civil engineer; Eddy Jackman; Hugh and Peter
Gordon, amateur photographers travelled up the Liard to Nahanni Butte
and on as far as "Hell's Gate" in a 27-foot river scow. Purpose of the
trip seems to have been adventure. They travelled back down in the same
manner.
The Dick Turners were reported to have been at the Butte, at their home
at this time.
L. V. Brandon appears to have been in the area of Nahanni Butte, collecting
water samples either in 1960 or 1961, possibly in both years.
Surface water data collection from the South Nahanni, above Clausen Creek.
Seasonal recording gauge.
Surface water data was collected periodically from a location on the South
Nahanni River, 3 miles above Virginia Falls.
Collection of surface water data from the mouth of the Flat River.
taken continuously by recording gauge from 1960-66.
Collection of surface water data from the Flat River at Cantung.
by manual gauge, taken seasonally.

Records

Records

1962
Gus and Mary (probably Mickey also) moved to The Hotsprings again, permanently
this time. They still lived in the old cabin.
Dick Turner, trader at Nahanni Butte.
Angus Blake Mackenzie, crashed into a mountain near McMillan Lake, on
January 5, 1962. Lived well for 46 days and then disappeared, possibly
while hunting. Never found.
Kenneth Stockai 1, Victor Hudon, Gunther Goertz, and Henry Busse crashed in
an aircraft while sightseeing, Sept. 29, near Virginia Falls. All were killed.
Stockall was the pilot, and Busse chartered the aircraft for picture taking
over the valley.
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Apparently a small plane crashed in the Headless Valley and a prospector
named Hudson was found dead by the plane. The fate of the pilot and other
two occupants is unknown—bodies not found. (This is almost certainly the
Stockall crash in which four were killed but Fiennes, with his ability
for exaggerating and doing things inaccurately, has got things wrong again.)
Lloyd Brooks, Harold Eidsvick and W. M. Baker travelled by air and boat in
the Nahanni area studying National Park potentials. By river they travelled
between Nahanni Butte and Virginia Falls. This was the first examination,
officially, of the South Nahanni River by the Dep. of Indian Affairs and
Northern Development. This was preliminary to a decision as to whether
or not the area would make a suitable park. A more detailed examination
was made during 1969.
S. L. Blusson carried out mapping at a scale of one inch to half a mile
during the summer of 1962 and part of 1963, near the Canada Tungsten mine.
He worked along with company geologists.
Fixed-wing reconnaissance flights were made by L. H. Green and S. L. Blusson
in the area in which Operation Nahanni was later to take place.
The all-weather road to the mine was completed. A permanent camp and mill
were completed at Canada Tungsten, and mining and milling carried out.
Milling commenced in November, 1962. Bedded copper found in permit areas.
Floyd Tyerman, and his two brothers apparently were prospecting on McLeod
Creek. During the next winter, Floyd and his wife worked the creek.
Surface water data collection from the South Nahanni, above Clausen Creek.
Seasonal recording gauge.
Surface water data was collected periodically from a location on the South
Nahanni River, 3 miles above Virginia Falls.
Collection of surface water data from the mouth of the Flat River.
taken continuously by recording gauge from 1960-66.

Records

Collection of surface water data from the Flat River at Cantung, taken
seasonally by manual gauge from 1960-62.
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1963
The Kraus' returned to The Hotsprings in mid-September, according to Marsh.
This is a discrepancy of one year from our date. They lived in the tractor
cabin. Apparently there were two boys, whom Berry thought were their sons,
living with them.
Dick Turner, trader at Nahanni Butte.
Martin Wuethrich, Fritz Willy Wiesmann and Wolfgang Mihncke disappeared
while canoeing on the South Nahanni River, believed to have overturned near,
or in, The Figure Eight Rapids. The only body found was Wuethrich's. They
set out on June 22. Wuethrich's body was found in late July or early August.
Flat River (95E), Glacier Lake (95L), Wrigley Lake (95M) map-areas were
geologically surveyed and mapped during 1963, in "Operation Nahanni" by
the Geological Survey of Canada. This was done by H. Gabriel se, S. L.
Blusson and J. A. Roddick with assistance in the field by M. E. Atchison,
T. M. Gordon, R. C. Handfield, P. J. Street, and U. Upitis. Aircraft
were a helicopter from Klondike Helicopters Ltd., and Beaver from Harrison's
Flying Service and B.C.-Yukon Air Service, and smaller aircraft from Watson
Lake Flying Service.
B. S. Norford was in the Broken Skull River area, collecting fossils.
Mining at the open pit was suspended on July 20, 1963, and the mill
closed in September at Canada Tungsten Mine, due to the low price of
tungsten.
In August of 1963, a big game aerial reconnaissance was made in the Nahanni
area. Landings were made at Nahanni Butte, Brintnell (Glacier) Lake, having
followed the Nahanni River. From here the party flew down the South
Nahanni River to Hole-in-the-Wall Creek, circling Hole-in-the-Wall Lake
and following the Flat River to the vicinity of Canada Tungsten, where the
plane again landed. Further travels were taken in the areas of Seaplane
Lake, Skinboat Lakes, McMillan, Clark and other lakes in the area. A
landing was made at Brintnell Lake again and then further travels over Little
Dal Lake and Grizzly Bear Lake, Broken Skull River, and South Nahanni River
enroute again to Brintnell Lake. The purpose of the survey was to assess
the feasibility of outfitting for big game hunting, and participants were:
Stan Burrell and Elmer Kure of Northern Safari; Claude Brewster and Donald
Edge of Brewster Buffalo Hunts; Don Turner of Nahanni Butte; Glen Bigalow,
Forestry Management Officer at Fort Liard; Robert Douglas, Game Management
Officer at Fort Norman; and D. R. Flook, Canadian Wildlife Service.
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1963 (CONT.)
Phillip M. Youngman, of the National Museum of Canada, collected mammals
in the Flat River headwaters area.
James McCarthy, Layton Kor, Richard McCracken and Royal Robbins climbed
Mt. Proboscis in the Ragged Range above Brintnell Lake, August 3-5.
Climbing and exploring in the Logan Mountains for a month. A group of
four, Mike Banks, Arnold Wexler, Dr. Stirling Henricks and Dr. Donald
Hubbard were climbing in the Ragged Range around Brintnell Lake (July 22August 15).
Trip by members of Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry on the Nahanni.
Capt. F. L. Berry; Sgt. S. V. MacAuley; Cpl. D. J. Mclnnes; L. Cpl. R. D.
Dickson; Rifleman R. J. Gaudet travelled from Nahanni Butte to the Falls.
Two continued on to Rabbitkettle Hotsprings, then returned to Falls, from
where all continued to Nahanni Butte.
Dick Turner mentioned as being at his home at Nahanni Butte in early September.
The Kraus family, specifically Mary and Gus were at home at The Hotsprings
on September 6, and again on Sept. 22. Two small sons mentioned also.
Albert Faille was found at the campsite at the top of the portage around
the Falls, and his boat was used to travel upstream.

Three army officers spent two days travelling up to and returning from Deadmen
Valley by boat. Their names were Maj. F. R. Kaye, Maj. C. M. McLeod and
T. R. Palfrey.
Surface water data collection from the South Nahanni, above Clausen Creek.
Continuous recordings.
Surface water data was collected periodically from a location on the
South Nahanni River, 3 miles above Virginia Falls.
Collection of surface water data from the mouth of the Flat River.
taken continuously by recording gauge from 1960-66.

Records

1964
The Kraus' were living at The Hotsprings full time. By this time, the new
cabin was well on the way to being ready to live in, and it appears that they
did so in part of 1964.
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1964 (CONT.)
Dick Turner arrived at the Falls while the Poirel party was still filming
there. He flew in to resupply Albert Faille. Turner was trading at Nahanni
Butte.
Canada Tungsten Mining Corp. reopened their tungsten property at Tungsten
during 1964, in late June. Milling resumed in October.
Jean Poirel, B. (Bertrand) Bordet, C. (Claude) Bernardin and R. (Roger)
Rochat travelled down the Nahanni by boat. Poirel and Bordet parachuted
into the Nahanni area and travelled downstream, meeting the other two at
Virginia Falls.
Ted Johnson and Deane Munro, prospectors working for the Restone Mines
met with Poirel and Bordet at Mount Wilson. Johnson and Munro saw the
parachutes of the other two.
Albert Faille met with Poirel and Bordet while they were at the Falls,
probably on July 15. They remained at the Falls for a period of one week.
Tony Machuk and R. E. Stevenson of the Department of Forestry were flown
in to the South Nahanni River near Virginia Falls on the 14th of July.
They stopped to visit with Poirel and Bordet. Machuk and Stevenson were
flown in by Gateway Aviation.
F. F. Henderson, RCMP and Ozzie Eliason, Game Management Service, arrived
at the Falls while Poirel and Bordet were still there.
J. Poirel's party met with Constable Howard Kearley, 12 miles from Nahanni
Butte. He took them to the Butte.

Bill Sargent, Fred Schartner travelled up the Nahanni, only as far as The
Hotsprings.
In the fall, another' Grande Prairie man, Ed Stemecki, had also made the
same journey.
An investigation was carried out by the Water Resources Branch, Dep. of
Energy, Mines and Resources of the hydroelectric power potential on several
locations in the South Nahanni watershed: Upper Seaplane dam site, 4 1/2
miles downstream from the mouth of McLeod Creek; Caribou dam site 23 miles
upstream from the mouth of Caribou River (map sheet 95E). Geological work
by E. B. Owen. Work also done by Owen in other sites: Lower Seaplane
dam site-on Flat River, 5 1/2 miles down from mouth of McLeod Creek; Lower
Direction dam site, on Flat River, about 4 1/2 miles up from junction of
Flat and South Nahanni Rivers, map sheet 95F; Upper Direction dam s i t e on Flat River, about 9 miles up from junction of Flat and South Nahanni River.
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1961 (CONT.)
Surface water data collection from the South Nahanni, above Clausen Creek.
Continuous gauge recordings.
Surface water data was collected periodically from a location on tne South
Nahanni River, 3 miles above Virginia Falls.
Collection of surface water data from the mouth of the Flat River.
taken continuously by recording gauge from 1960-66.

Records

1965
Gus, Mary and Mickey Kraus lived at The Hotsprings full time.
they appear to have been living in the new cabin.

By this time,

Dick Turner was a trader at Nahanni Butte.
The Mackenzie Mountains were opened to non-resident big-game sport hunting,
and Don Turner became an outfitter to hunting parties in the Nahanni region.
13 Indians received licenses as big game hunting guides at the Nahanni Valley.
Further mapping and geological work was done on "Operation Nahanni" (see 1963).
Work was carried out in the Glacier Lake map-area, by H. Gabriel se, J. A.
Roddick and S. L. Blusson with assistance from T. M. Gordon, R. C. Handfield,
R. B. Helm, Rolf Ludvigsen, Uldis Upitis and M. V. H. Wilson. Transportation
was by helicopter, Beaver (2), Cessna 180 and Piper Cruiser.
Jean Poirel travelled down the Nahanni River noting many apparent cave
entrances. (This probably a date error and refers to the 1964 trip.)
Bill Buckingham and Lew Surdam flew to Hole-in-the-Wall Lake on July 7.
From here, they climbed in the area and then set out westward finally
arriving at Cantung.
Surface water data collection from the South Nahanni, above Clausen Creek.
Continuous gauge recordings.
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1965

(CONT.)

Surface water data collected periodically from a location on the South
Nahanni River, 3 miles above Virginia FallsCollection of surface water data from the mouth of the Flat River.

Records

taken continuously by recording gauge from 1960-66.

1966
The Kraus1 lived at The Hotsprings full-time, with Mickey.
Dick Turner was trading at Nahanni Butte.
Some more observations were made in the Flat River map-area and Glacier Lake
map-area during 1966 on "Operation Nahanni", by some or all of H. Gabrielse,
J. A. Roddick and S. L. Blusson.
The galena claims on Prairie Creek, about 61032'45"N, 124°48'35"W were
optioned by Cadillac Explorations Ltd. and prospecting was carried out
in the summer of 1966.
Bill and Wendy Addison. Honeymoon on the South Nahanni River, starting
from Brintnell Lake to which they had been flown by Chuck Hamilton, of
B.C.-Yukon airways. They travelled to the Nahanni, and downstream to the
Falls by canoe.
From here, they travelled partially by canoe, and mainly by scow, supplied
by Don Turner and John Brucker.
At Nahanni Butte in August of that year were the rest of the Brucker family:
Dick and Vera Turner; Jack Norcross family, Phil Howard and family. Gus
and Mary Kraus, as well as Mickey, were at The Hotsprings. Dick and Stanley
Turner were at Prairie Creek.
Norman M. Simmons carried out an aerial reconnaissance of an area that
includes all of the South Nahanni River. Pilot Chris Van Tuyl with Game
Management Officer Hugh Monaghan accompanying. The trip was to familiarize
themselves with the terrain, identify sheep habitat and locate major camp
sites and potential study areas.
Outfitter John Kidd hunted along the South Nahanni River during the survey
of Simmons.
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1966

(CONT.)

Bill Buckingham and Lew Surdam flew to "Beaver Lake" in Hole-in-the-Wall
Valley and climbed from July 7, until Aug. 16. Poor weather limited them.
Collection of water data from the Flat River, 1/2 mile below Cantung, 1966-1971.
Surface water data collected by recording gauge continuously from 1963-8,
on South Nahanni, above Clausen Creek.
Surface water data collected continuously from a location on the South
Nahanni River, 3 miles above Virginia Falls, taken continuously by recording
gauge from 1964-68.
Collection of surface water data from the mouth of the Flat River.
taken continuously by recording gauge from 1960-66.

Records

1967
The Kraus family was living at The Hotsprings.
Dick Turner was trading at Nahanni Butte.
H. Gabrielse and S. L. Blusson, of the Geological Survey of Canada,
geologically mapped the Coal River map-area (95D), with field assistance
by W. J. P. Crawford, C. J. Dodds, R. A. Farley and D. G. Perry. Transportation
was by Spartan Air Services helicopter and Watson Lake Flying Service Beaver.
In 1967, midsummer, an exploration program commenced on the Prairie Creek
claims by Cadillac Explorations Ltd. This was a continuation of the 1966
program.
N. M. Simmons continued his aerial Dall sheep reconnaissance, begun in 1966.
He also continued to contact outfitters in the area—Turner.
Cody and Spicer were collecting plant specimens from the area of the Canada
Tungsten Mine. Most appear to have been taken from near the hotsprings.
Specimens were also collected along the Upper Flat River.
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1967

(CONT.)

Bill Buckingham and Lew Surdam climbed in the previously unvisited northwestern
sector of the Ragged Range. They climbed and backpacked a number of peaks
during July and August.
Nine Grande Prairie residents spent six nights in the Nahanni valley. They
had three river craft which they used to go upstream to the Falls, and return.
Included were the leader Bill Sargent, Chester Stretch, Dean Hoymie, Fred
Schartner, their wives and one daughter, Teresa Schartner.
Robert Sheppard, pilot; William Borg, outfitter; Phillip Jacob, guide;
Wilfrid Fantasque, guide; and Thomas Punch, guide, crashed on Sept. 30, 1967,
while returning from Little Dall Lake. All were killed. (Crash was not
in South Nahanni watershed but is often, erroneously, assumed to be.)
Surface water data collected by recording gauge continuously from 1963-68,
on South Nahanni, above Clausen Creek.
Surface water data collected from a location on the South Nahanni River,
3 miles above Virginia Falls, taken continuously by recording gauge from
1964-68.
Collection of surface water data from the mouth of the Flat River.
taken continuously by recording gauge from 1960-68.

Records

Collection of water data from the Flat River, 1/2 mile below Cantung, 1966-71.

1968
The Kraus family was living at The Hotsprings.
Dick Turner was trading at Nahanni Butte.
During 1968, most of the showings that had been found by Cadillac Explorations
Ltd. on Prairie Creek were stripped and linked by access roads. New holes
were drilled and tested.
Gus says that the Nahanni Butte Community Hall was built about this time.
No definite date.
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1968

(CONT.)

The aerial Dal 1 sheep reconnaissance, begun in 1966, was continued.
Outfitters were also contacted for their records. Turner, who had the
Nahanni area, had his base camp along the Flat River.

An economic survey was carried out in the lower Liard Region, with inclusion
of Nahanni Butte and Tungsten. The work was done by the Industrial
Division of the Dep. of Indian Affairs and Northern Development. The field
work was conducted by G. M. Higgins. Fred Sibbeston assisted the author
(Higgins) in a reconnaissance of the South Nahanni River by boat. The
trip went as far as the mouth of the Flat River. Acknowledgments, though
not detailed, include from Tungsten: Messrs. F. Hall and E. Hoddinott.
G. Kraus from The Hotsprings and Dick Turner from Nahanni Butte.

Bill, H. H., T. Frost, D. Frost, J. McCarthy, D. Williams, Paula Lehr,
climb in the Ragged Range. Tom Frost, "Sandy" Bill and Jim McCarthy
climbed the "Wall of Forgetfulness" on the "Lotus Flower Tower" (both
unofficial names), in the "Cirque of the Unclimbables". Base camp was
at Brintnell Lake.

Peter Rowat, Ted Maden and Nona Okun flew in to Lonely Lake, Hole-in-the-Wall
valley on July 16. Ted and Peter climbed several peaks together. Nona was
also involved in some climbs. They flew out on August 16.

Archibald Simpson and Geoff Spedding spent five weeks of June and July
climbing in the Ragged Range, followed by 2 weeks on the South Nahanni
and Liard Rivers. They flew to Brintnell Lake and did a lot of climbing
in the "Cirque of the Unclimbables" and on Mount Sir James McBrien
before portaging out to the Nahanni.

Two German film-makers, Elmar and Brigiite Engel, paddled their kayak into
the First Canyon and back out to the Butte on a trip that started at Fort
Nelson, and ended at Tuktoyaktuk.

Ray and Babs Bentley and Tom Costello flew in to Deadmen Valley and made a
movie documentary. Bentley (Ray) was the pilot for the trip. Footage
taken from the air and from a longer visit between July and September.
Surface water data collected by recording gauge, continuously from 1963-68,
on South Nahanni, above Clausen Creek.
Surface water data collected continuously from a location on the South
Nahanni River, 3 miles above Virginia Falls, by recording gauge from 1964-63.
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1968

(CONT.)

Collection of surface water data from the mouth of the Flat River.
Records taken continuously, by recording gauge, from 1960-68.
Collection of water data from the Flat River, 1/2 mile below Cantung, 1966-71.

1969
The presence of Gus Kraus, residing at The Hotsprings, is mentioned. In the
Indian Affairs paper, it states that he owns and operates a trading post
there, though he has never said such to us. He and Mary had their cabin
at The Hotsprings, and lived there.
Trading post, operated by Dick Turner at Nahanni Butte was closed during
the summer of 1969. It had operated since 1954. His son, Don, is the
outfitter making use of the South Nahanni area.
The Nahanni Trading Co. began in 1969. It is an Indian Co-op probably.
Mrs. Turner calls it a "Government store".
Father Mary was in and out of the Nahanni area on many functions.
The pilot and two federal government, Water Resources people were killed in
a plane crash near Virginia Falls. Pilot Donald Cannam, and passengers
Orest Letwinetz and Ian George.
Survey done by Dep. of Indian Affairs and Northern Development along the
Nahanni River during the summer. From this, a park proposal was drawn up
which included specific boundaries.
Cadillac Explorations Ltd. established further claims on Prairie Creek.
Further work was recommended for this year, though at the writing of this
paper, it appears that the work had not been carried out yet.
During the six weeks starting at the beginning of June, a study of the power
potential of the South Nahanni was carried out for T. Ingledow and Associates
by a party under the control of Dr. L. T. Jory of Domage, Campbell and
Associates (consultant geologist). They inspected all potential dam sites
and profiled the river. Following the field survey, work was done using
topographic maps, etc., and information supplied by other sources.
Potential dam sites inspected were: Lafferty Creek area, Ram Creek,
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1969

(CONT.)

Deadmen, Canyon Creek, The Gate, Mary River, Arnica, Hell's Gate, Last
Chance, and Virginia Falls.
The survey party consisted of two civil engineers, one engineering student,
and a helicopter pilot. Jory inspected the main dam sites.
A part of Simmons' Dall sheep aerial survey was done in the South Nahanni
area, not far from Tungsten.
A forest inventory was carried out in the study area (Liard, Nahanni) by
F. F. Slaney and Co.
Roger Frison-Roche and Pierre Tairraz travelled in the Nahanni area,
from Nahanni Butte, up the Nahanni to Virginia Falls, during the spring
of 1969. They mention the presence of the following people in the area,
whom they met on their journey.
Father Mary took the men as far as the Kraus cabin.
Peter Cowie was the pilot from Fort Simpson to Nahanni Butte. Dick Turner
is mentioned as being a trader, seen on this visit. An unnamed welfare
officer and woman were taken by P. Mary to The Hotsprings just before FrisonRoche went up.
Vera Turner was also met with on this journey.
Gus, Mary and Mickey were all present at this time at The Hotsprings. Gus
and Father Mary continued with the expedition to the Falls, in Gus' boat.
Surface water data on the South Nahanni was being collected about 1/2 mile
above Clausen Creek.
Surface water data were taken from the South Nahanni River above Virginia
Falls.
Surface water data was being collected 2 1/2 miles upstream from the confluence
of the Flat River with the Nahanni.
Collection of surface water data from the Flat River at Cantung.

1970
Gus and Mary Kraus were living at The Hotsprings. Mention is made of
observations made by Mary of wildlife in the area. Trudeau stopped with
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1970 (CONT.)
them briefly.
Their lease at The Hotsprings was not renewed for 1971, due to the fact
that they were planning a park for the area.
An ecological study of the South Nahanni River to Virginia Falls and up
the Flat River to some extent was carried out in two phases in 1970.
A field party studied the area during late June and early July. Don Turner
flew into the area once. Pilots Steve Harrison and Sid Baird did the
flying needed. Although Scotter was in the field party, it is not clear
who else was. In September, Scotter was piloted by Dick Turner upriver to
Deadmen Valley where Richard Tinsley (geologist for Canada Tungsten) and
Norman Simmons met him. They spent 2 days studying the area from the
First Canyon to Tungsten.
Jean Poirel led an expedition in the summer, looking for caves around the
junction of First Canyon and Lafferty Creek Canyon.
P. E. Trudeau took a guided tour down the Nahanni.

He stopped at the Kraus'.

1971
Gus and Mary Kraus moved from The Hotsprings early in this year. They
moved to Little Doctor Lake. Mickey was home part time.
Fiennes met Mickey at the cabin at The Hotsprings where Mickey was staying
with some prospectors he was guiding.
Kraus appears to have moved out on Monday, May 31.
Although the Turner's apparently stopped trading at the Butte, they seem
still to be living there in 1971, and moved to Fort Simpson late in 1971.
In April, 870 square miles along the river were withdrawn from disposal by
Order in Council, to protect an area from exploitation while studies
continued for a National Park.
Two associated groups conducted geomorphological research and cave
exploration in the vicinity of the First Canyon. Exploration, on foot,
proceeded onto the plateaux adjoining the First Canyon between Clausen Creek
and a mile upriver from Lafferty Creek as well as a two mile stretch on
either side of Lafferty Creek Canyon.
The cave group under the direction of J. Poirel also included Mie. Claudette
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1971 (CONT.)
Joubert, J. Marion and J. Schroeder.
The Cave and Karst Research group consisted of Dr. D. C. Ford (director),
Dr. I. Drummond, J. N. Jennings, M. S. Shawcross, G. A. Brooks and
Miss L. Doucette.
George Scotter accompanied Gerry Lee, of National and Historic Parks, and
a film crew into the Nahanni. Additional ecological data was collected.
Leigh Brintnell died in Edmonton on January 23.

1972
Nahanni National Park was established in February. On Feb. 17, it was
announced that three new parks would be created. The actual names and
locations were announced on Tuesday, Feb. 22.
A survey of bats and fauna in the caves in the vicinity of The Hotsprings
was carried out by M. B. Fenton, S. B. Peck and R. G. Syme. This was
done in conjunction with a geomorphological study of the sites under
Dr. D. C. Ford.

1973
Albert Faille died at Fort Simpson, on New Year's Eve.
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Introduction

The South Nahanni watershed is one of the most poorly known areas
of Canada.

Certainly, no other National Park in Canada has such a depauperate

history, or such a dearth of resource documents on which to base a historical review.
What little evidence there is, suggests that the South Nahanni
watershed may never have contained a year-round resident Indian population
because of the low productivity of the land.

Indians, living a nomadic

life, apparently travelled into the area periodically from different sides
of the Northern Cordillera (Mackenzie and Selwyn Mountains).

This has

produced conflicting accounts about the Nahani Indians, which have yet to
be resolved.
The history of white men in the area is known only slightly better.
Until the last 20 years, few whites had ever visited the area and fewer still
left accounts of their works and travels.

The result is that the history,

as it relates to whites, has yet to be written.
The historical record, such as it is, exists as:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

a small, but important collection of secondary source documents
in the form of newspaper clippings and magazine stories;
an extremely small collection of primary source documents, of
varying value_,in several archives;
an oral history of quite extensive proportions residing in the
minds of old-timers of the area, both Indian and white and;
a fairly extensive collection of primary source documents in
the hands of these old-timers, which includes photographs,
diaries, letters and legal documents dating back at least to
the 1920's, and possibly earlier.
Obviously, the great majority of the South Nahanni history rests

in the minds and personal possessions of the Nahanni old-timers.

In

recognition of this fact, Parks Canada let contract 501/74/4 which led to
interviews of a number of the old-timers.

The wealth of material turned up

has exceeded my high expectations for the work, especially in the number
of primary source documents unearthed.
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The transcripts plus appended documents, produced in the course
of this work are the raw material basic to the writing of a proper history
of the area.

This material is definitely not a history!

These personal

recollections are subject to the inconsistencies, contradictions and
vagaries of the human memory.

These can only be resolved, if at all, by

more interviews to corroborate or deny points of view expressed here.
Only then can the process of organizing and synthesizing a properly
documented history begin.

The Interviewees

The people interviewed as part of this project must rank
amongst the most interesting in Canada.

This is hardly surprising since

the North has traditionally attracted a special type of person.

The South

Nahanni area, perhaps because of its special challenges, seems to have
attracted an especially rare type of person.

These people are rugged

personalities, highly individualistic, incredibly independent and free
spirits who, to a large degree, loath and pity the rest of we more "civilized"
folk.

The authority they respect is their own.

Hence, to a person,

they distrust government and anyone associated with it, since government
is the major threat to their independence.

Their attitude to government

and civil servants is often cool and suspicious, while a slight seems to
bring on a certain orneriness.
These wonderful people are difficult to characterize, but Robert
Hood did it as well as anybody in 1820.

Referring to the annual gathering

of post managers of the fur trade, Hood notes:
This general rendevous is delightful to persons who have
been so long incarcerated in the snow, with no other society
than their servants and natives. They catch a glimpse of the
civilized world, laugh at their own altered habits, and begin
the same course again. Many of them have lived thus for 25 years,
and some have visited England after amassing a competence for their
support, but have returned in disgust, unable to reconcile
themselves to those regulations of mankind which take from them
some of the privileges of liberty, to secure the rest. So great
is the love of power, and hatred of control, that having once

Houston, C. Stuart. 1974. To the Arctic by canoe I 819-I 82 I. The
journal and paintings of Robert Hood, Midshipman with Franklin.
Arctic Inst. N. Amer., Montreal, xxxv + 217 p. (see p. 23)
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tasted the pleasure of cutting down a tree or shooting a bird,
without any license but that of their will, the charms of refinement and comfort of security are offered to them in vain. It
is the spirit that peoples deserts, and to encourage it, is to
hasten its destruction.
The disposition generated by this mode of life will not,
unfortunately, admit any division of the bounty of providence
with another; and the encroachments of a neighbour are regarded
with a corroding jealousy that betrays the selfishness from
which the professed desire of freedom has sprung.
Every person interviewed has, at one time, lived in the Nahanni
country under conditions as severe as those described by Hood.

To varying

degrees, all the interviewees exhibit the characteristics described by
Hood.

Any discussion of friends, or enemies, brings out a degree of

criticism of their fellow inhabitants of the country.

The basis for

this characteristic is perhaps their egos, which as with most people
who have successfully proven themselves, to themselves and everyone else
under the most adverse circumstances, can hardly be described as inhibited.
Whatever its cause, this self-pride is not a demeaning feature as it would
be in the average person; rather it is part of the constitution of a
remarkable personality.
It does, however, present the interviewer with a particularly
delicate problem.

Most of these people "shoot from the hip" or speak it

as they saw it, without equivocation.

Friends are discussed in an open

and frank fashion; enemies sometimes receive harsher treatment.

Friends

might be embarrassed or offended by some of the comments, while statements
about enemies are occasionally libelous or border on it.

The interviewees

fully recognized this, and therefore the interviews were granted on the
very clear condition that offensive portions be deleted from any public
transcript.

This has been done.

The taped record is not, however, edited.

Therefore, the tapes are highly confidential documents which cannot be
made public until some time, well after the death of all persons mentioned
i n the tapes.
If further work is carried out, it is important that the
interviewer have the confidence of these people and establish a strong
rapport with them, if a good interview is to be obtained.

An interviewer

who has to some degree proven his/herself in the South Nahanni country and
who is not a civil servant will have the greatest success.
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Methods

The initial work involved determining whether or not potential
interview candidates were living and, if so, their addresses.
The following people had died:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fen ley Hunter (deceased 1965, explorer, map of area)
George G. Goodwin (first mammalogist)
Harry Snyder (expedition philanthropist, big game hunter)
Arthur H. L. Mel lor (R.C.M.P.)

5.

David ChurchiI I (R.C.M.P.)

Alan E. Cameron (first geologist) and Harry F. Lambart (surveyor)
could not be located.
Interview candidates were contacted by a letter requesting an
interview and outlining the general interview format as well as the nature
of the questions.
in the affirmative.

The majority of people contacted, responded immediately
The success rate was undoubtedly boosted by the fact

that I knew a number of the interviewees personally and/or was able to
utilize mutual friends as references.
Dr. H. N. Jennings, Calgary (friend of the late Harry Snyder)
did not respond to enquiries.
Duncan C. Martin and G. C. F. Dalziel were located in California
and the Yukon respectively but beyond travel limits allowed for in the
contract.
Time was not available to interview G. C. Matthews, Victoria,
or many residents of Fort Simpson.
The following people consented to interviews and were subsequently
i nterviewed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

R. M. Patterson
BiI I Clark
Father Mary
WiI Iy McLeod
Charles Yohee (Yohin)
Mary Kraus

7.

Gus Kraus

At this point, final interview plans were formulated and confirmed
wherever possible by telephone.
Interviews invariably had to begin with a three to five hour
"get acquainted session" in which no recording was done.

With friends,

this meant exchanging news, reviewing mutual Nahanni experiences and
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establishing the basis, methods and subject areas for the interview.
With new people, the time was spent introducing myself, establishing
my credibility, especially through my own Nahanni experience, establishing
a rapport with the interviewee and establishing the basis, methods and
subject areas for the interview.

This apparently unproductive time was

absolutely essential to obtaining a subsequent candid interview.
Recordings were made on two Sony I I OB cassette recorders,
using the microphone supplied with the secondary back-up unit, while a
much higher quality Sony ECM-2I microphone was used on the primary
recorder.

Recordings made with the ECM-2I microphone were significantly

better than those made with the standard microphone.
Due to a cassette tape shortage during the summer of 1974 many
different brands of low noise C-90 cassettes were used.
depended on what was available.

The brand used

While there were no obvious differences in

the quality of different brands of tape, tape lengths varied by as much as
five minutes per side from one brand to another and by as much as two
minutes within some brands.
the two tape recorders.

This provided minor problems in synchronizing

In some instances the recording from the secondary

recorder was of such poor quality that it had to be re-recorded from the
primary tape.

In this instance, tape length differences often presented

an acute problem.

Sony C-90 cassettes were the most consistent in length

from cassette to cassette, as welI as being one of the longest running
brands.
All interviewing was done in the individual's home.

This presented

real problems in keeping other occupants quiet, as well as finding a quiet
place as far removed from other occupants as possible.

In other instances

the houses themselves were in noisy locations e.g. Bill Clark's home is
at a Mackenzie Highway truck stop.
present on all tapes to some degree.

As a result background noise is
Tapes were monitored as recorded and

whenever background noise reached too high a level, recording was stopped.
In two instances in the Patterson interview, the "record" key
was not pushed completely down, so that one of the recorders was running
but not recording.

In these instances the missing material was re-recorded

off the other tape.
Rough drafts of transcripts were produced using a TC Electronics
cassette tape transcription unit for playback purposes.

The rough draft
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required editing for a number of reasons.
(i)

Some people used run-on sentences, while others had a tendency
to switch thoughts in mid-sentence. These types of situations
require editing to clarify the transcript for readers unaware
of the overall context.

(ii)

Interviewees often assumed some knowledge which the readers of
transcripts may not have. Therefore insertions and points of
clarification are necessary.

(iii)

(iv)

Some interviewees tended to be repetitious, in which case
redundant statements are eliminated.
The highly personal assessment of events, friends and enemies
is sometimes potentially embarrassing and occasionally libelous.
Such material cannot be made public until after the death of
all concerned. This was a condition which interviewees clearly
placed when granting permission for an interview. Therefore,
potentially embarrassing material has been edited out of this
public transcript. The tapes are not edited, and are therefore
highly confidential documents which must remain unavailable for
public scrutiny until sometime well after the deaths of all
concerned.
Editing transcripts is a delicate balance between retention of

the exact wording of the discussion and a free-flowing transcript
improved by editing.

In these transcripts editing has tended to err

on

the side of minimal editorial intrusion, hopefully retaining as much as
possible the full flavour and intent of the interview.
The following editorial notations are used.
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

indicates one or more of the following:
(a) an interruption by one party of the other;
(b) a thought left in mid-sentence or;
(c) a switch of train of thought in mid-sentence.
L" 3 indicates editorial insertions, usually points of clarification, into the text of the interviewee.
( ) indicates:
(a) a clarifying interjection by the interviewee when in
standard typeface.
(b) either an editorial insertion or a clarifying interjection by the interviewer in the italic typeface.
Square brackets are not available in the italic typeface.
CunintelIigiblej indicates that because of an interruption by
one party of the other, a sudden influx of background noise,
a dropping off of voice level, or a combination thereof, it
was impossible to hear, properly understand and transcribe what
was spoken. In nearly every case only a word or two words or a
phrase has been lost.
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The name of the person being interviewed is given at the top
left of each page along with the cassette number and side of the cassette
in question in parentheses.

Thus cassettes or position in the transcripts

are identified first, by the interviewee's name; second, by the cassette
number, with numbering starting anew for each interviewee and; third,
the appropriate side of the cassette.

Errata - R. M. Patterson tapes.
Two errors in the transcripts of the first four R. M. Patterson
cassettes were identified too late to make corrections.

The Nahanni

Hotsprings, behind the old Kraus house are simply known as "The Hotsprings"
amongst local residents.

It is identified as "the hot springs" in the

transcript of the first four cassettes.
S i mi I art 1 y the South Nahanni River is repeatedly referred to
as "the river" throughout the transcript of the first four cassettes.
It should be "the River".

R. M. Patterson in his garden, Victoria, B.C., July 25, 1974.
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R. M. PATTERSON
VICTORIA
JULY 23-25, 1974

Interviews with P. M. Patterson were conducted at his home at
2685 Queenswood Drive, Victoria, on the afternoon of July 23, the morning
of July 24 and all day July 25. Interviewing
took 16 hours in this period,
approximately eight hours of which are on tapes.
The other eight hours
were spent on the necessary duties of introducing myself and the usual
pleasantries
one must go through in establishing
the personal
credentials
and relationships
necessary to a candid interview.
Time was also spent
discussing items unrelated to the Nahanni which Mr. Patterson wished to talk
about, as well as a few items which he refused to discuss on tape.
The interview was inhibited to a certain degree by Patterson's
character which includes a strong sense of:
"propriety"; reserve;
personal
protection of the privacy of himself and others and; individualism.
In
his own home he was impeccably dressed—shirt
and ascot or shirt and tie.
He was embarrassed on July 25 when for "personal reasons" he had not had a
chance to shave when I arrived at the appointed time. He shaved before
beginning the interview.
There was no lowering of his reserve which
suggested that I should address him other than Mr. Patterson.
Another group of factors caused him to place limits on the time
he was willing to spend on interviews.
First, he is working on another
book and appears to be at a critical
stage, where, despite the fact he
consented to interviews,
he would really rather have been working on the
book. Second, he seemed to have the impression that he could complete the
interview in an afternoon, however, once he saw the line of questioning he
appreciated the need for more time. Third, he had fallen from a ladder dust
before my arrival and badly hurt his back, shoulder and knee. His obvious
pain made it difficult
for him to sit
still.
Despite these inconveniences,
the interviewing went well with
many questions getting answers. At first,
Patterson's
answers seemed a
bit perfunctory,
almost as though he was holding back. This was probably
due to his innate reserve as well as the fact that his interests
have
completely changed from the Canadian outdoors to French history.
In fact
he espoused a disinterest
in his past writings.
As the interviewing
proceeded,
the disinterest
gradually changed to an active interest accompanied by a
reawakening of memories and more forthright,
spontaneous answers.
Despite
the obvious renewal of interest,
he terminated the interview on July 25
because of the pressure of other business.
This was done despite the
fact that he was aware a lot more questions remained to be asked on the
following subjects:
1. Curtis Smith; 2. Harry Snyder; 3. History of
the area as given in news articles;
4. G. C. F. Dalziel; 5. his partner,
Gordon Matthews; 6. his personal photo collections,
correspondence and
diaries.
He suggested we continue at a time more mutually
convenient.
Throughout the interviews,
he would periodically
go off to
search his files to bring out bits of correspondence, his diaries or photo
albums. Some correspondence he loaned me and copies are appended. He did
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not permit me to see his diaries
saying they contained personal
information.
After I had packed the taping equipment,
at his request,
he turned to his
photo albums on the spur of the moment.
The albums sparked a
spontaneous
conversation
in which he amplified
points already dealt with, or remembered
points he hadn't previously
been able to.
The stimulus
was the photos and
he obviously
should be questioned
about them to obtain the wealth of
memories they evoke.
His diaries
and correspondence
produced a
similar
reaction.
We parted on a warm note, with his apparently
having
developed
a confidence
in the line of questioning.
Another feature
of the
interview
which only emerged as time went on was his estimate
of the value of both
his answers and his personal records.
He started
feeling
they had
little
apparent value.
I demonstrated
their value on a number of occasions
and
by July 25 when we parted, he was sufficiently
convinced that he made his
offer of a further
interview.
This should be seized upon since it is
obvious he has much more to
offer.

Tape I, Side I

Mr. Patterson,
I'd like to, just briefly
could.
You were born where and when?

review

your life

history

if

I

In Darlington, in County Durham, England, in May, 1898.

And you stayed

in England

until

what age,

before

you came to Canada?

I was 26.

What prompted

you to come to Canada?

Various books, I think, that I'd read. I had a great uncle in Ottawa and
cousins in Toronto. They always came over, bringing Canadian presents,
Canadian books, some Indian trophy, sweetmeats of maple sugar with cranberries
inside them, and I began to think Canada was a wonderful place.

How what were your parents'

names,

including,

your mother's

maiden name?

Henry Foot Patterson and Emily Taylor Coats.

You were educated at Oxford, and you've outlined
fairly
well, but when you graduated from Oxford,

that section of your
history
what did you do next?

I went into the Bank of England for three years; placed there by a Canadian
cousin by marriage, Sir Edward Peacock, a well-known Canadiann.

And, you 've documented your dissatisfaction
decided to come to Canada after that, was

with
it?

the Bank of England.

You

I pretty nearly decided the first day I went in, while I took a good look at
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the place. Yet the three years in there, I don't regret in the very least.
I learnt something about methods, business methods, and I got to know
London very we I I.
When you left

the Bank of Englandy

you came to

Canada?

That's right.
In

1926?

1926.

Wait a minute.

No I've got that wrong. '24.

Nowy when you came to Canada in

'243

where did

you first

take

up

residence?

I came straight by train to Vancouver, and then went up on to a farm on
the recently drained Sumas Lake near Abbotsford, and I was there for about
10 weeks, working on a dairy farm. Milking, plowing and doing the rest of
the chores.
And I take

it

that

didn't

agree

with

you very

well.

There was another man there, a man from Prince Edward Island, and it didn't
agree with him either, and he said "Boy, I know of a better country, east
of the mountains". And he said, "They feed you well there, too". So we got
books, books about the Peace River country and went up and took a couple
of homesteads up there.
And while you were in the Reace River
Nahanni area
then?

country,

you learned

Nahanni

area?

of the

South

Did I know anything about it?
les.

When did you learn

of the South

In those homesteading years, I saw a reference to it in a book by Michael
H. Mason.
Arctic

Forests

is

it,

"Through Arctic

Forests"?

"Through Arctic Forests", yes. The subarctic forest was it?
Warburton Pike's book.
"Through Arctic

Forests"',

isn't

that

Michael

Mason's

"The Arctic Forest" possibly.

( This is the proper

Mason didn't

book about

say a lot

in that

the Nahanni

No, that's

one?

title.)
but it

was...

Very, very little. He said that there was a tribe of Indians up there that
was hostile to strangers. Nobody knew anything about the country, and
they were under the domination of a white, or partly white woman. And I
thought it sounded interesting. And I'd seen something of the rivers,
and I got all the large scale river maps of the Mackenzie and the Liard systems,
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and Dawson's report of 1887, and became very much full of the idea of
goi ng there myself.
Were you interested

in anthropology?

Was that

part

of the

reason?

No, I wasn't interested in that. Always I think in country more than
anything else. Mountains and rivers, and the whole thing then
the plane
wasn't working in the north, and I knew fellows who'd trapped in the summer
time over on the Fontas River in B.C. or anywhere they pleased up as far
as the Northwest Territories, no questions asked. The country was free,
wide open and I thought it was a good idea to see something of it.
Did you have any other
Mason's?

information

other

than Dawson's

material

and

There was the maps. I think I had Keele's report, his "Traverse of the
Rocky Mountains" in, I think, 1910. And that interested me very much. I'm
not sure if he mentions the South Nahanni, but as near as I could see from
the imperfect maps of those days, one of which I still have and I can show
you, he must have passed near the headwaters of the South Nahanni.
He must

have been quite

close.

He was, very close as a matter of fact.
From my reading
Christie
Pass.
Yes.
He must

of i t ,

I get

the impression

that

he probably

went

through

I'm quite sure he did.
have been within

sight

of

the

headwaters

of the South

Nahanni.

He may even have travelled in them, because it rises in the swampy country
up there, and the mountain, is it Mount Christie, or Mount Keele or both
of them.
Mount

Christie.

Mount Christie.
It 's a very

Well that's quite plainly visible.

unique

mountain.

Yes.
Very pure

mountain.

Rather isolated. And I've known several fellows now who've done that trip,
flying in there by plane or helicopter and come all the way down the
Nahanni from the source.
At that time, at least
the McLeod business

in the Peace River
circulating?

country,

was there

any stories

of
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No, I don't think so. And I don't think I heard
I couldn't tell you when
I first heard about them. Probably somewhere on the way down the river
in 1927, possibly Fort Smith or Resolution or Simpson.
I think you mentioned
something about i t .

in

"Dangerous

River"

that

at Resolution

you

heard

It might have been. Yes.
In going through the newspaper articles
and the material
from one time and
another,
I can find very little
information
prior to 1927, '28, '29, and
yet,
it seems to run through the little
material
that's
there that
perhaps
the Mcleod business
had sparked at least one minor prospecting
rush
prior to 1927, '28, '29, when you and a number of others,
especially
in
'29, were in
there.
I think it had.
Do you have...Can
case ?

you recall

anything

that

would suggest

that

that

was

the

Only what I read in the files of the Edmonton Journal, when I went up
there, before I wrote "The Dangerous River", and spent several days digging
through all these files. They had a most voluminous file on the
South Nahanni and that part of the world. All kinds of little stories,
some of which contradicted each other. Always this headless motif kept
cropping up, which, when you come to analyse it, is ridiculous...because
if headless, the whole of the rest of the skeleton would have disappeared
too. No animal would take a head away, and leave the rest.
All

that

good gnawing

eh!

No. They come in about, I forget now how long, I'd have to look it up.
But we'I I say two years later, and there were these bodies found, neatly
in their sleeping beds as it was called, minus the heads. They would never
have been left. There was a case up on the Flat River, in the 40's I
think it was where a man died there of starvation in a cabin, and the
cabin was broken into, and they found nothing of this man except buttons
and bones and bits scattered all over the flat outside.
Which person

was

that?

I recorded it in that Dangerous River Book, but I don't remember the name
at the moment offhand.
Just

a second,

I can probably

check

it.

It wasn't Epler or Mulholland, it was a German I think.
HoImberg?

HoImberg?

It might be.

I could look it up if you like.
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I think it was Holmberg.
1940.

He was 1940. ( It was, in reality,

Shebbaoh. )

Caribou Creek?

I don't

have the details

right

here, but I think that's

what it was.

Well, we'll look it up afterwards.

Alright.
So the Edmonton Journal,
think of which might give a little

is probably the only source that you can
bit of information prior to '27.

I think so, yes. It must have been in 1953 when I was looking for information to write "The Dangerous River", because I never intended to write a
book about the country. And was more or less coaxed and bul lied into it
by various friends. So, I thought I'd better try and do something. And
that's when I went to Edmonton, in '53, to write the book that came out
in '54.

I've

probably been through some of the same files

myself, and

they're....

You probably have.

They're a valuable

set of

files.

There's quite a bunch of stuff in there. There's an interview between me
and Flynn Harris in there. The Indian agent at Fort Simpson?

I missed that

one.

No, not an interview. I remember now what it was...before I left Simpson,
Flynn Harris said to me "You seem to have your feet on the ground. Will
you go to the paper when you get out and tell them to stop writing nonsense
about my Indians up the Nahanni". And he said "They never tried to murder
you, did they?" And I said "No". "You've seen something of them?" And I
said "Yes, the whole lot came into the cabin and drank a bucket full of
tea with me, and they left me sheep meat in return. Then they put on their
snowshoes and went".

Just while we're on the topic of Flynn Harris.
been in to the Nahanni country at all?

Do you know if Flynn had ever

I'd never heard that he had. Was Poole Field his son-in-law?
was for a time, but I'm not certain about that.

I thought he

Well that's interesting,
because Poole Field is another puzzle
business. Flynn was quite a character, I gather.

in

this

Very much so. I saw Flynn attend at court in some little building on the
waterfront of Fort Simpson. It was about 55 below outside, and we were
all crammed into this place, and it was a case of an Indian girl doing the
shawl trick. You want to know what that was?

Yes.
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They all wore shawls, like that, and they'd come into Andy Wittington's
store, two or three of them. One would engage Andy in conversation while
buying some loaves of bread from him. He was the baker there. The other
one would reach across and whip a can of beans or whatever it might be,
under her shawl. When Andy looked around, there she was, shawl gathered
over her, demure expression on her face, and this was one of these. And
the girl's name was Celine, and, when Flynn Harris administered the oath
he lisped and he said "Now then, Theline, you've got to tell the truth,
the whole truth, and nothin but the truth, so help you God, kith the book
or you're liable to spend 7 days in jail."

I read another rather humorous aaaount of a court that Flynn had to
convene. And, it was after a boat had just arrived down the Mackenzie
first thing in the spring, and I gather that Flynn was...rather
liked
his cups, and it was a very humorous thing too, he got well into his cups
before court was convened I gather.
He was a we I I educated man.

Yes.

That came out in this

story

too.

And he had a good library. I was surprised to find, travelling up the Nahanni
River in March, and going to Poole Field's camp at the mouth of North Pass
Creek, Gordon and I were the only people who'd gone beyond the Lower Canyon
in the winter time. We went up to his camp, wanted to see him, to see
Poole Field. The camp was being shifted further up the creek. Well we
hadn't time to go further up the creek. It was chinooking and we
wanted to get on. We wanted to get through the canyon before the Chinook
had done anything to the ice. And, we looked around this half shifted camp.
Sunshine, wind blowing gently, and on the top of a stump with no snow on it,
was a book with its pages being turned over by the wind. And I went to
look at it, and of all things to find in a camp in that place, it was
Charles Kings ley's "The Water Babies". And the name on the fly-leaf was
Flynn Harris.

You suspect

that,

one of Poole Field's

wives was Flynn Harris'

daughter?

I thought it was at one time, but I have a vague memory that I had a letter
from Mrs. Dick Turner, saying the only mistake we could find in your book
was your remark about Mrs. Poole Field. She was not a daughter of Flynn
Harris. And I think that must be so because otherwise, I wouldn't have
imagined it.

Well, now we seem to have the circumstances about which you learned of the
Nahanni. You first entered the Nahanni in 1920 what?
'27.

That was a summer trip?
That was a summer trip, and in the last few miles of the Liard, poling my
canoe upstream, I was picked up by Faille, coming up on his first trip.
We, both of us, came to South Nahanni, as it was then known, on the same
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evening, together, and stayed in Jack LaFlair's cabin.
And as I recall

from

the book,

Jack

wasn't

there

then,

at

that

time?

Jack wasn't there, and that was the...it was the store that we stayed in,
in Jack LaFlair's house.
Did Jack make a habit

of going

out for

holidays

every

once in

awhile?

He did if he had a good fur catch. Otherwise he sold it to somebody in
Simpson. But, whether he went outside or not, he put on what...he used to
put on for his holiday down at Fort Simpson, what Gordon Matthews used to
refer to as his Palm Beach outfit. It was, from recollection, it was a
very light grey suit, with the flat straw hat of the period, and a pink
ribbon and a pink tie, which might have indicated that he was a member
of the Leander Boat Club in England, but I think Jack had chosen it for
the colour.
Jack

had come out from England,

had he?

No, he came from, I believe it was in the northern States, bordering on
French Canada. That would be northern Vermont would it be?
Yes,

right.

Somewhere up there.
Or New York?

No, New York doesn't

border

on French

Canada does

it?

Further upstream isn't it.
Vermont is

the one that

comes to mind for

me.

New Hampshire, is that further up?
I think...hmm.

We're not

doing

very

well

on our

geography.

We should know.
At any rate,
Had he been

OK.
there

Now, how long had Jack
quite
awhile?

been at Nahanni

Butte

at

that

time?

He'd been there quite awhi le, but I don't know how long, or what he'd done
before. I'm sure he told me because I stayed there several days with him
waiting for Gordon Matthews to come upstream. And then, as he didn't
appear, I went down to meet him, and...
That was on your winter

trip.

That was on my winter trip down, in February, 1928.
Oh, no.

February

'28 or would that

be February

'29?
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February '29.

Sorry.

Now, at that time,
was there?

there wasn't

an Indian village

at South Nahanni or

Yes there was. A little further upstream from where Jack's trading post
was. But I have an idea from what Dick Turner told me that the river has
washed that...cut that into the water at high water.

Was there a larger Indian encampment upstream at Netla River then, do
you recall?
At Netla?

les.
There was a bit of an encampment there, and I don't know whether Dick
Turner was there at that time. No, I don't think he was. He didn't come
into the country until a year or two later.

Row many families might have been living
Indian people at that time?

at Nahanni Butte,

or how many

It would only be a guess if I told you.

A guess at this
certainty.

stage would be better

than nothing,

probably...in

fact

My..from my memory of the...my faint recollection of the houses I saw in
the Indian village, about 8 families?

Were the houses on the southwest
village
is?

side of the river

where the

present

I don't remember any.

I

see.

Kraus wasn't there, and the Indians, I don't think had moved there then.

So where were the houses that the Indians

were living

in at South Nahanni?

Back in '28?

les.
They were a bit upstream from Jack LaFlair's cabin, and the last time I
saw Jack LaFlair's cabin was in I960, in March, and it was very, very
close to the river bank. Much more so than it had been, and I think that
probably it's now in the river.

I'm going to stop the tape recorder for a minute and get a. map out.
we can pinpoint Jack LaFlair's cabin on the map.

Maybe
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....is where Jack's cabin used to be, but of course, inland, because I
think Jack's cabin is inland.
OK. So we 're seeing where Jack LaFlair 's cabin
furthest
downstream dot indicated
as a cabin
95G, edition
2.

is, just about the
on existing
1:250,000

map

About there. We used to look down the river to see if anybody was coming,
and you see in flood water [current] would come around, the main stream
would come around here and it would about swing back...if this is correct,
that would swing it back over here, it would....and erode the stuff [bank]
in
[Note: this discussion relates to the mouth of the South
Nahanni as seen on map sheet 95G. The noise on the tape is the map hitting
the microphone.]
Now, while we're on the subject
of traders
at Nahanni Butte,
records
that
the Federal Government have compiled,
in fact a fellow
by the name of
Usher, suggest,
according
to Usher, that Poole Field was also in the
area at that
time.
Yes he was. And I think Poole Field had the backing of the Hudson's
Bay Company. The Hudson's Bay didn't like independent traders such as
Jack was. I believe there was a cabin there that Poole Field had. Fai I le
said something about it. I was never in it.
Do you know if

Poole

actively

traded

with

people

there,

or..

..

I think he was more of a wandering trader. But he may have used the
cabin as a base. He, and various people on the river at the time, have
made the journey right up to the head of the Nahanni and gone off down the
Ross River. That was commonplace in those days. I don't mean that it
was done frequently, but it was thought of as quite a practical thing to
do, a good way of getting to the Yukon.
Would that

be a trip

on the water,

or would that

be a winter

trip?

I understood it was a trip on the water.
That would be some work I should

think.

It would be quite a trip. You see, certain people have done it in
reverse. There was a group of young Americans, headed by a man called Bruce
Tanneh ill.
How do you spell

that

fellow's

Tannehill. Tannehill, that's what it is. And, they wrote to me some years
ago, and asked me if I thought it was a practical thing. They wanted to do
a trip, and do it in the old way, by hand. No engines. They didn't want
to be hauling engines or gas about the place. They took two or three
canoes, whichever it was, there were several of them, to Ross River Post,
fought their way up the Ross River, carried them across the top, dumped them
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in the South Nahanni which there's a little slow flowing small stream,
flowing through grassland there, and made the trip down. They say it
was the most...it would be the most wonderful thing in their lives, something they'd always remember, and they were 42 days without seeing a
human being. They were delighted with it.

The records that I have, the few things that I have, indicate
Field probably was at Ross River quite a bit.
Yes.

It's

that Poole

That's what I thought.

almost as though that was his base of

operation.

Yes.

More so than anything

down at the Nahanni end.

Wasn't there something about some member of the family wandering off at
the Fall's Portage and never being seen again?

There are a number of versions of that story and I can't
I understand that he married a. ..

get it

straight.

A Mrs. Poole Field [that wandered off].

Well, it wasn't Mrs. Poole Field,

but it was Mrs. Poole Field's

sister.

That's right.

This is the version

of the story

that's

around that I've

seen.

Yes.

And I gather that Mrs. Poole Field's

maiden name was

Lafferty.

That would be it. Then Mrs. Turner would be quite right in telling me that
I was mistaken in saying the Poole Field's wife was Flynn Harris' daughter.

That Lafferty,
I've seen spelt two ways. Maybe you can shed some light
on that.
The one way is the way it's spelled on the maps and so on in
Lafferty's
Riffle.
The Irish way.

And the other way is a....what

almost looks like a French way.

Laferte.

Laferte.
Well of course, that...with the standard of French in the N.W.T. would be
Lafferty.
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I

see.

Because...what I mean by the standard of French is that there was an old
man, I think he was up at Fort Liard, he was in the Liard band of Indians,
known as two teeths, and also he was known by the French version, deux dents,
and he was known as old doo dang.

Had you come across

the Lafferty

business

at all,

anywhere

else?

That fami Iy of Lafferty's?

Either the family or the story of this Annie Lafferty
disappearing
into the bush.
Either the family,
or her in
particular.

off

I heard the story about the sister of Mrs. Poole Field going off into the
bush, and disappearing, and I thought it was at the Fall's Portage.

I see,

OK.

But that's all that I remember. I just heard of it. Then there was a kind
of a minor gold rush to Lafferty Creek at one time, and Starke and Stevens,
in 1928, they stopped and camped on the fan of Lafferty Creek where it comes
into the Lower Canyon. They said they panned here and they panned there,
and they went up the creek. They said not a trace of gold.

Do you know anything of the Lafferty
anything there?
Or where they might

family at all?
be from?

Have you come

across

No, I just came across Jonas Lafferty, who gave me one rigging for tracking
a canoe, by which means I took it up the Liard, until I met Faille, just
below South Nahanni, which Jonas called a bridle. And, the next morning,
when I took my canoe to put it in a better landing place, Faille was
there with me, and he looked at it and he said, "What's that you've got
on your canoe?". And I said "That's the bridle". He said "What for?".
"For tracking." "Oh" he said, "well" he said, "just keep that rigging
on your canoe and in about a couple of days, you'll be walking out of the
country talking to yourself. The canoe will be gone". That's when he
showed me how to put a flexible rigging on. The tracking idea Jonas showed
me, he said "You want to keep it headed out so that the stream will keep
it out from the bank you see, as you walk up". So the line there,
and a line tied onto that line there, making a triangle, the necessary
triangle of force or whatever you like to call it. Obviously if you can't
vary it according to the current, you're hopeless. It'll be torn out of
your hands. So Faille showed me how to put the...take a hundred foot line
which I had, and it comes to to your hands, and then it goes back to the
rear thwart, like that, and you can just vary the angle of the canoe alI the
time or you can steer it right in if you want to or you can steer it out
right around a rock, and then give it a quick pull and you straighten it ot
again. Qslote: see Dangerous River for a discussion on this.]

J guess

I have Faille

to thank,

through

you,

for

knowing how to do

that.
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Wei I, that's it.

Because I didn't

know how to track a canoe until

I read your book.

He saw me that morning, and there was this fixed thing on this canoe like
that, and he shook his head, and he said "You'll be walking out of here
talking to yourself in a couple of days time if you keep that on".

Now, where was this,
other method?

Jose

(Jonas) Lafferty

was it,

Down on the Liard at the head of the rapids.
with the Liard Coals.

What's

that showed you

this

I went up about that far

that?

Well, I went that was an expedition in 1927, made by some fellows that I
knew slightly in Edmonton. They were going down with a sawmill outfit on
scows, and some Welsh coal miners all fully equipped to mine coal out of
a little creek above Fort Liard, on the Liard. This would be stockpiled
at the mouth of the creek. Meanwhile, they would be running the sawmill
in Fort Liard, or wherever the best timber was, and building scows, which
they would take down, with the river boat they brought up, to Aklavik and
sell the scows...sel I the coal at Aklavik, and Hershel Island, sell the
scows to be brought up....to be broken up, for lumber, and come back, up
the Liard on this river boat, the Muriel, and do it all over again. Of
course, the season doesn't allow enough deep water for that sort of thing.
The Muriel wasn't a river boat anyway. It was a clinker-built boat with
a keel, much more suitable for a deep lake, or the sea, and one set of disasters after another happened until the thing gradually fizzled out and they
were most entertaining disasters too, a lot of them. There was Cousins,
Col. Cousins, Ambrose Dickins, I think Punch Dickins' father, and a Major
Foreman who died fairly recently, and this variegated crew of...there was
one Tyne-side minder, and a couple of Welshmen and all kinds of people.
And I came down the Mackenzie with them, and up the first part of the
Liard. And then things were getting a bit bad-tempered on all sides,
owing to the slow progress against the Liard in flood. So, I dropped
off, and said I'd take myself along and relieve the outfit of that
much burden, and they went their own way.

That's

interesting.

Now, Lafferty

was with this

Cousin's

outfit

was he?

Lafferty was in this..in with this lot, I don't know in what capacity, a
sort of general guide and riverman, I think, through the rapids and up
the stream. We came to these rapids which were buried at that stage of
water, so it must have been pretty high, the river, and the reefs,
instead of showing, were just great big swells, and we would take a light
load up in one of these scows, and then come back again for another load.
And we relayed this big outfit, with heavy things in it like the planer
up this stretch of rapids, never knowing, apparently, that this boat, the
Muriel, as we roared downstream, bang in the middle, not knowing where we
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were going, except keeping in the middle, might have torn our bottom out
on one of these reefs at any moment.

Did this

expedition

ever actually

get up to Fort

Liard?

It got up to Fort Liard, but I have an idea the planer was tied overboard, because some disaster took place, and Foreman, this Major Foreman
told me that they...there was something happened, the engine conked and
they were running backward in a certain place which could be dangerous,
and....the planer was lashed on and a big Scandinavian, who we knew by
the name of Helm. Foreman said, "Throw the anchor overboard". Well the
anchor had gone already, it was only tied on to itself and not the boat.
So Helm, seeing the planer, threw that overboard as well. Now whether
they waited until the water was low enough to fish it out, or whether it
was gone, I don't know. But it was that sort of thing. (laughter)

Did this

equipment ever get to Fort Liard to your knowledge, or any of

it?

It got to Fort Liard, and they sawed quite a bit of lumber.

I suppose it must still
kicking around in that

be kicking
country?

around, or bits

of it must still

be

Bits of it would be up at Fort Liard, and the creek where the coal was
supposed to be was about 8 miles above Fort Liard from my recollection, and
it was found to be just a wash in the creek, the seam was away up the creek,
and I think that winter they hired somebody with a dog team and they stockpiled coal at the mouth of the creek with the dog team. Everything happened,
and the money flew in all directions, and Cousins was getting very worried
and a bit pugnacious, and various other people worried about their pay,
whether they were ever going to get anywhere, and I thought that the best
thing to do was to pole up the river on my own.

That's a fascinating
story.
interesting
nonetheless.

It has nothing

to do with the Nahanni, but

Interesting. They got as far as the Nahanni, and they did have bad luck or
carelessness, because early in 1929, I think it was, the whole stock of
lumber that they'd cut in Fort Liard, caught a light and burnt up. Now
whether that was arson, or somebody that just had it in for them, I don't
know. And then, the sawmill was taken down...was, I rather think..oh yes!
There was a strongly built man, known as Johnny DeRosiea, and I think his
properly spelt name might be R-o-s-i-e-a..Johnny DeRosiea. That is a
French name up there. And Mrs. DeRosiea, she did quite a lot of cooking,
and I stayed overnight with them in their cabin in Fort Liard, in the fall
of 1927. They finally took the whole outfit, I think, in lieu of wages,
and took it down to Fort Norman. I think that was the last thing I heard
of it. I haven't thought about that for years.

To come back to this Lafferty business again, did you get any indication from
this Jose' (Jonas) Lafferty that he had quite a number of relatives
in the
vicinity
of Fort Simpson?
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Quite a number of....?

Relatives?
I don't remember that, but quite likely he did have.

So that you wouldn't
Simpson at all?

know if this was a fairly

common family

around Fort

No, I don't know that, but these families do seem to have their bases just
as the Du?? family did at Resolution, on Great Slave Lake.

So the Lafferty mystery, or whatever we want to call it,
going to straighten out at any rate.

we're probably

not

I don't think there's anything in particular. Jonas Lafferty and I never
did meet him again in subsequent visits, that I can recollect.

OK. I'll just stop the tape recorder for a minute.
I'm just going to
check things here
all right, Mr. Patterson, you're going to backtrack
a bit for me and tell about the trials and tribulations
of the Liard Coals
Company getting from Edmonton down the river and so on to the Liard?
Yes. Well, we'd met them at Fitzgerald, at the head of the Smith Portage,
and I had come down with an English friend, by canoe, from Waterways. We
were at Fitzgerald a day or so, the Liard Coals came in. And we spent a
long time there getting over the portage. There was no great co-operation
from anybody, and certainly not from Ryan Brothers. However, we'd brought
a car with us and this friend and I, Dennis France and myself spent a lot
of time freighting stuff over the portage, loading this old Ford car down
and tearing along in the dust, and getting it down to Fort Smith to the
landing place, stacked everything up there. The boat, the Muriel, which
was not suited for river work at alI really, a sea boat, or a lake boat
really, was hauled over, I think by Ryans with horses. Finally we got the
whole outfit down below the portage, and set off down the river, and
things went not too badly, down the Slave River, and the water was very
high, and we came down these endless bends, they seemed to most of the
people on board. To me it was all absolutely wonderful, romance,
plunging deeper into the north I and and that sort of thing.

Tape I, Side 2

We got interrupted,
Mr. Patterson,
travelling
down the Slave River.

just

as you were talking

about

Yes. Well, most of them found it very monotonous, and I was absolutely
thrilled by this, getting further and further north, and we didn't have too
much in the way of incidents until we got to Resolution. We found our way
out somehow through the Delta, into Great Slave Lake, and we came along on
a perfectly wonderful evening to Resolution; stopped there a short time,
and then decided to make the rest...make use of this beautiful night...
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wasn't a ripple on the lake...to get near the outlet. And we went on
until we came to a great big island. I would have to look at the maps now
to make certain of the names, and we camped on a most....we anchored on a
most exposed portion of this island, and sent a canoe out to find out
whether we were in the right track, a shipping track. And nobody seemed
to know where we were, so I took a bearing with a prismatic compass I
have on some point on the edge of the Alberta plateau in one direction,
and on a point on the north shore, and I drew these two bearings,
crossed the thing, and it was just about where we'd seen we were, and
I said that's where we were, and went to bed on the floor of the Muriel.
Under the table was my sleeping place. And, that was alright, and Foreman,
Major Foreman, killed the mosquitoes in the cabin and closed it all in.
Prior to that, this big Scandanavian, Helm, the man who threw the planer
overboard, had borrowed the map of the district from me before he went
to bed, before we turned in. He said he would like to have a look at
it for the night. All of a sudden, the Muriel gave an appalling lurch,
and a thud and a crash, Helm landed on it, jumping from one of the
scows, opened the mosquito netting letting every mosquito inside and
said, with a cry triumph in his voice, "By golly Major I got it, I just
[yust] got it all figured out. We are not over there, we are here." (laughter)
We are not over there at a I I. He got a rough reception. We spent the rest
of the night killing the mosquitoes. Got it all straightened out again when
Dennis France came back and said he'd paddled all around this enormous
island, I must look at the map and see if I can find it for you, shall I
do that? (Crackling of map) Big Island. Dennis France came back, jumped
onto the scow, brightly opened the mosquito netting and said that they'd
paddled right around Big Island and said that that was the mouth...the
entrance into the Mackenzie. Foreman then informed him that the Big
Island was about the size of Switzerland, he must have mistaken to
certain mosquito screen
[unintelligible]
Then we went on and grounded
in one or two places, came to Simpson, and the moment we got started
upstream into the Liard, we found the Muriel had not enough power, and
when we got to the rapids, she didn't even go upstream at all, just stood
still. And you could watch the trees on the bank, and get two lined up,
and they weren't even moving. So we had to relay the outfit up the rapids,
and all kinds of dreadful things took place there, and they finally went
on and made Fort Liard which is here. No, that's South Nahanni, Liard's
here [referring to his map].

Row, your friend,

France was it?

Dennis France.

Dennis France.

Did he stay with this

outfit,

or. . . .

No. He just made that one summer, and then he went back to England, and
he was finally killed in Libya. He joined something or other in this last
war.

Well, what did he do? Re continued
didn 't he?

on downstream to Simpson at

least,

He continued on downstream to Simpson, and we couldn't hit it off together,
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so we divided up the outfit, and he teamed up with a couple of fellows
who had a trapping cabin, well-known, on the south bank of the Liard,
on the south-east bank, right bank, Roule'and MacNeii, who were on the
Long Reach of the Liard. That's a reach 23 miles long where you can
see the Liard disappear over the horizon.
J wonder if we oould set the map aside,
beoause it's
interfering
microphones
here.
So that you and Dennis parted company along
and you went on up the Nahanni?

with
the
the
Liard,

That's right, Dennis teamed up with Roule and MacNeii. We remained friends,
and....but I really forget now what he did to get out of the country.
I think possibly he worked his way out on one of the Hudson's Bay boats,
the old Distributor.
Once you got to the South Nahanni, you've fairly....you've
journey up the South Nahanni the first
time quite well in
River".

documented
"Dangerous

your

Yes.
Is

there

anything

that

we should

go over

there

which isn't

in the

book?

At South Nahanni or before you mean?
Either

at South

Nahanni

or on your

journey

upriver

to the

Falls.

Well no, I don't think so. I think I've documented everything. Faille...
the first 8 miles or so of the South Nahanni are very slack flowing and
very difficult at high water for shoving a canoe around. And Faille, to
my great pleasure, hitched my canoe on and took me up to the end of the
slack water, and the first little ripple, he ran ashore and said "Well
friend, here's where we part". And after that, we went up the river
independently, one would pass the other, possibly at the islands in The
Splits and then I got far ahead of him, and didn't see him again until
Deadman's Valley and then we camped there together for a couple of days
and looked around, and then he went ahead. Then I caught him up again
at The Gate, no, further on at the Box Canyon, that was it. He was
stuck there, and he was reading under his mosquito net and he said, well,
there you are. I think what we should do at this place is leave all the
outfit on this side, and take the empty boats and canoes over and track up
the other side. Which we did, and that also is related in the book.
And then we portaged the stuff on the right bank, as you face upstream,
tracked our canoes up on the left and crossed to a good camping place at
the head of this little Box Canyon, so called because there's a sheer
cliff on each side, and no poling bottom, and a strong current through
there, so that it....you wind up portaging or you can go across and try
your luck tracking from a fairly high ledge on the far side.
Now, can I just return back downstream for a minute?
Splits,
at the head of the slack water,
have you ever
"The Deep Hole" applied
to that
area?
Yes, yes, the "Big Hole" I've always heard.

At the base of The
heard the name
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The "Big Hole", alright.

Was it called

that in those

days?

It was called that in those days, but the whole place was so full of
holes, I could never really see one was much deeper than another.
It's a place where the water...the end of the gravel plane, the flood
plane of the Nahanni comes to an end there. The current slackens and it
drops all its gravel and after that, its just a sandy, si Ity, muddy
river down to the mouth. Father Gouet was rather impressed. The
former....the priest then up at Fort Liard. And he didn't mind fast water,
and he didn't mind travelling alone in a canoe, but he said "That Big
Hole, when I come to it, I am frightened. The sweepers, they go
woosh, woosh, woosh and the water goes woosh too, I'm frightened."
I remember him saying that.

Had he travelled
He'd

on the river

very much?

on the Nahanni?

Yes.
Never very far up I think. He might have been to the hotsprings. He
was quite a traveller, and he had all the elements of a politician in
him, as well as a priest. Some people disliked him. He was very kind to
me, but then I wasn't permanently in the country.

Had he been in the country quite awhile at that

time?

Quite awhile, I think. I spelt his name, I think, Gouet in my book,
because everybody called him that, Gouet. But I believe it was really
Couais, Couais.

I have to go and visit
this summer. Possibly

Father Mary who 's the present priest
I can straighten
that out with him.

at Fort Liard,
He might know.

Either Couais or Le Couais. Frenchmen, these priests, and quite a few
from Brittany and Normandy and those seafaring parts of France that provided
the first Canadians very largely. And the lay-brother at Fort Liard for
many years, and still in '51, was a man called Hubner from Alsace, with
a German sounding name, but he was a Frenchman too.

Father Gouet, what would be his purpose in going upstream,
Nahanni? Would he be just going to see the area?
He loved travelling.
reaI I y enjoyed it.

up the South

I think that was the real possibility 'cause he

He didn't...to
your knowledge, he didn't
up there or anything like that?

really

have parishioners

to

visit

I don't think he could have done, but there might have been somebody at the
Hot Springs, because there was some old Indian cabins at the Hot Springs
on the real left bank. That is, facing downstream. And the springs are on
the right bank, facing the cabins. But beyond that, I don't think Father
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Gouet went. If you're going to Fort Liard, you might find some interesting
things in the old register, which the priest there in 1951, a Britton,
Father Le Coat, C-o-a-t, I think that's how he spelt his name, he
showed me...he said, you know we are small here, but we are the parent
mission in this country, and Fort Simpson is nothing but an offshoot of
Fort Liard. And he said, we are not without our famous men born here.
And I forget now, it's one of the well-known bishops of the north, Bishop
Grouard possibly, there's another name it could be. But anyway, he will
show you, and Bishop so and so was born in Fort Liard, and also CamselI
who was Minister of Mines, he was born there. And he'll tell you any
interesting things there are.
But have a look at the old register.

I'll do that then. Just while Camsell's name oomes up, I should
straighten
one question out about him. Have you oome across any record of he or his
brothers trying to get into the Klondike in '98 up the South Nahanni?
I don't remember having done so.

The reason I ask is, last summer, in Yellowknife,
from two
different
people, I heard, that they heard...which
is of course nothing more than a
rumour... that they thought that Camsell and one or two of his brothers had
actually tried to get into the Klondike up the South Nahanni. I thought
it was a rather interesting
thing, but I haven't been able to find anything
to substantiate
it at all.
Well, that would fit in with their ages would it?
be able to go then?

I haven't checked that,
quite young.
Yes.

In fact,

no.

I would think

1898?

I mean, they'd

that Charles Camsell would be

I would have thought so.

very

young.

There's a Fred Camsell was there?

Well this is the other thing.
These people that told me the story,
know in fact whether it wasn't Charles Camsell's father.
But they
it was Charles.
This I haven't had a chance to check out.

didn't
thought

There were, I think, Klondikers who tried to go through. And the present
Fall's Portage, unless something's been done to it since I last saw it, in
'51, is just a stony, gravelly coulee, a miserable place. Just a sort of
gravel shoot that you might find on the Red Deer River. But when Faille and
I first saw it in 1927, he saw it for the first time the same afternoon,
we went up and there were steps let in. There were logs, set across,
making a set of stairs up there. That was '27. Well now, '28 and '29,
I didn't see it, I was way up the Flat River. And I didn't see the Fall's
again until 1951, and those steps were all gone, washed out possibly by some
cloudburst or something, making it much more difficult. So there must have
been quite a travel over there.

Somebody 's put some of those steps back

in.
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Did they?

Yes, and in fact, they've washed partially
had last year.
I was in last year again.
Were you?

back out again, at least

they

Well then, you know what its like.

Yes. Terrible mess.
coulee part of it.

There's

a little

creek comes running down that

A trickle yes.

The clay in there is gust as slippery
exposed in the upper part.

as can be.

There 's a lot of clay

Faille and I wondered if the Klondikers had put them in, well that was
29 years since 1898, and I doubt if they'd have lasted that long. Unless
they were very, very well dug in. Naturally, we didn't pay too much
attention to them. They were there. We used them.

Yes. This also suggests that there had been quite a number of people
in the country...or
not necessarily
quite a number, but a number of people
in the country anyway.
That's right. And they might have been repaired I thought by people like
Poole Field going over to Ross River. Because you'd want to do something
about it if you were going over there more than once on the way.

Yes.

It's

an awkward mess.

It is a miserable place.

Have you come across any written reference about Klondikers
to get over into the Yukon via the South Nahanni?

possibly

trying

No. Only really suggestions in books like Pierne Berton's. And, the thing
that did puzzle us, and I recorded it in that book of mine, and I think I
recorded it again later, possibly in a book called "Far Pastures", was
in a snye in a back channel above our cabin in Deadman's Valley, there
were some old, old cabins. They always gave me the cold shivers when I
passed them, and nothing else in the country ever did. I could feel
every hair stand on end when I went by those things in the evening, on
snowshoes. Never went in summertime.

I'll gust stop the tape recorder
that, if you would, on the map.
That place in Deadman's Valley?

Yes.
As near as I can.

for a minute.

I'd

like you to

pinpoint
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I'll

stop the recorder for a minute.

[Referring to map 95F] Prairie Creek, there's Prairie Creek moraine here,
that's all shingle, should be marked as shingle. And, now those cabins were
upstream. Our cabin was there.

Right beside Sheaf

Creek.

Yes.

You called

it Wheatsheaf Creek didn't

you?

We called it Wheatsheaf Creek because from a certain height on the other
side, it looked like a sheaf of wheat. It was an obscure sounding name.
They've cut it down to Sheaf. Well now, if you went up the bank, there
was an old, fairly well-marked trail, pass over the creek, and probably
in this little back snye here were those old cabins. One of these...
you take the...keep to the river bank all the way....keep to the outside
snye or channel and you come to them. They're hidden in the old spruce
with long grey moss dangling from the branches, and there were two cabins,
with little stone fireplaces, about that size, in the middle of them,
and the logs were set upright in the ground. Not....

Horizontally?
Dovetailed, like that. And they had cottage roofs on them. I don't know
what they'd be like now, they may be fallen in. And I've described those
in that book of mine and had a letter from a man, I think he was a former
lawyer, he was a lawyer or a judge, from Elliot Bay, and he wrote to me,
and he said "That was very interesting, your describing those cabins and
feeling that something had happened there". He said, "I knew a party
that had set out in the Klondike from this part of the world, and they
were going to take no stove with them, or anything and that was precisely
the type of cabin they intended to build to winter in, if they got stuck."
That was the only suggestion I ever heard as to the origin of them.

Those cabins,

would they be what, about a mile upstream do you

think?

Yes. About a mile upstream. And they might be there. They were in the
woods. The river had retired over onto that [North!] side, it was working
its way. And so that, this was just a nice winter trail, free from drifting
up any of these channels to get to the head of the Valley [possible cabin
locations shown on enclosed map!].

Well, I'll just put a pencil mark on the map so that I....you
approximately in there somewhere.

think

Yes. About there. And with shiftings of floods and one thing and another;
shiftings with channels, its hard to say what's there now.

Well that side of the river stayed fairly stable. You suggest. .. .or your
observation that the river has shifted to the north side of the valley there
still holds true.
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I think so.

Yes, that's

I see it's come down here.

the

Is that the Meilleur River?

Meilleur.

Yes. And it has swung itself over onto that side Cnorth] you see, its
pushing that way in that bow-shaped bend, and that's an awful windy
expanse of driftpiles and stranded logs if you remember, if you've been
up there.

Yes.
I'll tell you what I did get that occurs to me now, is a very interesting
letter. When Gray Campbell published his edition of "The Dangerous River",
and I wrote a new introduction to it, a second introduction to it, and I
got a letter from an old lady in the Yukon, who I think must have been
very old and very decrepit, about a certain blaze that I mentioned up there.
Frank Brown was one name, I think, A. F....no
A. F. E. Brown and
Frank Rae were two of the names and there was a third one...

Langdon?
I'd have to look it up.

I think Langdon was the other

one.

Langdon! That was it. Well, it looked like Langdon as near as I could
read it. Apparently it wasn't. It was Langham, and that provoked a
correspondence which I could probably find, and then it finally drew a
letter from an old lady, in pencil, very hard to decipher, and I've got
it lying in there, intending, when I get finished with this book, to
transcribe it. And according to her, I remember the letter rightly, she
was of pretty ancient vintage, because she came into the Yukon with whatever
party she was with, and she said Swiftwater Bill came over the Pass at the
same time, and we travelled together, or came with us. Well that was a
long time ago.

It certainly

is.

And she says the name "Irvine Creek" is not Irvine, it should be E-r-w-i-n,
because Erwin, she said, is the, I think it was the son, of one of these
men who'd put the blaze on the tree ^Transcripts of this correspondence
are appended].

And one of these fellows

named the creek after

his son then.

I think so. I would have to look at that letter again. I come across it
periodically. It's lying on top of a little pi le of letters just handy to
my desk, and I look at it, thinking, yes, I'll get to you if I'm ever free
agai n.

That's

interesting.

That might come into your story.
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Well, anything like that is very valuable.
An interesting
thing, just while
we're talking about names. I've checked over the listing of geographical;
of accepted geographical names for the area, and its not too well done at
the moment. They have a number of names that they've given two
official
names to, which surprised me. And the vast majority of the names haven't
been accepted at all, so that I would think that with the
establishment
of the national Park especially,
that there should be an opportunity to
straighten out some of this confusion about names. And anything that we
can get on this line is most
helpful.
Well, I'll tell you where the name Tlogotsho came from. I got that from
the Indians, when I camped with them for a night on my way down to Fort
Simpson. It was a blistering night. It was 60 something [belowj\ And,
I'd sprained this ankle. At Cape Island, at the head of the rapids.
Ice had chinooked, and broken up in the fall. We had a very strong series
of chinooks piled up like that, and then snow had drifted over, so that
when you put a snowshoe down, you might go in to your knee, and usually
did. But you might put one edge of it on one of these pinacles, which I
did, and absolutely split myself. And I had a deuce of a time getting
out of that mess. Like being upside down and spent a night with the
Indians and then somehow got into Simpson.

Now those were Indians

that were trapping

on the Liard, were they?

They were on the Liard, but they knew the South Nahanni. I remember asking
them...I had very good hearing then for names, and there was somebody there
who could speak English or French, I forget which. And I said, "What do
you call the Flat River in your language?" And he said To, or Too-naga.
Too is lake or water. And so Toonaga. And I said "What does Naga mean?"
And he said, "Wolverine, the wolverine water". And then I described those
mountains for some reason behind the cabin on the south side of Deadman's
Valley, the one we used to call the Bald mountain, but it's really kind
of a range. I had never seen the other side, I have now, from a plane.
Oh, that's Tlogotsho...Cho means big, and I said Tlogo...I don't know
whether it's Tlogo or Tioga, one or the other. I said "What does that
mean?" "Prairie" he says, "lots of grass, open". Which it is.

A lot of tundra up

there.

Tundra up there? Yes. If we'd known that was there, life would have been
simplified, and we'd have had more to eat. But we had no...just that map
that I showed you, you see. It's nothing.

You would have been able to get sheep up on

there....

We might quite likely have been able to. It was a ram range in the summer
time, the rams go over there in the summer. The ewes and lambs I think,
are on the other side of the Nahanni, and young rams. They separate out,
then join together. I think I'm right in that. We can always look it
up in that "North American Big Game". But that fits in with the mountain
all right. The Big Prairie Mountains. Tlogotsho.

Oh, that 's

interesting.
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When F. H. Peters, who was Surveyor-General of Canada at that, was making
the first maps of the Nahanni, the 8 mi les to the inch, I think it was,
the sectional sheet, being extended during the war, he wrote to me and
asked me for any local names, and that's how some of those names got on
the map.

Would you have a listing
you proposed?

of those names at all,

or any record of which names

I gave him the Twisted Mountain. I remember that, because that was the
name we used then. And, I may have given him the Toonaga, or just left it
because the Flat River was in full use. As far as I was concerned, that
was all right. But I did give him the Tlogotsho. I think that's on your
map.

Yes it is.

Yes.

Now that letter. I'd just Ii ke to look and.. .. I see, that was...it was
about Langham that the man wrote to me from the Yukon, or rather
from somewhere up away beyond Campbell River, and straightened that...he
said "Not Langdon, Langham". An old prospector, and he went into the bush
at the age of 78, apparently, and vanished. Have you read that introduction?

I have, yes.

I have a paperback copy here.

A copy of that, Gray Campbell's copy here. Well that will have it in.
Well that straightens Langham out. It was later that the old lady must
have seen this, and she wrote this very [garbled! very old, you know
what I mean, a very old-age letter. I doubt if she'd be alive now, but
she told me that, and for some reason, as near as I could make out,
using a magnifying glass and a glaring light, and everything else I can
think of, it was Erwin Creek. Faille, of course, always spelt it more or
less that way. He would write on a cabin door always, when he made a
trip or expedition. He would write on his cabin door, or rock, or wherever
he was, where he was going. "Left here today for the Fall's. Left here
today for Erwin Creek", and I think he spelt it E-r-w-i-n.

Faille

couldn't

really

read or write could he?

I've

heard

that.

Well he could read all right, because he took in with him...I remember he
took a life of Father Lacombe and a whole bunch of Scientific Americans.
A pile of them, about that high, and he was always browsing about amongst them.

So he, he certainly

could read at

least.

He certainly could read, and his writing was a bit peculiar, but if you
knew what he meant, and also that I think he was brought up amongst
Scandinavians. The name is Swiss, I believe. It seems to me that I've
seen it, in notices of course. It was Faille that always used E-r-w-i-n
on some of his writings, "Left here today to Erwin Creek, no grub, got
to go". He always used
June he would say J-u-n, no Y-u-n, Yun.

So he was spelling

in a phonetic

sense.
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Spelling in a phonetic way with a kind of a Scandinavian base of
operations.

Rather interesting.
To come back to the Indians that you met on the Liard
that told you about the Tlogotsho...now
I've got to get the
pronunciation
right.
Tlo-got-cho.

Tlo-got-cho.
Tlo-got-cho.

OK. The Indians that told you about that Tlogotcho,
Indians, do you think?

were they

Slavey

I imagine they would be. Now, let me see. I don't think there were any
Indians at South Nahanni at that time, but I don't know what a bunch of
Nahani Indians would be doing in February down near Fort Simpson. But
they seemed to know the place.

You think they were probably associated

with the Fort Simpson band then.

It might be, or they might be associated with the South Nahanni lot.

And the South Nahanni lot were

Slavey?

Were somewhere else, because I don't remember seeing anybody at the Indian
vi I I age.

This is in the

winter?

In the winter, because I came down you see, and stayed about three nice
days when I should have been travelling, with Jack LaFlair, thinking I'd
see Gordon Matthews coming up the CLiardU River any day. He couldn't get
started, owing to the unusual depth of snow. They still call that winter,
the winter of the big snow. And, I waited at Jack LaFlair's. We did all
sorts of fool tricks. Jack was used to...he was great for performing
gymnastic feats in his cabin. He was all for fitness. And, it would be
nothing to wake up in the morning and find Jack with his legs hooked over
a cross-beam hanging upside down in the middle of the room. (laughter)
And he was very strong, and he could hook himself up and grab this thing,
and pull it. He said, you can do it all right. And so he got me hung
upside down there and I said "Get me out of this".

In your conversations with Jack, and from your experience at South Nahanni,
did you get the impression that the Indians that were in the South Nahanni
area, were probably Slavey Indians?
Always thought they were. I thought the Nahani was just a section of them.
And I didn't imagine that they were a different race or anything.

The Indians

that you saw then, probably spent at least part of their

time
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down on the Liard Plain and part of their
of the Nahanni?

time back up in the mountains

They might we I I have done. There were so few in the country, it seemed to
me then, probably much fewer than there are now. They had all kinds of
country to go into, and they should hardly get in each other's way, you
wouIdn't th i nk.

Could many of them, at that time,

speak

English?

No, not an awful lot. There was a Yukon Indian, Barney, with the Nahanni
bunch. He spoke good English, and could interpret. And Gordon told me
he was a Yukon Indian, he must have been....must have asked him where he
came from or something. He was the character who always wore a stetson
hat in the coldest of weather. And, he would bind the silk handkerchief
down like that, just tie it. I've got a picture of him, if you'd be
interested to see it, I mean, I've got a picture of him leaving the cabin
with the dog teams, I mean.

I'd be very interested

in seeing

it.

Not a very good picture. It was one of these folding cameras, you know
with the bellows and that sort of thing.

Right.
Here it is.

There they are, all the Nahanni Indians, lined up.

Oh, there 's one, two, three,

four,

four teams,...

Ci nterject ingj" There's quite a few teams.

No, no, more than that,

one, two, three,

four,

five

teams at

least.

Yes, well that's that country which has gone to trees. To...when I took
these two Americans up our old trail in 1951, it went fine through the
spruce, through the green timber. And then, we came through...I said,
we'll be in open country, very soon. Not a bit of it. The trail ran
into the most damnable tangle of alder, and black birch and willow.
All the quick growing things that form the soil for the new forest,
and this was advancing up the mountain.

And this photograph,

you've published

in one of the books, I

can't...

The Beaver, I believe.

Oh that 's where I saw it,

yes.

McLeod passed over this bit of country, and I think went Cgarbled] shoulder
of
that's that Tlogotsho.

So that's

the winter photo that was in the Beaver article,

"The Nahany Land".
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Yes.

There's Barney going off, you see his stetson.

Good grief.

Yes.

And here's two, three, four teams anyway, the tail of one just in sight.
They were coming back from this hunt that they made over on the Beaver
River in the Yukon Territory every year. They'd go...they wouldn't follow
the river up, they'd go over these open tundra tops. And, I don't know
what they did about the dog toboggans or anything, but they're not too
bad to drag over that sort of country. And, the idea was they'd hunt
there through the winter and then have the beaver hunt in the spring,
come down the Beaver River, down the Liard and then back at South
Nahanni. And they made a winter trip, or rather about at Easter,
which this was getting to be, coming down the Meilleur River, or roughly
that, not actually down the Meilleur itself, but down that country,
and apparently down the [[Meilleur] River to South Nahanni and then back
agai n.

So they would do this mid-winter

trip

every

year.

[SimuItaneously....uni ntelIigible]

These Indians were based at least part of the year then, at South NahanniNahanni Butte
Oh yes.

That was their home.

Were there any Fort Liard Indians

doing that sort of

thing?

I don't remember them, no. This was definitely the South Nahanni bunch.
Is that one team or two? preferring to Patterson's photos]

I think it's

dust

one.

Yes, I th i nk its....

But I think in that previous
interesting.

picture

there's

five

teams.

Well

that's

Yes, then these two fellows, Greathouse and Southard had waited until we
broke a trail for them through the Nahanni canyons. They'd been scared of,
then they followed our trail, then they, they hung around until they
became a perfect pest, then they decided to follow the Indian trail to the
Yukon. And they disappeared, that was them disappearing [[referring to
another photo]. Gordon and I watched them, I said "How delighted the
Indians are going to be." He said "Yes". And...but they went up there,
and then the chinook came and caught them, and they must have had a devil
of a trip, because the crust gave way, let them through, and then to make
a complete disaster out of it, Southard cut his knee with an axe. And they
somehow got back to the mouth of the Meilleur River, near the head of
Deadman's Valley. Gordon and I were doing nothing much at that time except
to collect traps and catch a fish, and feed the dogs and ourselves somehow....
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Tape 2 - Side I

Mr. Patterson,
you'd just finished
off
Greathouse and Southard were beginning
Indians.

on the last
to take off

tape, describing
on the track of

how
the

Yes. Well they didn't have too much luck. They followed the Indian
trail, which was a we M-beaten trail by that time, and they went on up
the Meilleur River. And then the chinook started to blow again, and in a
very short time, the packed crust of the trail broke down, and they went
through the trail. Their snowshoe webbing was not factory made, it was
Indian made and it was liable to get wet and soggy, and their snowshoes
broke down, and they somehow staggered back to the...through this deep
snow, this deep snow winter...they staggered back to the mouth of the
Meilleur, or thereabouts, and Southard cut his knee with an axe, and
couldn't move. And we saw, every morning, on these clear mornings, a
mist rising from the far end of the valley from high up in Deadman's Valley.
And we wondered...and we we wondered what the mist could be, why there should
be one there. It must be open water there, we thought, but it wasn't cold
enough to make it smoke. So Gordon Matthews went up there with a dog team,
and was back shortly after midday and he said "Those fellows are in an
awful mess". He said "Everything in the outfit is broken down", and he
said "Southard's cut his knee with an axe, and he's bound up with a
dirty shirt" and he said "and looks like the devil". He said "Where's
the medicine chest?" and so we fetched out the medicine chest, and he took
everything that was necessary from it in the way of disinfectants and so
on, and somewhere, we rousted out a clean old raggedy summer shirt,
and he took that up with him. He spent the rest of the day doctoring
Southard's knee, and generally talking to old Greathouse, who always
talked 19 to the dozen anyway, and said "This country was no good...no
good whatsoever. Dreadful lest country he'd ever tried to find his way
through. Give him the barren lands any day. Willow and alder, willow
and alder, willow and alder he'd never seen so much in his life and he
never wanted to see it again". That was the last we saw of them. They
were still camped up there, possibly recovering and fishing for a living,
when we left the country in, about May the 10th or M t h .

Bo you remember the first

names of those

two poeple,

Greathouse

and

Southard?

Harry Southard, and Greathouse was quite a well-known character. I've seen
him mentioned in other books, but I've never seen his Christian name,
and I never did know it.

So,

both of them had a reputation

for

prospecting

in the north,

did

they?

Greathouse certainly did, but I think he was something of a windbag, and a
dreadful man to talk. He was the man that couldn't let well alone, and
he'd show us how to do the flapjack business. He had this hinged frying
pan of Gordon's, and he didn't notice....didn't notice this. It was the
thing for packing in a dog toboggan. There it was, with the batter in it,
and he said "I'll show you, I'M show you. This is the way to do it. None
of our egg slices or anything like that". He said "Just you get it right,
get it right." And he said "Then give her a brave, bold flip", and he flipped
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like that and got it smacko in [in the face] the early Chaplin manner.
[Unintelligible] He was a peppery old fellow, at least we thought he
was old, I don't know if he was. Late fifties or 60 or something. Very
lively, and very nimble. And he wiped his face, and he hurled this across
the cabin and hit, hit Southard in the back of the neck. He was studying
one of our books out of our small library like that and intently. He got
this thing and Greathouse rushed out into the snow and Southard followed
him under the impression that Greathouse had tried to murder him. That
was that. And these are these photographs, and if I could find the films
of them, which I probably could if anything was being produced, I could...
let's see now, that's quite a contrast, isn't it. June dance at college.
That photograph was taken before breakfast. In those colleges you see,
built round a quadrangle and the whole thing would be covered in by a
marquee and there's the little archway leading into the quad and
we I I that wasn't done just for two or three hours dance, I can tel I you.
They came, started latish in the evening, and there was a terrific supper
about one or two in the morning and it went on until the sun broke through,
and that's it. This is facing east, facing the rising sun, and that's
what the ruins looked like.

This

was taken

when you were at

Oxford.

Yes. Where am I. I'm in there. Oh yes. Next to my best friend there.
That's me with a striped suit. I was one of the stewards. People said
to me "Where can I get some more champagne?" And my job was to find
it. Foothills, near Aklavik [leafing through a photograph album
commenting on photos]. And Gordon Matthews' photographs. Gordon sitting
on a caribou there. That was our cabin, a photograph I took at 44 below,
when the smoke was heavy. And somebody coloured it for me. In the days
before the colour film.

Do you have negatives

for

most of

these?

for most of

these?

Mmmh?

Do you have negatives

Most of them, yes. That was the cabin we built at the mouth of that little
creek, Sheaf Creek. And that was, I thought, rather nicely done. It's
coloured too. That was the second freeze-up of the Nahanni starting.
See it froze up, then came this terrific chinook, and it broke it up
and made clear water so that we could actually canoe across again, it's
rather hazardous getting out on the ice at the other side but we
made it. We went forward and back over to the beaver creek over there.
And then, it started to freeze again, with the first ice piled up on the
banks. That's what sprained my ankle for me at Cape Island on the Liard,
and building out once more on the eddies. That was the...well that was
the hill we set our watches by. That was what we called the North Hill.
It was dead, absolutely north from the cabin.

I see.
Well you know, you were complaining,
or commenting earlier
about
the poor quality
from your camera in that day, but that looks
fine.
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Some came out. Well now we're alI over the place. Now we're back.
There's the rapids at high water, or no, not high water, but
spring runoff. That was going down. There's Cape Island. That's
about where I crashed. This was taken when it was all thawed out, coming
down on Starke's scow to Fort Simpson. That's the Mackenzie half of the
river, running ice, and the Liard half open. And, we'll have a look at
the rest. We'll have a cup of tea and return to our muttons later.

We're continuing
the interview
with R. M. Patterson,
at his home, on
Queenswood Drive, July the 24th.
This morning, we 're going to go
through "Dangerous River" and pick out any problems and questions
which
seem to require a little
more light than maybe is here.
It may not be
possible
to, because some of these things are quite a time in the
past.
Rote:
all references
to pages in "Dangerous River" refer to the paperback
Canadian edition
published
by Gray Publishing
Rouse.
Going back to the
McLeod business,
which is, I suppose where you begin the book, G. M. McLeod,
Charlie's
son, I presume he's still
alive?
I imagine he is. I found his name in the Edmonton Journal, must have
done, because I think that's the only place I could have got it from.

It isn't
that long since Charlie
only about in the last 10 years

himself died
sometime?

is it?

It

seems to me

its

Charlie?

Charlie

McLeod.

You think he's dead now?

T think

he's

dead now.

I think

Charlie

is.

I think he would be, because those fellows were pretty active.
one of the brothers is Charlie, isn't it?

Yes.

Charlie's

the one that

was not

lost

in the

Is that

Nahanni.

Not lost and came back and told the various stories.
I ike that.

About 1905 or sometime

Yes.
They continued
to come out in the Edmonton papers, his stories
continued
to come out in the Edmonton papers, oh right up into the '50's.
I came
across a couple.
Yes.

They were there in the wartime, when I was looking at them.

So you don't

know the whereabouts

of G. M. McLeod, which is Charlie's

son?

No, I don't. I don't know whether anybody around Fort Liard would know, or
whether
some of these people moved down to Vancouver, I think.

Charlie

was living

in Edmonton the last

I heard.

Did

you....
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Edmonton was it?
Yes.
Yes.

I believe I did read that.

Now, let's
go next to page 26 where you're
talking
about John Shebbach and
his 42 days, and his leaving the diary.
Did you get any of that
story
anywhere other than from Kraus?
Let me have a look at it.
So Dick would be worthwhile

I may have got that from Dick Turner.
questioning

on that

too?

Or would I, now wait a minute, John Shebbach....or again, '48...yes I could
have got it also when I went up to Edmonton to do that bit of research.
You didn't

come across

the diary

itself

though?

No. No, I didn't, but I think I quoted that because, yes, because the
McLeods were supposed to be found, according to the story, all in one
piece, one or two years later after they were really listed as missing and
the heads missing. Well that would never have happened with any wild animal
that had got onto the job. They'd have been scattered all over the place,
just like Shebbach. That was the man I was telling you that had a German
sounding name yesterday.
To come back to the McLeods for a minute.
What is your recollection
who found the McLeod bodies?
I don't think that you....in
Dangerous
you didn't
say who found
them.

about
River

It's a long time since I looked at that book, but I was under the impression
that Charlie McLeod came back in with a party, and that's when the valley
got its name. They named in Deadman's Valley. Is that not recorded there
somewhere.
I didn't
version

come across i t .
I have a number of versions
is that Charlie McLeod found the
bodies.

of the

story,

and one

That's the one that I got.
Another

version

is

that

Poole

Field

did.

I'm not sure about that because I don't think I... Poole Field was rather
on the wander when I was in there, and if I was in Simpson, he wasn't. And
we kept on missing each other, just as when I told you, we walked up to
his camp, found it half shifted, good sunny warm weather and the "Water
Babies" lying flipping over in the wind on a top of a stump. And no
Poole Field, of course.
Now, you have this quote.
I've got the copy of the Edmonton Journal
for
December the 23rd, 1929, with Flynn Harris ' statement
about the Indians
of
the area.
Did Flynn, to your knowledge,
make any other statements,
written
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statementsj

defending

the Indians

of the

area?

I think he must have done, but quite likely they're buried in the files
of the Indian Department, or whatever was responsible for those Indians,
if anybody really was.
He was Indian

agent.

He was Indian agent for that district.
Do you know what district

he actually

encompassed?

No, I don't. It must have been a pretty big one at that time, because if
anybody was police inspector, or Indian agent, or game warden, they had a
huge territory under them with very few people in it.
Now this
country
Yes.

crew that came in...Hall,
(see p. 30-33) .

Cochrane

and Gilroy

that

came into

the

They came in shortly after I got out....if it gives a date there.

Yes.
In fact,
were.
Gilroy,
reporter?

I'm not sure
I think....did

that they weren't
in there at the same time you
he work for the Edmonton Journal?
Was he a

He was....is the outdoor sports reporter on the Edmonton Bulletin. And he
was, he may be, possibly still is, a great thickset, strong, bull of a
man that looked as if he could haul anything through any water or any bush.
And he lived down on...he had a cabin down on Goat Flats at Edmonton, and
the only boat that I ever saw on the Saskatchewan River. He loved it.
And I always wondered in those days, why nobody ever used the river.
Now, of course, everybody does. Because it's become fashionable to play
around with a canoe, but in those days, it was far from it. Nobody used the
river except Gilroy, and we went up together quite a way, one evening.
Was there

a little

bit

of dissension

in that

party?

I think there must have been, because the man...was it him who walked away
and was not seen again?
No,

that

was Hall,

I

think.

Hal I .
Angus

Hall?

Angus Ha I I, that's right. We II, Gilroy told me that...that Angus Hal I said
he was going to ditch half his load and he'd be there first and he'd see
them when they got there, and etc., etc. And he walked off at this coulée,
which I think is above the Second Canyon of the Nahanni, doesn't....not out
of Deadman's Valley, but out of the next valley which we called the Little
Val ley.
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Should we identify

that on the map?

We cou Id try.

All right,
to

I'll

gust stop the recorder

then

map 95F, 1:250,000 is

referred

Let's see now...there's our cabin...our cabin is here...that we built in
Deadman's Va I ley...we I I that must be Second Canyon Mountain as we called
it. And the McLeods were killed about here, I was told.

I have the same version of the story.
That's the little
in the north below that Second Canyon Mountain.

creek gust coming

Just about there somewhere, and I...when I left Gordon, and went up here
alone, I loaded up all through the morning, taking this and that and talking
about different things, and I pulled my canoe up to that place in the
evening not knowing anything about this story, and camped in a camp, quite
a used camp. There was an oar and an old paddle and that sort of thing
and that was there.

That was right

at the mouth of that

little

creek.

That was just about there, and I remember telling somebody in Fort Simpson,
and he said "Oh, that was where the McLeods were supposed to have been
kiI led". But then you go through Second Canyon, it was a very beautiful
piece of work, and I think....welI the actual canyon part is right through
here. It's very short. I think that was the creek that Hall went up.
It's what we used to call Scow Creek. There was the remains of an old
scow there, and I know dropping down the river from up here, I put
in there. There was this thing being cannibalized and cannibalized, and I
took a couple of planks off it, big planks. And hewing a plank, it takes
qu ite a bit of time. I thought "That will he Ip Ii ke the deviI in buiIdi ng,
when we come to build a shack". And I built those things into the door.
And that, I think, is the creek there.

Right.

I'll

gust mark that on the map then.

And I think that's what we call Scow creek.
out of the canyon as that one.

All

I don't think it was as far

right.

There's an open stretch of country here, as you can see. There's this
Iittle bit, and we cal led that "Little Val ley". I think they've got...
really the word Second is too high up the map, it should be down....
Usee enclosed mapj\

All

right.

Not a very original name.

Well, it describes

it.
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Yea.
So that

Pretty piece of country.
Ball

took

off

and then

he was never

seen

again,

at any

rate.

He was never seen again, whatever happened to him.
Now. This
the creek,
it?

account that you have here about what Hall and Gilroy found up
that would have come out of the Edmonton Bulletin
likely,
would

Or from Gilroy in person.
Oh, I see.

You saw Gilroy

back at Edmonton did you when you came

out?

Yes I did. I looked him up, and he said "I've been looking for you as a
matter of it". He said "I heard you'd come in on the train". They kept
track on people coming in in those days. And so, we went down to his
cabin on Goat Flats, above the McDonald, and on the same side....above
the McDonald Hotel, and on the same side. And, we had some kind of a
meal down there, and then we took off upriver on this boat, and that was
when we were talking mostly.
I see.
in the

Bid he tell
book?

you much about

his

journey

that

you remember

that

isn't

No, I think I put most of it in.
It 's up in this
pages 30-33 ) .

section

here

(referring

to the

location

in the book on

Yes. No. I put most of what I remember of it in. He may have told me
more a I I right.
Now we come to Phil Powers.
regarding
him, didn't
you?

You had some correspondence

with

the

H.C.M.P.

I think I did. Yes. I have. I didn't keep it unfortunately. I never got
much out of the R.C.M.P., because apparently they conducted an investigation
when they came into that part of the north country. Naturally they could
find nothing, because nothing is going to remain in the bush for 10 or 15
years, and as far as they were concerned, the case was closed, and it was
a case of starvation. Running out....insufficient outfit. That seemed
odd to me.
Why?
Running out of grub.
Why should

it

Starvation.

be so odd

though?

Well because after all, they had a downstream haul, down to supplies, they
had a boat, and they were experienced in the ways of the north, and they
could see starvation coming. I mean, if there wasn't any game in the
country, they could see how much....what they had left in the way of supplies.
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And I was puzzled that it should happen that way. Whether they were caught
by winter, nobody ever said. Whether the indications were that it was
winter....but apparently not because if it was winter time, they wouldn't
have just been sleeping casually under trees. Nobody ever mentioned a
tent, or winter camp or anything. An in the fall Deadman's Valley was pretty
good country for game. The game pulled out in the winter.

Where did the game go in the winter

time?

I think it went on to those open tundra slopes, facing southwest.
southwest side of the Tlogotsho Range.

It'd

be blown clear there,

The

they could

It would be blown clear there and the wind would sweep the snow up and pile
it into huge drifts on the Deadman's Valley side. The Deadman's Valley
was an awful cold, windy place when it was cold. You could get some really
freezing winds in that place. And sometimes, the winds, as I mention in
there somewhere, would blow on the valley floor only, because I remember
going up the mountain one day, when a freezing cold wind was blowing hard
in the valley. And I climbed up out of the wind and got above it, and I
could still hear it roaring below me all day. It was a most peculiar place
for winds, a wind funnel.

Another suggestion I've heard for the disappearance of the McLeods, other
than starving, is apparently a number of people trapped at that time
using arsenic.
And I've not seen arsenic myself, but I understand its a
white powder, not necessarily
unlike sugar. It looks somewhat similar to
it, I've heard. Somebody suggested that they might have accidently mixed
up a bit of arsenic with the sugar
supplies.
I've never heard that suggestion. I suppose it's possible, but its unlikely
because everybody, anybody who had any poison was pretty careful with it.
It seemed to me it was odd that they should both be out of grub....out of
grub in every respect, no game, no flour, no anything. And yet, a short
day's run down to the mouth....not a short day's run, but we'll say a day
and a ha If down to the mouth of the river.

Presumably they had a canoe with them.
Presumably they had. I remember signs of some boat at this camp, and I
believe there was an oar that I found lying in the bush.

Did you bring any of these artifacts
that you found there,
This oar, or that old blaze on the tree, or anything like

out with you?
that?

No, I didn't. I've got a paddle of Faille's in the hall there, that he
hewed out for himself. And, in just the last two or three years, he
sent to me. Said "I'd like you to have it". Would you like to see it?

Sure, I would,

yes.

We could look at it now or later.
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Let 's go now.
to me, the paddle.

Oh, I see.
The paddle we've
fairly
narrow blade, pointed
Mr. Patterson,
you mentioned

just been looking at is about 5 feet
high,
at the bottom, and hewn out of
spruce.
something about a park museum.

About a?

Just now, you mentioned
start
(one) .

something

about

the park museum?

If

they

ever

Yes.
I said if there was ever a properly formed museum established there,
I would be glad to give the paddle to it. I think it should be there.

OK. I'm sure the Park's people will be interested
to hear that.
Now let's
go back to the book again, picking up where we left off.
I want to
preface
my questions
on the next section
of the book with asking you "Have you
ever met Philip
Godsell?".
Yes.

And you 're familiar
No, I haven't. No, I haven't met him. It almost feels as if I had,
because Gordon Matthews knew him quite well. And, the stories about him
are legion.

They certainly

are.

Have you read any of his

writings?

Never right through the book, because I couldn't go it Daughter^].

I think I understand
what you mean. I asked that question,
because the
next question
relates
to the last paragraph on the bottom of page S3
about this so called map which Father Gouet had. And Godsell also has a
version of this story,
and it's
quite
different.
Oh yes. This was this stampede around 1933 or whenever it was. Urn.
Willy McLeod....the map....
Well now, that's the story that I heard,
quite likely: I think.some of it out of letters to me from Gordon Matthews,
who had been at Wrigley, I think for a couple of years, and about 1933
must have been at Aklavik. He managed the post at Wrigley for the
Northern Traders for a year or two, and made a very good job of it, so
they gave him the chief post at Aklavik. And I have letters from him
there, and possibly I even have the references.

I see.
fellow
north,

Jack Stonier
that received
wasn't he?

who you mention in connection
with this
map...the
the map, he was quite well-known throughout
the

Quite well-known, yes. He, at one time, had been a partner with Jack
Starke on a creek flowing into the Ingenika River. Which is away...one of
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the big tributaries of the Finlay. And, I mentioned the two of them in
the book I wrote, "Finlay's River". I came across, in one of the mining
reports, the annual mining reports, B.C. Government, Department of Mines,
a little record of the gold taken out of this place or something like
that. And there were the partners, Jack Starke and Jack Stanier. I ' never
knew that episode in their lives, not from either of them.

You knew Stanier,

didn't

you?

Mm-mm.

Yes.

And he

was....

And he gave me a map.
country quite a bit.

This is through

I probably have a copy of it.

the South Nahanni

He was through that

country.

Yes. He met me going in with Gordon Matthews, and I may have met him the
fall before, quite likely, because he was slightly involved with the
Liard Coals. (recorder now stopped)

Now, I'm sorry,

I interrupted

you

there.

I was merely going to mention that Stanier was a very pleasant fellow to
meet, and he asked me, on one occasion, at Fort Liard, to bring him, or
send him, a photograph of the Falls of the South Nahanni. He said that
he'd taken a picture, and that his pictures were all upset and spoiled
by water, and he would like to have a set of pictures. And I sent him
one. He....there's a niece of his living in Edmonton.

Oh.

What's

her name?

Hi Ida M. Robinson. And, she was here just a week or two ago, and I helped
her with all the information I could give her about Jack Stanier and sent
her this map. Now somewhere, I have the copy she returned me. I sent to
her the authentic map, which I think is available in Edmonton, but if you
get in touch with her, you'll find out exactly where it is.

All

right.

Is she compiling

a family

history

or....?

I don't know, she.... I forget now how it started. She may have been looking
for something in particular or some records that she wanted to write up,
as you say, for a family history.

So we should check that out with her.
Well was Stanier
when you were in there in '27, '28, '29?

on the river

at

all

No.

No?
No,he never came in again until this '33 do.

It was quite a useful map that
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he gave me...an interesting map...sort of primitive map with the lengths of
the creeks estimated according to their flow at the mouth....Iike a strong
creek would be a forty mile creek....and so on.
Oh that's
an interesting
way of doing i t .
On page 24 of the
paperback
edition
you mentioned Eppler and Mulholland
and their
disappearance,
Holmberg and Shebbach...those
you had knowledge of by virtue
of the
newspapers I presume.
By the newspapers I think and later heard some various things from Dick
Turner about them when I got to know him....but I never knew them personally.
Mn-hm. Alright,
now we come to page 27 and you talk there about Poole
cabin and the cabins that were on the river....just
as you were coming
upstream to the Butte on the
Liard.

Field's

That may have been it. We may have been in Poole Field's cabin and not
in Jack LaFlair's store. It must have been because I remember now. Faille
had the key or knew where the key was.
Mn.

So that's

the cabin

which we marked

on the map the other

day as

which...

That's right.
....which
is
the location

probably
has.

subsequently

disappeared

into

the river.

At

least

Yes...mm. All those cabins, it seems to me now, when I was there in March
I960 had more or less disappeared. They were ruined and the whole thing
had transferred itself over the river to where Kraus lived.
So this
Field's

would have been....there
cabin as well, would

would have been Indian
there?

houses

around

Poole

Yes, there was a little row of Indian houses.
Mm-hm. Now this was one thing that puzzled
me...this
from it that Poole Field must have been an agent for
Company at this time, was he?

account here...I
the Hudson's Bay

guess

Yes, I did mention that to you yesterday or was it this morning, that he
rather acted in conjunction with the Bay who didn't too much care for the
independent trader like Jack LaFlair. The habit...in..prevalent in the
Hudson's Bay Company northern posts, if an independent trader might set up
somewhere like that, drop another trading post along side him. The theory
being that he would eventually fold up and get out and then you close the
post so the Indians were finally worse off than they were before.
Do you know if Poole
Nahanni
Butte?
I don't know.

ever

actively

traded

on behalf

of the Bay out

There were a lot of trade goods there.

of
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Now just while we're on the subject of Poole Field,
any of Poole Field's letters at all?

have you come across

No, I never have.

I have come across a couple and I understand from other sources that he was
probably a fairly voluminous letter writer and supposedly quite accurate
in his observations. ..this type of thing.
I bet they'd be interesting.

They're

fascinating.

But I've never have seen any. I think he was a pretty well-educated man
and well-read I should think judging by some of the books that were kicking
around that camp that he'd borrowed from Flynn Harris, who had a good
Iibrary.

Now we next come to page 38. Faille mentions there that he would be the
first man to winter up the South Nahanni in seven years.
Well I suppose he might have been. There was quite a story about it at
that time...I mean it really was "the dangerous river" and if you went in
there you had better be careful.

You don't have any recollection
of who these other people would have been
that wintered up the river prior to Faille.
No I don't but I think there were quite a few....Jorgenson and Poole Field
and so on.

Faille seems to have been asking around and seems to have a bit of the
history at the back of his mind at this stage too, eh?
Oh yes. Faille had it alright and quite a bit that I got from him that I
didn't know.

Do you know how Albert decided to come to the South Nahanni country?
How did he get
interested?
Some of the stories must have reached him about the McLeod's supposed
north gold. He was trapping on a river that either flows into Great Slave
Lake or into the Mackenzie. One of those rivers that come off the Alberta
Plateau. There was a partner called Ruud.

Is that

R-u-d-e?

R-u-u-d, I think. I'd know the river's name if I saw it on the map. And
Faille decided to up stakes and go...come in to the South Nahanni and he made
his decision. We met him on...we saw him when we came with the Liard Coals
outfit past that island, Big Island that we were looking at at the mouth of
the....the entrance into the Mackenzie from Great Slave Lake. Faille was
there in a camp, little figure with flaming red stroud pants on. That's
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why the Indians called him Red Pant.
think today...it was "Red Pant".

Now do you know any other of Faille's
apparently there is very little
of it

They didn't call him Red Pants as people

personal history
recorded?

at all

because

It was pretty sketchy. Have you seen some of the obituaries that appeared
in the American papers?

No I didn 't,

no.

Well, I've got what there is.

I should have a look at them then.

Bid Faille

ever marry?

Yes, he married and I think he had a son.

Oh yes, I've
Territories.
ago.

heard that one from one of the game officers
in the Northwest
In fact his son came up to visit him not too many years

He tried I think to persuade his wife to come north but she definitely
wasn't going to have anything to do with that. And she said that was his
life and he could live it. That come north she was not going to.

So Faille

took off on his own.

So they eventually really parted company.

Bo you think we could probably get the best idea of Faille 's history
referring to those newspaper
clippings?

by

We could I think and I think I could drop onto them.

All right.
Nell let's go on then. Now I'd like to go through a set of
place names on the map and I'll fust get the map out and we'll go over it.
You have names marked on here as you're going up the river so we'll
fust
stop the tape and I'll get the map out Refer to enclosed maps to
identify
names .
Now fust before starting to deal with these place names,
there's one thing that's puzzled me a little
bit.
Obviously you named some
of these things
yourself.
Mm-mmhm.

Others seem to be names that were in use at the time you came into the
country that had been given probably prior to the time you got there.
Yes.

Bow did these names get about?
known by?
Word-of-mouth.

Was it fust

word-of-mouth

that they were

I don't think there was any official naming.
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Now the first one we come to on 'page 44 is the North Elbow and I've
marked the North Elbow on map sheet 95G right there...is
that your
reaolleetion
of what the North Elbow is?
I think that would be it.
that they had.

Oh, so its

not just

Generally speaking it was this big turn

that one particular

spot.

Not particularly...no, not one particular spot, but North Elbow that
wasn't my name....somebody else called it that. It might've been that....
you see she makes a big turn there and then completes it here really.

Right.
Yes.

Now the Outpost Hills....

that ' s the Yohin Ridge of

today.

That was our name for them.

Did you apply that name yourself
time you got there?

and was it a name in usage prior

to the

No, as far as we know, there was no name for that ridge.

Alright.
It was certainly not...I never heard the name Yohin.

Apparently Yohin is named after an Indian that was in the area
for quite a long time, Charles Yohin.

there

It may have been.

I guess both Yohin Lake and Yohin Ridge are named after

him.

And I don't know whether the name Yohin was given before we were there or
later.

It would be

later.

It could be.

Yes. So that the name Outpost Hills, we aould ascribe
Matthews, could we?

to you and Gordon

Yes.
Tape 2 - Side 2

The next name we come to in the book is the "Painted Cliffs"
just across the river and a bit below the hot springs?
That's right.

and are they

Out of a cliff which has all colours of green, and yellow in
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it....there was this water trickling down the cliff....I sampled it and it
didn't taste at all nice but it didn't poison me.

Now on the bottom of page 44, I guess you're talking
water that was running down the cliff, are you?

about that

vile

Quite likely, yes....yes that was it.

Okay.

And that water...was

it warm at

all?

No, it wasn't warm. I held a tin cup up against it and let it trickle on
unti I it fiI led it and I took a good swig of it and didn't I ike it, and
chucked it in the river. I was just interested to see. Near the foot of
the Lower Canyon....where what they call the shortest river in the world
rushes out of the cliff and down a little slope about the width of this
room and into the river... Well I think that's Lafferty Creek.

Oh you think that was originally

Lafferty

Creek.

No, I don't think it was originally Lafferty Creek but I think that...you
know in limestone country certain substances leach out and then they
eventually form caverns, caves and passages. If you look at the course
of Lafferty Creek....

Right down here.
Here we are...where's that come into the river?

Right

here.

Right there...well there could easily be a way through there. It beats against
the rock wall in one place. I've seen it from higher up...oh...over here
somewhere...it may have been up on that ridge and looked down and there's
a place where it hits the wall and swings leftward....we I I there's no reason
if the geological conditions were right that water shouldn't have made a
way for itself all through the wall because I don't know where else that
supply of water would come from....un less its Nahanni water that goes in
farther up and comes out again.

They've done quite a bit of research in this area....as
there's a lot of caves and so on up in this area.

you probably know

Yes.

Solution channels.. the kind of thing that you're talking about. I think,
they don't know for sure, but I think they now think that it may be
sinking, seeping in through cracks up at the top of that plateau, and seeping
underground and coming out at the white
springs.
Just as a suggestion, it would be interesting just to test that theory some
time and put some of this coloured fluid that they use, in Lafferty
Creek above that bend and see if it comes out.
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Right.

Okay.

It's sweet water.
Oh, it's

beautiful

water,

yes.

Good Iimestone country water.
I suppose

you used

to fish

for

grayling

at it

in your

day too,

did

you?

Yes....with considerable success too. It was Faille that spotted it. He
went up on that side with his little engine and caught me up at (George's
Riffle) and I had gone up ahead of him that first trip we made simultaneously
on the River. I had pu I led up on the other side which is the best side for
poling and he said "Did you see that big spring in the canyon?". I said
"No I never did".
Well it 's certainly
a spectacular
thing.
On page 45, you talk
the hot springs
themselves
in behind Kraus's cabin and I gather
'27- '28 that you felt
that it had been enlarged by man.

about
that

in

I think so. Yes, I think they were well enough known and there was quite
a bit of traffic certainly up that far on the Nahanni.
Had anybody
at
all?

bothered

to put

a little

dam to back the water

There may quite likely have done. I forget.
and just accepted them as we found them.

up in the

pools

Faille and I walked up there

How there were cleared
spaces of old Indian camps you go on to say "more
used in earlier
days than now", I take it there were tent poles
around....
or what sort of evidence
would there have been of the Indian camps
there?
Probably the cleared spaces. There may have been some stones in circles,
you know how they used to put them around their teepees circles. I don't
know whether they ever had any shelter of that description...quite likely
they might've placed rocks to hold some shelter down. Gus Kraus told me
that any wood in contact with that ground rotted very quickly.
Yes,

I know.

He told

me that

too.

He had a lot

of

trouble

with

his

cabin.

Yes, its very hard if you're making a noon-day fire at the mouth of that
creek to find any decent wood unless there's some good driftwood around.
When you were there,
were the trees around that hot springs.
magnificent
specimens of poplar and so on around
there?

..were

there

I think there was a pretty good growth of everything, probably the trees too.
Some of the largest
aottonwood that I've seen anywhere,
springs.
Darn things were almost five feet in diameter

I saw near the
some of them.

hot
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Yes, and you don't often see that. There were huge ones at the
Clearwater River mouth in the Peace River Canyon which is now dammed,
where it cuts through the Rockies. There were things like that. They
were the thickness through of a short carbine like mine.
But you don't

particularly

recall

there

have been any large

trees.

No I don't because in those days I didn't notice that sort of thing so
much. It was after I'd been on the ranch in the Rockies that I began to
notice tree growth and to associate it with the type of country it was
in and be interested in it. The more you see and the more you read; after
all I hadn't been in Canada very long in 1927, just three years.
Bow on page 46 you mention the tropical
valley
across that?
Was it verbally
in the
north?

legend

where did

you come

One heard a lot about it and occasionally one read fantastic articles
in the papers and I think I heard some stories about it in some geological
pamphlet that I got hold of
possibly from the government, but not
specifically referring to these hot springs. Most of those tropical valley
stories were built up around the big hot springs on the Alaska highway.
This

is

at

the Liard

crossing

on the Alaska

highway.

Yes, shortly after that, are they not?
Yes.
Yes. Well that's it and I walked up there and I think that's where the
stories really originated. There was a man up there—Smith—he was
eventually drowned in one of the Liard canyons and his daughter came
through who was up there with him. She was found swept into some eddy on
a sand bar and fortunately she was found. I've seen her in the Hudson's
Bay House at Fort Simpson where she was sort of housekeeper and serving a
meal there. And I think that's where they came from and I would have heard
quite a bit about them you see through her in Fort Simpson because we met
the fellows at the Bay. Dave Hooker was one of them, and I think he
passed along what information there was.
Bow we come next to Charles Camsell and his flight
over the area and
did you garner that information
about his flight
from the
newspaper?

that...

I rather think I got that out of one of the reports of the Department of
Mi nes.
Did you ever

know Charles

No, I never met him.
Did you ever

Camsell

at

all?

He was born at Fort Liard, son of the post manager there.

meet any of

the

Camsell

family

Not that I know of, no.
I guess

they

moved away from

there

by

1927.

at Fort

Liard?
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Might have been, aIthough you'd think there'd be somebody around.
only at Fort Liard for a couple of nights in all that I remember.

How, can you identify
in the First Canyon?

on here what you called

I was

the Last Man Camp over here

Yes I think so. You got that penci I....I've got to look at this blessed
map E95FJ1 its so written over
that's the Second Canyon.

Here's the First

Canyon in

here.

First Canyon...that's the Whitewater....Lafferty Creek?

Here's Lafferty

coming in right

down here.

I see...that's it isn't it? Yes, it was in this reach somewhere. It was
a rather foolish camp to make. It was on a sandbar shingle island in the
middle of the river. Its not a camp that you'd want to be in if there'd
been a cloudburst up somewhere in here and that was just arriving. But it
was a wonderful camp in a way, because you could see from that reach
you see. There was these mountains, great cliffs on every side. There
was no way up or no way down. Just a nice sizable patch of alluvium reaching
from about here to those first trees, first evergreens, over there. I
remember walking up and down on this island and looking at this you know...
this was...I not expected country like that.

lou stilt

have your old diary of those

days?

I still have. I kept a very detailed one because I had practically nothing
to read with me that I can recollect and I wrote it up in detail, what the
weather was, what sort of country I'd seen, and so on, under a mosquito net
in the evening.

Oh you must have because one of the things that most people have commented
on about your book is that if they sit down with a map and your book they
can certainly follow
everything.
Oh yes.

How, you then talk on page 53 of coming to the top of the First Canyon and
you talk about a bit of water where you came up, as the strongest on the
Nahanni below the mouth of the Flat.
I think there you're probably
talking
about George's Riffle at the top of
the....
Yes. That was what we called the Cache Rap id...I made a little cache of
stuff there.

And that's

catted

George's Riffle

today is

Called George's Riffle today, yes.

Who's the George that it was named after?

it?
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I don't know. Dick Turner told me. It was somebody not familiar to me
and I forget. According to Faille when I last discussed it with him he
says it's getting worse. Because the side I went up and down on, big
blocks of rock fall down off the mountains and he said more kept coming
in and being shifted by the river into awkward places and he said it was
getting worse. I think there have been people that they thought had been
drowned there.

Now just above George's Riffle there's aalm water. Just above George's
Riffle you described the calm water. Now is that called
Patterson's
Lake?
Yes.

Okay.

Was it Patterson's

or Patterson

Lake?

Patterson's Lake. Starke called it that. He said he was pretty disheartened at the foot of George's Riffle. Looking at me he said "Is
there no place where this river is easy, no place where it ever lets up".
I said "Yes, right at the head of this riffle". Well he said when we get
there we'll call it Patterson's Lake.

Well that's

interesting.

Now, Ram Creek is which one the map here?

Ram Creek...um..the first creek on this side coming into Deadman's Valley.

So this

is properly

named on the map then.

Properly named as far as I know and what we called the Little Butte is
just downstream from the mouth of Ram Creek, and it's below the Dry
Canyon also...yes you got it right about here...Patterson's Lake.

George's Riffle

is just

right

in

here.

That's right and Little Butte is about here...and Ram Creek is here.
Little Butte...there's a definite mound on the right...you get quite a
good photograph and view from the top of it looking up Deadman's Valley.

Then the second creek on the south side of Deadman's Valley is what you
called Wheatsheaf Creek?
Yes that's right.

And you built
Yes.

your cabin beside

that?

The cabin was just downstream from the mouth again.

I can't remember whether we put on tape yesterday the origins
name Wheatsheaf. Would you care to explain it again?

of the

Well at that time there was a little alluvial fan showing and if you were
way up on those hills by the gap of Prairie Creek and looked with the field
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glasses it looked just like an old-fashioned sheaf of wheat, the way it
splayed out. Its rather a far-fetched naming and Gordon said it had a
friendly feel to it because it sounded like an English pub. Anyway it
made a new name for them to put on the map here.
Except

they

haven't

called

Wei I even that is new.
Was the Meilleur

River

it

Wheatsheaf,

they

just

called

it

Sheaf.

I mean there are so many Gun Creeks, and Bear Creeks.
called

Meilleur

in

1928?

It was but I don't know where we got the name. Maybe I got it from Fail le
because he'd inquired pretty carefully about various features and he
gave me some of the creek names, that being one of them I'm pretty certain.
Scow Creek we named the one above the Second Canyon. These park boundaries
should be pushed way back, if you could talk the land out of them.
There's

a bit

of a problem.

See these

squares

here and

here?

Yes, leases I suppose.
Staked

claims.

Staked claims yes.
There 's a lot

of people

have commented

on the need to move them

back.

There's not a big enough range for sheep you know, they travel.
What would you suggest

there

in the way of

boundaries?

Well I don't know...I haven't given it a thought as a matter of fact but
to have them as close as they do makes it in places no more than about
eight to ten miles wide in the park. Well you see a lot of that—four
miles we would say on either side if it was evenly divided—a lot of that
is rock, canyon wall. It only leaves them a mile or two of range on top
on each side and you've got the old...with the development of the helicopter.,
you've got the same old story... somebody can flap in there and sit outside
the park boundary and pick his sheep off perfectly legally.
What do you think might
that any
thought?

be a reasonable

sort

of distance—have

you

given

No, I haven't really but they seem to be centered on that country and I
think you would have to include quite a bit like fifteen miles, if it was
possible,on either side of the river anyway.
Well that's
interesting
to have that.
Now on page 58 I think I know what
map you're
talking
about—you
refer
to the map of the South Nahanni and the
Flat River--that's
the map you showed me
yesterday?
I think that must be because that was the only one. Yes.
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Perhaps

we could...is

that

map still

out?

Yes its on the table there on top of that far book.

Alright,
gust for the record.
This is a map, put out by the Department
of the Interior
entitled
Map of Northwestern
Canada, scale SO miles to
I inch, price fifty
cents, dated 1927, Ottawa, Topographical
Survey of
Canada, and I'll
gust check and see if it has a map number at all.
It's
publication
number 1585. So that's
the map referred
to on page 58.
Now on page 60, you refer to the Indians travelling
into the Beaver River
country overland and on a number of...I
think one other occasion in the
book you refer to probably there being an old trail over that country
that
they went on.
They had their route but I don't know if it would be much of a trail
because it was really just a traverse over the country.

I see.
was?

Could you mark on the map

95F

what you think

the route

probably

No, it would be pretty hard for me to do that but I think that they kept
fairly high up. They would be starting from down here wouldn't they?

Yes.
Would you like me to get a map that
say a one to a million
map?

has more of the area on

it,

I think that they kept as high up as possible and out of the trees and
that's the best way one can really get it. And then they must have swung
around this way. When they decided to use the river to come back on
late in the winter, they must have come down the Meilleur River keeping
above the actual valley and gorge down over these slopes and then hit
the River [Nahannij'. But they didn't use the River in the fall, they
didn't use it in mid-winter. Nobody did except ourselves, who were in
there, and it wasn't until about February that the river really became safe
to use below the Canyon. You see Gordon Matthews fell in there with a
whole outfit, went boating in there and so on.

Now also on page 60 in that same paragraph,
the Beaver in the spring in
skinboats.
That's what I was told.

So you didn't

you mention

that

they

came down

I never saw them do it.

see any skinboats

at all

in your stay

in

No, I didn't but Jack LaFlair must have told me that.
lot about the country when I was there in his cabin.

there?
I know we talked a

Did you hear, in any of the talking
you did, did you hear anything
about
skinboats
being a relatively
new type of craft for that part of the world?
No didn't hear anything about that.

Some people

have suggested

that

skinboats

resulted

from the

Europeans
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introducing canoes into the country—birchbark
the McLeod's time.

canoes—this

would be in

It's possible but I never heard that. Skinboats of course had existed
certainly on the coast for a long, long time, centuries and they
weren't introduced by the white man—I should think its a boat might...
(phone ringing and recorder shut off while Mr. Patterson answers it).
I don't think they can be too new because I've seen photographs of them
taken by Harper Reed on Frances Lake—what time would that be? That
would be in the fairly early I900's, of course that would count as recent.

The date that I have for the transition,
canoes...

apparently

they produced

spruoebark

They did that yes.

And the transition
mid-1800's.

apparently

occurred some people think in about the

Wei I now they might be right.

And some people say even as late as 1880 in some parts of the Mackenzie
Mountains.
They suggest that the spruce... that the Indians travelled
very
little
on the water up to that time because the spruoebark canoes were
so fragile in those very rough rivers.
They're very tipply too because the ones I've seen are very beautifully light
but they were little round things like that and if you turned your head
the thing started to show the effects of it. I tried one at Hay River or
somewhere and I was really glad to get out of it.

Now the next thing in the book that I have question about is
the...you
call it "The Rapid That Runs Both Ways". Did you ever hear the term
Hell's Gate apply to that spot?
No never in...that's an entirely new name. We've never heard of the name
and that was the place I think I wrote to you that I showed it to Faille
having been up before myself ahead of him...he went and sat down on the
point on the right bank where the current is thrown across the River
and splits at this point into two whirlpools. He sat there for quite a
long time looking at it and then he said well that's the funniest piece
of water I ever did see.

It's

a rather

nasty piece of water I think—not

funny at

all!

That's where we were flung across the river in his empty 18-foot canoe and
smashed against that point. If we had had a load in, we'd have gone down.

Some people suggest that the three Swiss fellows
kayaks probably met their end there.
Well it's possible.
Riffle too.

that drowned in

their

Or they could just take a wrong turn in that George's
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Oh they were upstream.

They were

found...

Found upstream were they.

Yes.
Well at least only one of three was ever found.
heard the name Figure Eight Rapids given to that piece

Have you ever
of water?

Yes, ! rather think we used it ourselves. Faille had it I know because
he sometimes referred to it as the Figure of Eight Rapids. it did
make two circles literally joined together just separated by that
ridge of water. What did your wife think of it?

Well we were fortunately
in the powerboat at that time and she went
right
down through it in the powerboat.
I was taking photographs from the
top.
Came right down and onto that crest and off.

She was a little
apprehensive
even in the powerboat.
I would gather
from what you say, that you would certainly
suggest as a name for
that
either Rapids That Run Both Ways or Figure of Eight over Hell's
Gate.
Figure Eight over Hell's Gate because Hell's Gate is so common. There's
one on the Liard, there's one on the Fraser, and there must be an
infinity more. Also it's a name that suggested itself to me naturally
because Gordon had had some experience in the eastern - Lake Winnipeg,
Hudson's Bay country and the river called the Itchemamish. I said what
does that mean Gordon. He said the river that runs both ways he says
according to which system is high. It's one of these balancing rivers.
And he said it can run backwards or go that way. And that's what came
first to my mind as the name for that rapids. Faille said he thought it
was like a figure of eight which is more distinctive.

So you feel

that

That's right.

probably

Figure

Eight

is

the more appropriate

name do you?

I would say...

Now you mention the fact that there was a faint trail around
the...along
the cliff
top above the rapids but that you had to actually
get busy, you
cut out the forest
there.
I had to clear it out again. I cleared branches and stuff out of the way
and the odd fallen tree. It didn't take me really any time but I didn't
want to have this canoe on my head and go batting into things that I
couldn't see.

Was there
out prior

any evidence that there had actually
to your time and then had grown in?

Yes, there were some old axe cuts.

So that

portage

must go back a fair

time.

been a portage

trail

cut
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Being used yes. They were old cuts too. It was amazing in that
country where you could find old cuts. I went up Ram Creek at one time
out of Deadman's Valley...

That would he...right

up here {Map 95F ).

I went up here and I went right up into here...pecuIiar bit of country
and I thought God nobody's been in this country. There was a little group
of trees I wanted something to make a fire with for the night and
somewhere down in here there was a little group of trees by a stream. I
went there and sure enough there were old axe cuts there.

That's

right

up at the southeast

headwaters of Ram Creek then.

It must be...yes that's where it was. It was the most peculiar bit of
country and the most dangerous piece of country too. In one stretch
of it there had been a great rocks Iide of tumbled rocks and small trees
had grown up in the moss that formed over it and I found that the moss was
just Iike a carpet laid over it. I never saw that elsewhere but it could
happen.

That 's

interesting.

That you could put a leg through it into nothing.

We have some of that around Thunder Bay.
Yes?

Some steep canyons. The rocks tumbled into the canyon and the moss
gust grown over top.
Thrown over the top as if by hand.

Right.

Dangerous.

As you say, dangerous,

Puts you off doesn't it.
possible.

very

dangerous.

You want to get to dry land again as soon as

Certainly do. Now I gust noticed something here on page 65 which is
interesting
because you may have...I didn't notice it carefully enough
before but right there you may have what is the best proof of the
Klondikers ever having been using the Nahanni. The business of the tree
rings and the blazes?
Oh yes, yes, that's still at the same place.

Still

at the Figure

Eight?

Yes, now that I come to look at it that's not a bad little diagram of that.

It's

a fine

one.
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It was somewhat of an improvement I think on the original one.

Did you do the drawings

incidentally?

No, I didn't do the drawing. My cousin Dorothy Patterson did that.
Married a man called Patterson from Winnipeg, he was born in Toronto and
he was a doctor and he became a childrens' specialist. He came over
to London and practiced there and he rose right plum to the top of
the tree. Dr. Donald Patterson, very well-known and came back to Vancouver
after he retired. He took some of the little princesses and they came
to his house...consuIting.

Would you have seen other...did
you bother to check any other blazes to
see how old they might have been or do you recall that being the only one?
I don't remember doing that anywhere else.
you know because where it springs out.,,

You can do that with a blaze

Right.
Yes.

It's

like a fire

scar on a

tree.

I don't know where I learned that.

Good innate curiousity.
Now on page 76 you talk about the steps of
the...
that seemed to have been built into the portage trail at Virginia
Ralls.
Yes, it seems to me that they were somehow let into the side with a pick
or something and that the other side had been cut. Well there was no
other way to do it anyway because you know leave anything loose there it
would come down almost immediately.

Were these logs that had been flattened

out?

No. I don't remember them Clogs] anything more than being about that
round, say 5-6 inches, and just cut to the lengths that would make a
support for the foot. Not exactly steps. I don't think they were all
close together to make it easier or anything but there were places where
you cou Id...something to hang on to with a load.

And you say that when you went back in i960 that most of them had. . .
'51.

Oh sorry,

'Si,

pardon me, that most of them had

disappeared.

I think they'd all gone.

All gone. So that the ones that are there now are a modern innovation
somebody else.

of
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Very modern innovation.

Well they're
in the process
they were pretty
well fallen
shape.

of going too.
apart and in

When I was there last summer
'66 they had been in fairly
good

I wonder who put them there.

I don't

know.

I'll

just

stop

the recorder

for

a minute.

(Recorder

off)

We've got a great deal, quite a bit in that book I imagine.

Oh yes, yes.
On page 80, you mentioned on the second big creek coming
into the Nahanni from the north above the Flat River, Murder Creek—did
you
ever get any more details
from Faille than that about what went on there?
I never did. He may have had some story about it but that was the name he
gave me and I just took that and he said he'd been told that in Fort
Simpson.

You don't

know the number of people

involved

or

anything.

No.

Didn't he name two creeks up there, called them by name.

Just

the one right

Just the one.

So that

there.

It was a big creek that came in on the left bank.

would be.. .

At the mouth of the Flat is it?

So that

would be the Clearwater

Creek of today

then?

Oh that's Hell's Gate...yes. I seems to me that it [Clearwater Creek]
had a long. .. I waIked up a Iittle way. That one would fill the bill, I
think, because there was quite a long gravelly wash. I remember seeing
the shingle bars on it and it seemed to me now, thinking of the picture in
my mind, that it ran back towards the mountains as if it came out by what
we called The Gate...like Prairie Creek.

That would probably fit that area up in there where it comes out of the
mountains right in here.
There's an area something like that in
there.
Yes, yes.

So that

Murder Creek, then would be Clearwater

Creek?

That's quite a way isn't it?

les,

Clearwater

's one of the

largest

creeks

on the north

side

of the

watershed.
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Yes, and beautiful water.
creek here.

That's
Yes.

on the south

I remember that.

Seems to be another big

side.

What were these places here?

Oh, those are. . . .no those..-are locations that Canadian Wildlife
Service
people have seen different
things Referring to notations I already had on
the(map ) .
Oh yes.

I put a whole series of notations on these maps. First of all I went
through your book and picked out everything that I could as I went,
tried to identify
it and the Canadian Wildlife Service people had some
observations so I placed them on top of the map as well.
So that up here
they 've seen sheep in that area, up in this area they 've found a cave,
and so on.
Now in the summertime at the Fa I Is^the rams, I know, are on this side of
the river.

That 's on the north side of the
On the north side
Creek and I think
on the other side
young rams of the

The north

river.

of the river, in Deadman's Valley, at the mouth of Ram
that's why it was called Ram Creek—they were all back
of the river and the ewes and young lambs and the
lambs were on the left bank.

side.

North side.

On page 81 you mention taking the photographs of the Falls,
Faille both, and you mention Faille's
getting
ruined.

you and

Getting?

Getting

ruined...he

got his film wet.

Didn't

he?

Right

here.

I think that was the first photograph ever to get out.

You've never heard of any more since at any rate?
No, I never have. Fenley Hunter came along the following summer and took
one that became quite widely known...he went down to the bottom of the
reach and climbed up so that he could have a photograph looking back at
it. It's a good photograph too. I've got a picture or two of Fenley
Hunter in there.

That would be interesting.

Incidentally

I checked on Fenley Hunter with

the
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Explorers Club in New York and he died in...I'm
I think it was '68.

not sure of the date now.

Did he.

Yes.

So he's been dead for a little

while.

Yes. He was a member of the Player's Club too in Gramasay (?) Park.
I remember having lunch with him there together there with Carrington
Weems. Carrington Weems I think was the actual working head of Pierpoint
and Morgan Co. Really a very nice fellow. The name originally had been
spelled W-e-m-y-s-s—known as Wemyss in Scotland but it couldn't be
called that here because people take things more literally so he changed
it to W-e-e-m-s..Weems.

Incidentally
published.

I still haven't found anything of Fenley Hunter's
The Explorers Club didn't have a thing at all.

that

he's

They surely would have had if he had published one because he'd have given
them one.

You'd think so yes3 although they did have a note on his application
form.
He'd put on his membership form that his publications
were for private
distribution
only. And that would certainly fit with what he did with
his Frances Lake journal where he had fifty
copies.
Yes. Well he must have, I think, have written one about his Nahanni
trip...I don't remember ever seeing it.

Well I think so too because there are persistent
rumours to it.
A
Dr. Alan Cameron that went up there in '35, he refers to something by
Fenley Hunter but he doesn't identify
it well enough that you could go
searching for it.
It's too bad. Now on page 84 you describe on coming
out of the country that as you slipped down the Nahanni you passed the
sleeping village of Nahanni Butte and was
that...
Tape 3 - Side I

When I finished off that last tape Mr. Patterson we were just
talking
about how you slipped quietly by the sleeping village of Nahanni Butte.
That's right.

On your way out of the country in 1927.
It was a misty morning too.

And that led to a story

starting

about your having disappeared

did

it?

Yes, because I never came back to Fort Simpson again. I turned upstream
when I found out which way upstream was. That seems absurb, but that
morning it was quite difficult. There was a mist and I got out into this
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great expanse where the Liard and the South Nahanni met and they were so
low after that dry summer that I couldn't make out which was upstream and
which was down....the shore being out of sight...and nothing it seemed.
There was nothing. The odd leaf would float past but so slowly that it was
hard to find out which way to turn and then I quietly disappeared from
sight and there was little communication between Fort Liard and
South Nahanni then. So I'd disappeared.
So these

stories

got

started

around

Fort

Simpson

then

did

they?

Mmm.
I see.
Now the map of McConnell's
would have been his...the
map that
would
it?

that you refer
to on page 85,
that
accompanied his geological
report

R. J. McConnelI....yes. That's right. I'd more or less traced his map
onto the pages of this little diary I have where it still is and I
could tell roughly where I was going up the Liard.
I

see.

The map was published to accompany Dawson's Report of 1887-88, and
McConnell's part of it was one section because at the Lower Post they
sp I it...parted company.
Now on page 87, you refer
to staying
while going up the
Liard.

at the cabin

of Eppler

and

Mulholland

Mm-hm.
That was the
the...

same Eppler

and Mulholland

I don't know whether they did.
Oh sorry,
Mulholland
disappeared
.

disappeared,

that

subsequently

disappeared

in

Did they both disappear?
that's

what it

was.

Correction:

both

Yes one of them did. That's the same.
Mulholland
had a brother did he not?
There seems to be some confusion
in
the material
I've come across.
From what I've been able to
gather
there was a brother Joe...or
sorry that was Joe Mulholland was it
not?
Was it?
And there

was a brother

Jack.

Never knew...never knew what their Christian names were.
known as Eppler and Mulholland.
I

see.

There were always
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Christian names weren't used so much then.
Well there's
a report of one of them having
operating
a trading post and. . .

been a trader

in the

area

at that

time

That might have been the brother.
I think

it

was the brother,

yes.

Yes.
But you didn't
at any rate?

hear anything

about

there

being

a brother

No. We talked about a I I kinds of things about the Nahanni and whenever
conversation was slack they got going on their economic theory.
Oh?

What was

that?

That the time was coming and pretty quickly when there were going to be
no more gold and silver, no more coinage....everything would be measured
in units of work. What you did, you received a unit of work for it, you
see from the authority, whoever he was, and you paid for things with that.
So many units of work would buy so much. They had it all worked out.
And Gordon Matthews and I always knew them as the "units of work". To
the George's who lived upstream from there...no downstream from there,
they were just known as the boys, or those boys.
I see.

They had spent

some time

in the Nahanni country

too had

they?

The George's?
No I'm

sorry...

the Mulholland's,

er,

I4ulholland

and

Eppler.

I don't remember that they had. Afterwards I think possibly.
But they

probably

hadn't

been in there

before

you?

I don't th i nk so, no.
I see.

And how about

the

George's?

I don't think they... I think they'd always been on the Liard.
naturally they knew what stories were going.
Now we come to page 90, and you mentioned
us a little
bit about him?
I can't
written
me like
France,

Father

Gouet.

But

Could you

tell

tell you very much except that I think his name...I've seen it
C-o-u-a-i-s, Couais, but the way it was pronounced it sounded to
G-o-u-e-t, Gouet. He came from old France, I think from northwestern
from Brittany or Normandy. More than that I don't really know about
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him. He was a great traveller and he loved being on the trail. He gets
hold of some little boat and he drifted downstream on his own from The
Conway where the people were building scows and boats way up the Sikanni
Chief River and Conway Creek comes in there. It was always known,this boat
building place, as The Conway. And he came down alone to Fort Liard and
thought nothing of it. He was a solitary traveller or with his Indians.
He'd been up as far as the hot springs on the Nahanni. I don't think
he'd ever been further.
Had he been at Fort

Liard

quite

a time

when you met him

there?

I think so, but the present incumbent, the priest at Fort Liard would
tel I you.
Right.
He'd have the lengths of service of everybody who's been there and
I'm sure he'd tell you a few things of interest. Some people didn't
like Father Gouet and others didn't mind him and some liked him. I
remember Gordon Matthews and I asked him to land at our camp and the dogs
were all with us on the shore to welcome him. They [had] chased him up
on the top of a woodpile at The Conway, [so] he said "No, I thank you,
no, but they are all bad" he said "and that bitch she's the worst"
Usee Far Pastures, p. 76-77].
Now I think

yesterday

we got

the

Big Hole business

down on tape

didn't

we?

We did, I think, yes.
Yes, okay.
We next, then, go to page 110.
Well sorry,
I guess I aan get
this from Gordon Matthews. ..I was just going to say at the beginning
of your
journey...
talking
about Gordon Matthews...you
mention him and what was
his background just prior to going up the Nahanni?
Immediately prior?
Yes.
Because I did give a sort of biographical sketch of him somewhere.
Right.
Here...C. G. Matthews. He had built himself up a job in Edmonton and he
got together several agencies. Now I think the Woods eiderdowns were
one. The Plymouth binder twine was another and I'd been all over that
section of Alberta with him, once by car, selling binder twine. We got
into some very interesting places and the usual episodes of cars and roads
in those days. I think what really sort of cemented our friendship was
that we got thrown out of a picture-house, a movie-house at Strome. We
went in there to see this movie and there was something funny going on and
the thing that really moved us deeply was when a wife got into the old Ford
car, disappeared into the garage. You heard the roar of the engine and the
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back of the car came out of the garage as she reversed and suddenly she
threw it into forward gear and came straight out of the back end of the
car...it was very, very amusing. It just hit the right spot. We
laughed convulsively over this thing and that was fine. The next thing was
a dreadful picture. It started with a deathbed scene. People were
standing around this flaxen-haired little girl. Gordon and I were roaring
with laughter. The manager said you can't do that here. We said we're
laughing at your movie, at your last movie. It didn't matter. We got
requested to leave, otherwise he'd stop the show.
Now, you mention that Jack LaFlair said that
on the 6th of May and the Nahanni a few days
you come across any other records of breakup
on the Nahanni?

the ice went out on the Liard
later.
Do you have or have
or freeze-up
for that
matter

No, I never have. I do know that the Nahanni had broken up early in May
that spring of '29. And Starke and Stevens practically followed the ice
out and came down and spent the evening with us in Deadmen's Valley. But
other than that I don't know the time of the break-up.
Did Jack LaFlair keep a diary at all,
that you know of,
that might have this type of thing in them?

or any sort

of

records

He quite likely did, but so much of his stuff, I believe, was destroyed.
It wasn't a fire because the old cabin was still standing in... I mean what
was left of it..when I was down in I960. But it seemed to me that I heard
he married and his wife was a very domineering sort of woman. She had no
use for this and that, and stuff may have been destroyed and burnt or
someth ing.
Are there
to see if

any relatives
of his
there is
anything?

that

you are aware of that

could

be

traced

I never knew and I always wondered what his name was; whether it wasn't
Fleur, F-l-e-u-r, but it was always LaFlair, a name I hadn't heard. It
seems to me he came from one of the northern states, as I was telling you
of, very near the U.S. boundary in Quebec. One or the other.
Okay.
Now we come to Starke and Stevens.
Could you tell
us as much as
possible
about those two because they keep re-appearing
in your story and
they sound like two real
characters.
Well, I think I put most of that into the book. Starke had been destined
for the church. He came from a farm near Stirling in Scotland and he
went off to the Klondike and had gone on prospecting with Jack Stanier
apparently on the Ingenika River amongst other places. I don't where or
when Stevens joined him. I probably did know at one time and I've forgotten.
But they fitted in very well...they were even-tempered...coup le of eventempered men and no job seemed to appal I them or be too much for them.
I mean when they found they couldn't get this powered scow of theirs up
the Nahanni, they thought nothing of taking about fifteen inches off
the beam. That meant taking the whole side of the scow out and re-adjusting
everything. I helped them to pulI the scow out. We cut two poplar poles or
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something and peeled them you know, while they were still slippery. Starke
had some kind of a windlass. We turned away like that and this thing
slid sweetly out of the river. They always made certain everything was
alright before they moved. I mean nothing was going to bust or anything,
or get it half-out of the river and then one end fall off the skids.
It was going to work and it did.

They 're very

thorough

gentlemen.

Mm. And Stevens came from London.
knife i nci denta M y .

He still

It sticks in my head he is at Yellow-

is?

Sti I I was a few years ago. He wrote to me and he was young. There's no
reason why he shouldn't be there now. He was slightly sore, I think, about
that book because, accidentally, I put in the book; one time he ran out
of the Caribou Cabin when I came clattering up the River—he thought it
was a moose—with his rifle in his hand. Then at Jack LaFlair's he fiddled
with Jack's revolver and fired it just past my ear into the wall. Then later
that day there was a damnable old axe they had and he threw it over the
cutbank and just missed my head. I was down below and he didn't know it.
He says,Hit seems I was always trying to kill you in that book."

He wrote you about

it

at any rate

did

he?

He wrote me a letter yah. It's some years ago now but I do know that he
was at Yellowknife and he must have been doing something there or else
had had some success with prospecting. Then I heard that there were one
or two times when they had made a clean-up and they'd gone to Vancouver
and rented a house there and real I y gone to town as the saying goes. They
had everything they wanted for a week or however long the stake lasted and
they kept them Hit?]] up. They bought the Enew] outfit and everything else
and the return ticket before they began on this Vancouver spree, so that
they could get in the train and go back and there was a camp to be made
and the boat and they could take off again.

Oh, we'll

have to try and track

Stevens

down, see if

we

can't....

doings

further

He might elaborate on it.

les, because
river
then.

he probably

has some accounts

of their

up the

Yes. Because they were in this Caribou Creek country...that's Caribou
Creek I imagi ne....

Yes,

we can flip

that

out if

you like ( map 95F ) .

Caribou River....oh dear, I didn't know it swept like that, to that extent
["Patterson is referring to channel changes at the mouth of Caribou River].
They were up here somewhere on this side of it...they were like that. They
had a house, smokehouse, cache built. So that he would know that country
pretty we I I.
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Did they do most of their
As far as I know yes.
Nahanni.
Their prime interest

work up the

Caribou?

I don't think they ever went over as far as the

was trapping

or I suppose they were prospecting

too.

They were prospecting. I don't know how long they had for that, that fall
because getting this thing [scow] up the river delayed them tremendously.
They used a lot of brute, bold strength and the engine and everything they'd
got. They'd take the load out of the thing or enough of it so they could
shove it up some riffle, grinding over the gravel. They eventually got
there and by late August they were building a cabin.
I'd like to talk about the Nahanni's mosquitoes, as you do on page 115,
just for a minute.
Most of the mosquitoes you found in the Nahanni were
below the Canyons were they? Was that where they were usually
worst?
Below the canyon, yes.
But you would run into mosquitoes

on other

sections

as

well?

Yes, but they came to an end about the fourth of August. There was a
thunderstorm and a cold rain that turned to snow on the tops of the hills
and that fixed the mosquitoes. It nearly always happens there, that as
far as I've seen, my experience goes, that's about the time when they
finish. July they're not too bad. They're supportable. They're frightful
from about June the 10th onwards and gone by early August. So you don't
have too much of them. They're not as bad as those black flies around
Lake Superior anyway. Those things are the worst things I ever hit.
lour wife was telling

me about that

yesterday.

Was she?
Now you mention the business of getting the snow on the fourth of August
in the one year.
Is it normal to get snow on the tops of the hills
at
Deadmen's Valley in most months?
I think so. You get a rain, it goes on long enough and its cold enough,
you'll see them just white-topped, not covered with a fall of snow or
anything, but white-topped..
Yes.
We saw that in '66 and that couldn't have been far off the 4th of
August, plus or minus a day or two, that it happened to us too.
Well you weren't bothered with mosquitoes after that were you?
We weren't

bothered

No.
Surprised

us.

by mosquitoes

much at

all.
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No that's a good country for mosquitoes. The water's too fast for them
most of it and they don't seem to bother.

At Rabbitkettle
Hotsprings we hit an awful bateh of them.
were just terrors, that's what they were.

Oh! They

I bet they were. AI I we had then was either black your face or put on
citronella oil which was almost as bad as....I mean you got filthy with
it. It mixed with sweat and ran down, tickled and smarted and got in
our eyes.

The marshy lake that you're referring
to on page 116 over towards the
Outpost Hills, that would be the Yohin Lake of today.
That would be it.

Did you give any name to that lake at that
No.

time?

Never heard the name Yohin.

But you didn't
yourself?

give it an alternate

name? You didn't

give it a name

No we didn't. It didn't really affect our progress or help it or hinder
it in any way. Down there the mosquitoes are bad.

On page 122 you mention that the R.C.M.P. were supposed to send up a patrol
under Harrington to the Flat River next winter.
Do you know if that
ever happened?
No I don't know whether they ever did go. I did see Harrington going
up the River, but I'm not sure where he was headed now, when I met Gordon
and Gordon drove rne into Simpson after I got this mal de raquette in one
foot, sprained an ankle.

Harrington was a constable

there at that time then?

He was something above a constable, whatever his rank was.
impression. Very nice fellow too.

That was my

To your knowledge did the R.C.M.P. ever keep a complete set of
either at Simpson or Liard of their doings in the area?

records

I don't know whether they did or not. There must be a record somewhere
because these diaries have to be kept.

Well there's a bit of a problem there.
The R.C.M.P. while they're not
absolutely certain think they've destroyed most of their records in
Ottawa.
You mean when Trudeau got hold of them?

No, this was long before

that.
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Pearson?

They have a policy whereby they destroy anything which there doesn't
seen to be any controversy over. So that I went and tried to find out
what they had on their investigations
in the Nahanni and they had a....
for instance they had a Corporal David Churchill that went into that
country, who went in to investigate,
I guess it was the...I
think it was
the McLeods' deaths.
He was in there, and he made drawings of the country
at a time when there 's no other record. Apparently these drawings have
been destroyed.
What a pity.

And their

diaries

have been destroyed

apparently.

That's a pity.

Yeh, it is.
So I was gust wondering if you had come across anything
would be copies that might have been left in that country?

that

No I never heard of anything.

Nell I'll

have to check, I guess this

summer.

I can see what I can find.

One of the constables is in town here now that was there when I was there
Mclntyre. He rose to be a sargeant, I think, and then became an expert
fruit farmer. He was always a reader and I said how do you do this [[referring
to fruit farming]? Did you know much about this before? Were you
brought up in it? "No, no," he said, "but you know I always liked books".
"Well" he said "I just read and learned it from books." He was a real
expert. On the way to the Butchart Gardens, his farm was. Beautiful.

Is he still

in town?

He's still in town.
arthritis now.

Did he actually

Fred Mclntyre and he's very, very crippled with

go up the South Nahanni at all that you are aware of?

I don't think he did. His trips I think were more on the Mackenzie and
I know that at that time when I was there recovering from this sprained
ankle (it didn't take me long) he was looking after the dogs. That was
one of his jobs.

Now on page 125 you describe
it on the map?

a spot with big stones.

In the Lower Canyon? Have you got that open?
We were camping below the mouth of it here.

Its

the first

Could you

identify

I think it was that creek.

creek on the north side up from Lafferty

Creek.

After the...yes. And where it comes into the river I've never seen it in
flood time but there's no water...just a fan of stones and the water that
comes down the creek—what little there is—would percolate into the Nahanni
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under the stones. Then if you follow it up to timberline and beyond,
well there practically is no timber on it, its just like going up stairs,
like a series of rock steps. Here and there where the water outcrops where
it's thrown up by some barrier of rock you find a nice clear pool of water,
and so on up until you get into the timberline country. Finally it leads
you gently out on to the top. Its a very nice way up to those heights
above the canyon. That's where I saw that big group of sheep.

Did you give

a name to that

spot

at

all?

Somebody else did, and when going up the Canyon in '51 Fred Sibbeston
who was running this boat, from Simpson, he pointed up and he said
"That's your creek". And Gus Kraus said "Yes, that's named after you".

So this

creek

is called

Patterson

Creek is it

then?

Patterson Creek. And I'm not sure who did that...whether it was on Fen ley
Hunter's map or what it would be.

I don't

believe

it's

on Fenley's

map.

Isn't it?
No.
Well I went up and down there several times and somebody must have known
about it, because I was quite surprised and I said "Yes, I've been up
and down that creek quite a bit". And lovely plateau country up there
with the crystals, the quartz crystals streaked in the gravel. Well that's
that place. It's a lovely place to camp too and I think that's where the
flood lifted our canoes right into camp for us. We had to shift the tent.

Now at this next
camp and cache.
Yes.

Okay.

spot

on page 132 you mentioned

there's

an old

That was just above the mouth of Ram Creek.

That would be on the Nahanni

though would

it?

Yes, on the Nahanni right just above the mouth of Ram Creek.
on the lower side.

Was it

trapping

an old cabin

at that

time or...

We camped

?

Did I say there was an old cabin there?

Yeh.

Right

here—'There

was an old trapping

camp and

cache'.

There was a cache there. I don't remember about the cabin for certain
or not. I'd have to Hook in my old diary [Recorder off while Patterson
went about some business. On his return he started talking about mineral
desposits. Part of the conversation was missed"]. Actually we went up
this North Pass Creek. It's one of these little creeks running into
Prai rie Creek.
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Right.

And likely

the mineral deposit

that you describe

in that.

..

That may be staked now for all I know but I doubt it because it was
peacock copper. The reason I happen to know that, was it's like the
St. Joseph Mine, Moyie Lake in southern B.C
it was just like the
ore from there.

Because there's

a big chunk straddling

Prairie

Creek that is

staked.

Yes. We later tried to get back in there and have a look at it and
decided it was....while it was wonderful to look at there wasn't enough
of it. I'll just get hold of my wife because I should lend her a hand.
[Recorder off].

We're continuing the interview with R. M. Patterson July 25 at his home
on Queenswood Drive.
We're going to continue going through "Dangerous
River" discussing points which raise questions, and we 're starting on
page....let's
see..135 I guess are we? On page 135 you refer to Starke's
Rock. Do you know if that rock is still sitting
there today?
I think so. I gather that it's a large rock and the day when Gordon and
I came up what we called the Cache Rapid, now George's Riffle, Starke
got fed up with inactivity down at the camp at the foot of the Riffle.
He started too, and he had a lot of trouble and he couldn't make it.
I think it was on that occasion that he got swept over Starke's Rock,
what is called Starke's Rock, or rather the original of Starke's Rock if
I may put it like that. They camped on the island in the rapid.
They lit a driftpile I remember. They were soaking wet and Stevens had
been submarining through the river on the end of the track line or something
and they dried themselves out. They lit a driftpile. A tremendous cloud
of smoke went up and I went up to the top of the Little Butte to see what
was going on. It was on that occasion. Well now, where we shot the sheep,
I think that is the rock that is called Starke's Rock today and its more
or less opposite the mouth of Ram Creek. The story has attached itself to
that rock but coming down by canoe I've always kept close to the
other side of the river so I real I y don't know too much about it except
a memory that's nearly fifty years old [of] that sheep going past it.

Right.
That's described very nicely in the book. Just while we're on the
subject of Starke and Stevens I don 't remember yesterday whether or not
we got their initials.
Do you recall what the initials
were for each of
them?
Well Starke's name was Jack, J. and Stevens, I don't remember unless its
recorded in that book.

I have a recollection

that it was W. E.

Does that ring a bell at

all?

It might. I had a letter from him once from Yellowknife and that's where
I last heard of him. And I probably still have the letter but pretty hard
to put my hand on it.

Now on page 136 you mentioned Bald Mountain, and I'm wondering if we could
identify
that on the Virginia Falls map sheet (95F) .
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Yes, I think we could.
So its

that

front

Here we are. This was the mountain.

escarpment

of the

Tlogotsho?

That's right. The Tlogotsho seemed to rise in a series of blocks when you
see them from downstream near the mouth of Clausen Creek or below it and it's
the block that rises south southwest of our old cabin in the River and
that was the mountain that shut the sun off in wintertime.
Alright.
So that will
the west of Ram Creek.
headwaters
on it?

be the
Sheaf

north face,
then, of the Tlogotsho
lying
to
Creek has i t s . . . , Wheat sheaf Creek has
its

That's right. Yes.
Okay.
Row, on page
Row could we identify

137 you refer
to leaving your cache on Starke's
Starke's
Island on the River do you
think?

Where would you say the hot springs' cabin would be?
marked on the older maps.
The hot springs'

cabin

I would think

would be

Island.

They used to be

right...

Right up here somewhere.
Yeh,

just

about

in there

I

think.

Oh...that's the hot spring.
north side.
Oh. .yes.

. .1 would

think

About there somewhere.
Just

below Clausen

right

No, I was thinking of the old cabins on the

about

there.

Well, then I think it may have been this island here.

Creek?

Yes. And the island is made by a snye. Its not a mid-river island, its
part of the bank and the snye has gone behind it. When Starke and Stevens
and I ended up there with their scow, the river was pretty well in flood
and the snye, which no doubt is a shallow channel which one could step across
easily at low water, nobody could have crossed it. It was on that island
that we found the calf moose and I think I mentioned it in that book.
Yes} its

a lovely

description.

And that was the island on which they said "Well that's as far as we're
going to go. That's enough. We'll pull the scow out and cut down the
beam". And they took the whole side out of the scow there.
Row the next one is on page 138 where you describe
unloading
your canoe
at the Box Canyon portage.
Row we talked about the Box Canyon but I
can't recall
us marking it on the map. Maybe we could do that now.
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I don't think we did mark it on the map and it might be pretty hard to
do so. It's a place that you would hardly notice coming downstream. Here
we are. Now this is from memory and my recollection of it is, it's above
The Gate and of course to any boat or canoe with power its a simple sort of
a place. The current comes through it unbroken, very fast, and the Box
Canyon walls would not be more than perhaps sixteen feet above the water,
but there's no poling beach on either side and the current is so fast and
steady there that you can't paddle up. That's the trouble with the place.
And when I went up alone in 1927 I found Faille camped at the foot of it.
He was discouraged and he was lying under his mosquito net reading
"Popular Mechanics", that was it...was the magazine that he had got a
whole pile of, not the Scientific American. He said "Well here you are.
Let's have something to eat". He said "This river has plum got me down.
I'm glad you've come." "Now" he said "what I'm figuring on doing here,
I can't make it through with my little kicker", and he said "I think the
only way we're going to do it...there seems to be a kind of ledge across
the river...had I got that field glass of mine with me?" and I said "Yes
I have". And I handed it to him and he adjusted it and looked over.
He said "Yes, by gosh I think there is a ledge. What we could do is
to get over there and land where the ledge slopes off into the water,
walk along the ledge and track the canoes in the river from above. It's
not so easy but" he said " I think if we keep the nose of the canoe well
out we can do it". And I said "Do you think we'd make it? It means
crossing the river straight and losing no ground at all." He said "I think
we could make it with empty canoes". So we took every blessed thing out
of his eighteen-foot freight canoe and my little canoe and left them at
the foot of what would have to be the portage trail. Then we paddled over.
He went first. I came next wondering what was going to happen, because
right below the landing place there was a little overfall. If I missed
the landing place I would go backwards over that. However I skimmed
across the water having nothing in my canoe, landed and we tracked up.
Everything went fine. It was there, a year later, doing that alone,
that I got into trouble.

Yes, I think you were just

describing

that on the following

gage.

Do I?

Yes,

yes.

We tracked up and then crossed over and there's a nice camping place at
the head of the Little Canyon which can't be more than...well if it's three
hundred yards I think that's about the most of it, three to four hundred
yards, good camping place at the top on the true left bank. Then we cut
the trail out. I don't think there was a trail there before. We cut a
trail out and portage.

Okay.

So we can't

positively

identify

its

location

on the river

then?

No because it's not definite enough. In Deadman's Valley, another valley,
The Gate CfoI lowing upstream on map 95Fj\
It's above The Gate I think and
it might well be about here...yes. About here somewhere or possibly there.
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T h e r e ' s a narrow place t h e r e , i s n ' t

there?

Mm-hm.
Wei I then how about making a guess there.

It's not too wide that place.

Alright.
I ' l l gust put a label in there.
miles upstream from The Gate then?

So that

would be three

to

four

Yes, and that would be about what it was. That's a guess. It is a place
to look out for in one way because coming downstream the following year,
after being away up the Flat River, I came to this place and I thought "Oh
yes, the Box Canyon". And the water was much lower and I came down
fairly close to the right bank and I was admiring this

Tape 3 - Side 2
I'm sorry we ran out of tape gust as you were telling
us about your
experience
coming through the Box Canyon.
Oh, were you going to correct
something
else
on the map?
No, I'm just extending a letter there to make it more plain.
You were describing
downstream.

how the Box Canyon can be rather

deceptive

coming

Yes, because it all looks smooth water if you're not paying too much attention.
There was no broken water and I wasn't paying much attention. I was
enjoying the day and the country and the scenery and the speed of the canoe
and as we...as we flitted down fairly close to the wall where the pathway
is, where we tracked the canoes up, I had a look down into the water.
There it seemed about two inches under the keel of the canoe was the gravel
flying past at a tremendous speed and that gave me rather a fright. I
sat bolt upright up in my seat and hoped and prayed there'd be no jagged
rock on the way but I passed over.
There's a shingle bar at low water,
at extreme low water, but I've never seen it. I was just flitting
over the top of it, CwhenJ1 you come down on the left bank.
Now, next you break your journey and on page 140 you are now up the
River a piece and you refer
to the little
cone-shaped
mountain.
I
that one...you
can read i t .

Flat
think

Is that the cone-shaped mountain which is the landmark for Irvine Creek?
i

I suspect
that that 's what you 're referring
to,
there was a tremendous view and that was the

yes.
"From the
granite...."

peak

That's it. I skipped a space, and as you go off the Flat River little
cone-shaped mountain standing out from the range on your right becomes
more and more prominent and that was the place. It's a landmark for the
mouth of Irvine Creek.
And that mountain...did
that you are aware of?

you give

it

a name?

or did Faille

give

it

a name
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No I don't think...I've been up there twice but we didn't give it any
name.

I see. Now I'm going to get out the Flat River map sheet
and maybe we'll gust identify it on it.
it certainly wasn't way back from Irvine Creek.
an out Iier.

I wonder if it's

that

little.

(95E, 1:250,000 )

It may have been kind of

...

It may be. It seems to stand out alone and I don't see any circle...there's
a little bit of hump there but I think that's only a little mound.

Is it bare on top?
Yes, it's bare on top, it's above the tree line.

That would almost suggest

it could be that one then, wouldn't

it?

This point here?

Right.
It might be because the time I was up there in 1951, I said I'll go and
spy the country out and see.... We wanted to go over to this country,
the three of us...and I said I'd take a lunch and see if I can see what
we're up against and see the best way to go without just blundering
through the bush. I spent the day up there because when I got up about
midday, the thunderstorms gathered and came down and they drove me down
from the top to where I'd noticed a little overhang and a shelter and I
went down to that, came up again...it was still raining on the far side
of Irvine Creek, I went down again, up two or three times and finally
at 8:30 I got a couple of good photographs and saw what I wanted to see.
Well that of course benighted me and I thought I won't go back the way
I've come...I'I I go straight down slightly south of west to Irvine Creek
and down Irvine Creek. It was a criss-cross of logs from an old fire
and a tremendous growth of fireweed and fireweed holds water after a rain
and the logs were wet. It was a most dangerous performance. I had
nailess boots on and a pack on my back and I had the choice of going under
a log or over it and if you went over it you were faced with a bigger
drop and you had to sort of lower yourself down and if you slipped there
you could easily have broken a leg and it delayed me and delayed me.
It was dark before I was down Irvine Creek so I slept under a tree with
a tiny fire at my feet and turned up at the camp at the mouth of the creek
the next morning. We were camped on the far side of the Flat River but
I just shouted across and a canoe came across and fetched me.

Well, what appears to be a little
cone mountain is the extreme southwesterly point of the mountain block lying to the east of Irvine Creek.
That would be it I think and from down the river it seems to stand out on
its own.
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We'll be talking about this later when we look at your photographs
but it seems to me it stood out quite prominently in the photos too
didn't
it?
It seems to me it did, yes.

Well we can have a go at that later.
Now in the next few pages you talk
about hiking in and walking across the mountains in the upper Flat country.
Well I hiked a long way up there but I transposed a piece of country and
put it there for what I thought was safety's sake from a prospecting
point of view.

Would you care to try and outline on the map the route that you took
hiking through that beautiful country because I would think one of the
things that's going to be in the new park,, almost certainly,
is going to
be a series of hiking trails,
and I think people would be interested
in
following some of your route.
Its certainly going to be one of
historical
interest.
Well I think...I went up Irvine Creek, rather up the Flat River above
Irvine Creek, and it was a question of wading up the stream on that
occasion. It was a dry warm summer and I got fed up with pulling and
lifting and heaving the canoe through one little boulder rapid after
another...nothing really striking but absolutely continuous and I eventually
pulled out somewhere possibly about here and made a cache. Built a cache
and ditched the canoe and went on on foot.

So that's

just

below the mouth of McMillan or McLeod Creek.

McLeod Creek.

Yes.
I went on must have been...I wonder where the canyon is here?
see a canyon there do you?

No.

Isn't

the Flat River canyon just

below this

You don't

two-cone mountain here?

That's right.

So that it would be in this

stretch

just

below the mouth of McLeod Creek?

Yes. I may have gone a little further up here....I remember seeing the
mouth of that creek...the trail was very good in places because it was
a very good game trail and then like any game trail you begin to think you
were on a man-made trail and look around for axe cuts and there would be no
axe cuts. But then the thing would peeter out into a thread and vanish,
and you had to hunt for another game trail. It was on a very steep...seemed
to be permanently on a side hill, very steep, side hill. It was not good
walking but the canyon was interesting to see.
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So you paralleled

the river

pretty

muoh on the way

upstream?

Pretty much. And I tried to keep back from the river as much as possible
but the slope is very steep there and difficult to find a good way. One
would be better off I think on the other Ctrue left sidej side where there's
a lot more level ground. I headed for the two mountains with the lake
between them. They're on Jack Stanier's map. He saw that, and that I
knew where McLeod Creek was. I didn't pay much attention to McLeod Creek,
I came around the bend here, up and in here, and I went to the head of
one of these little creeks on this side. It may have been this one here.

Now I'm just tracing roughly on the map the direction
you came up to this creek is it?

you took...you

think

I think that was the one. A little basin at the top you see, with a narrow
place here. From the basin I climbed up until I got onto the divide here
which is the Yukon-Northwest Territories divide...but I didn't know that
then. I thought it was. I thought it must be, but I didn't know
what it was the divide to. I looked over at this country which as far as
I was concerned was pretty well blank on the map and there was a green, big
green valley that I could see from some point which would be this one.

That would he the

upper....

The head of Coal River. By that time I really was beginning to think fondly
of that canoe and I prospected around amongst these rocks up here and there
was nothing in particular, not even very interesting, and I climbed up...
I had a good view over wondering what I was looking at. I thought it
might be the head of Beaver River but evidently it was Coal River. I think
walking up Flat River one would be better to be on the other side because....
let me see...twenty-three years later I think it was I was camped on
Faille's Island in Seaplane Lake and I waded off, went down to the river,
fol lowed the river down to the canyon, the going was quite good.

And that

would be on the..

..

That was 1951.

Alrightj

I'll

just

mark Faille's

I think it's that one.
on Skinboat Lakes.

J don't

know...Skinboat's

Island

on Seaplane

Lake.

He had a cabin on it and that was when we landed

down

here.

Here we are. I was looking for a party in there, 1954 I think it was.
We landed at the Skinboat Lakes very early in the morning having flown
all the way up the Nahanni and the Flat River from Nahanni Butte and came
down on the lake. That was the day when Northwest Explorations, an offshoot of Kenicott Copper I believe were moving camp with a plane, this
Beaver, to Landing Lake as we called it then, Seaplane Lake now. They were
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short-handed and their prospectors were out in different groups of two
and three in the surrounding mountains and I said well "I'm stuck here
for the day anyway and Maguire can't take me back to Watson Lake until
he's shifted you people. I will go with the loads." So I flew up and
down McLeod Creek until I really got to know it and helped unload and
helped load and so on. Then I stayed on Faille's Island. For some reason
they wanted more room on the plane and the plane came back next with a very
awkward load and lunch was sent down for the stevedore of Faille's Island.
I was very glad to see that, I was getting pretty tired by then. And
then they asked me if I wouldn't care to stay the week with them.
Maguire would be back in a week's time. He was one of Dalziel's fliers
at the time, and we would go...he'd come, drop their supplies, take me
on downstream and have another hunt for the next party.

That was Curtis Smith
Curtis Smith, yes.

party.

That was the one we missed at Deadman's Valley.

Also at that time, was B.C.-Yukon still

owned by

Dalziel?

Yes. And well I can back up Dalziel when he said it was a good little
ai rii ne.

You were able to find fairly
Flat were you?

good game trails

most of the way along the

Mostly I travel led on game trails and the annoying part came when they
petered out and I found myself in the thick. It was second growth,
mostly bush and I would have to fight my way around to where I thought
there might be another game trail.

Would you say that country is interesting

country to hike

in?

It was to me.

What was interesting

about it to you?

What was interesting about it to me was these mountains. I was trying
to figure out which valley I could take up and possibly get a sight of
the exposed rocks out on top there and really look around and I took quite
a promising one and I think it was that one.

Incidentally
of territory

it 's not very far from that one, that today there's
that's
staked.

a bunch

Is that right?

Yes, there is a copper,

silver,

zinc,

I think it is,

There was the Tungsten Mines way up isn't it?

showing up

there.

Is it marked on this map?

No it 's on the next...it's
just off the edge of the Flat River map sheet.
It's on the Frances Lake map sheet.
Just about an inch off this Flat River
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sheet.
This string of mountains right along the divide has
mineralization
scattered periodically
along the way. There1 s the tungsten mine and further
up, right up to McMillan Pass. All the way, that same string of mountains
has mineralization
of one sort or another.
Have they ever found anything in that range?

There's only one minor occurrence in the Ragged Range itself.
One of the
geological survey parties noted a little
hit of tungsten over there and
it's been published for quite a number of years but nobody 's bothered
staking it so I assume that it's not of any particular interest.
But it's
the only thing in that whole range. It seems to be pretty well on the
southeast side of the Flat River where the mineralization
is.
That range is barren?

It appears to be.
You know so often there's something where the contact between the granite
and the sedimentary rocks occur. That's what made me wonder.

Well that's quite true and these granite intrusions pop all the way through
the Ragged Range. And yet it seems to be that it's only when you get
on the opposite side of the Flat River from the Ragged Range that the
intrusions
seem to have the mineralizations
around them. It's a rather
peculiar
thing.
Nonetheless, it's a great country to walk through. You're liable to see
anything. This Northwest Explorations had I think thirteen men on the
prospecting job. That gave them five parties of two prospectors, men
who could recognize something when they saw it but whose knowledge didn't
go too far and there was one party I think of two third-year geological
students and a professor of geology. I never met him. They had them
scattered through the mountains and they were shifted by helicopter. They
had their helicopter with them on the island there.

One of the Geological Survey geologists
told me an interesting
story about
this prospecting by helicopter.
Just about the time that it became
fashionable to do so they went through this whole area one company and
another like a whirlwind and according to him they turned up almost nothing.. . .
they spent literally
hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Re said that
virtually
every mineral find that was made in this whole area had been made
by the prospector that was in there hoofing it on foot.
Re says he thinks
the problem was, especially
in the early days of helicopter
prospecting,
that the helicopter would land the people on the tops of the mountains and
there was sort of a built-in
resistance
to anybody having to walk down the
mountain very far because then you had to climb back up again to be picked
up by helicopter.
Whereas the man on foot he just naturally expected to have
to walk up the mountain and he tended to do some very careful
prospecting.
That was exactly what Emi I Brownland a well-known mining engineer told me.
The Brownland Peak on the upper Finlay was named after him, named by
Frank Swanell. It's on the map as Brownland Peak and EmiI is still in
business and still out every summer with pack horses mostly. He told me
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that. He said it's just against nature. You got a couple of fellows
by a nice little alpine lake and they make camp and they find something,
little showings and they think they should follow down a certain creek.
They know every step that they take has got to be taken back before
they can see supper again, and he said it just isn't so. He said no man
is going to do it and he said really you're better starting at the bottom
and working up.
Well

that's

interesting.

Independent of yours.
That 's

right.

I wonder it might have been the same with Northwest Explorations because
that's what they did.
Well there were a number of companies operated in the whole Flat
Nahanni and Mackenzie Mountains country.
They all operated
that

River,
way.

Well it was quite interesting to watch from Faille's Island down here....
you could see the helicopter going in and vanishing into one of these
coulees and then it would come out and he would fly along the face of
the mountain just like a bird and disappear around the corner into another
one. it would do it again going back to take the two men or one man and
half the camp and go back to the other fellow. And they moved them up
the range like that, always high up.
Well now we better
get back to the book again...we
seem to have got
sidetracked there...interesting.
Here we are.
The next place where
there
seemed to be some question
was on page 154.
Oh yes, that's
Bald
Mountain...
we've already identified
Bald Mountain haven't
we. Incidentally
you
talked on page 154 about the tall
thin spruce around your cabin..when
you'd
returned
to the area in later years was the same trees still
there or
had there been a fire gone through
it.
No, no fire and the fire that burnt the cabin down hadn't burnt the
big old trees as far as I remember.
Oh I see so somebody
the
process?

had probably

used your

cabin

and set

fire

to it

in

I think they used the cabin. I don't think it was burned purposely. I
think somebody had used the cabin and the old stovepipes perhaps had rotted
and they got a roaring fire on and they were cold and they never shut the
draft door and the cabin caught fire. Something like that, because there's
only a depression there now and if anybody wants
a relic of past times,
if they poke the moss around I think the top of our cook stove is in there.
We had a four-ring Tes Iin collapsible cook stove and when I last saw the
place the top was still there with its lids, although the rest of the
stove was pretty well powdery.
What year

was

that?
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At the cabin site you mean?
Yes,

when you last

saw i t .

'51.
It's

been quite

a time

passed

since

then

too,

maybe even the

top is

gone now.

That's right.
Now the next trip that you describe
taking is on page 155 and you went
way up into the Tlogotsho
and you talk about a God-Knows-What Creek and
you probably...
gust down at the bottom
here.
Oh yes, yes. Now I had no map of that area at that time. I went up
here. I went up this creek and decided that that was not the best way to
go.
So that

you went up to the

head of the

northwesterly

head of Ram Creek

then.

That's right...the sort of westerly head really and then I came back down
and turned away up into this country here. Somewhere about here I was
tel ling you yesterday about a carpet of moss with smaI I trees growing in
it. I thought it was a very dangerous place and then there was a....
The country was getting pretty barren by that time and I could see a little
clump of trees way down the valley and the evening was coming on. I headed
for it and I thought probably I'm the first person ever to camp in this
God-forsaken place. Sure as fate as I was gathering my campfire there were
some sliced off with an axe cut.
So then when you describe
in the book that you were probably at the
of the Jackfish
that certainly
seems to be correct
doesn't
it?

headwaters

I think that is Jackfish River isn't it?
Yes,

yes.

And I came on it. There was a mist and I sort of blundered on in the
mist exactly as described in the book. I must have got somewhere over
here. And that was where I turned back partly because I had told Gordon
I was going up into the country and he didn't know which way, which fork
I'd taken at the top. My intention was to go in this direction and I
ended up going in that direction and I was over the ration of days. We
didn't worry about each other too much because we were pretty sure-footed
and we were very careful but we did try to take what precautions we could.
Not upsetting each other by being away three or four days longer than we
sa i d we wouId be.
How would you describe
that country for
appeal to the recreational
hiker getting

hiking?
up into

Bo you think
that plateau

that would
country?

I think it rather would, yes. For instance, here, there is a long ridge
along which you could travel quite a distance, doesn't there?
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Yes,

that's

on the highest

part

of

the....

As a matter of fact the way the contours are there's nothing much to stop
you coming right along here. Then those slopes down there, they're
grassy slopes, and there is nothing much to stop you from getting down
and hitting the Meilleur River over here. There must be some way,
some way through here, that the Indians came up with their dog teams.
So you feel

they probably

came up the Jaakfish

then and across

the

Tlogotsho.

I think so. They must have some way through there and then follow some
way over to the Beaver. Now when they came down in the winter time it may be
that the Nahanni River is a better going one when its once frozen and
then follow on down here and turned down past our cabin.
I'll

just

mark this

roughly

where the Indians

Show them just what it is, that it's conjecture.
Right, yes,
Mountains.

very much so.

Now on page 156 you talked

about

the Ram

Oh yes. That was before I met the Indians and got this name Tlogotsho
from them and we called them the Ram Mountains to start with, and they
were up Ram Creek anyway. That was it.
Alright,

I'll

just

put a note

on the map to that

effect.

Yes, that's about the axe cut [near head of Jackfish River].
So that

that

axe cut was

probably....

Probably down in there somewhere, I think.
Now on page 157 and 158 you refer to the Indians and we 've already
talked
about the routes they might use at the different
times of
year—purely
conjecture.
Now I see that you also mention on page 157 seeing
pikas—
T don't know which way you pronounce
it.
Oh, rock rabbits.
Were they fairly

common up in the

Tlogotsho?

I wouldn't say common in the way that you paddle up Lake Louise the
hillside seems to be alive with them but I saw two or three and I imagine
there were many more. They're an amusing little animal. They cut hay for
their winter fodder, lay it out neatly and then they give their squeak
of alarm. If you watch them through a field glass you burst out laughing
because they put their heart and soul into that squeak and the result is
they braced themselves on the ground like that and you can't help bursting
out laughing.
That's

interesting

because

you're

the first

person

to record

seeing

pikas
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in the

area.

Are they not in the "Mammals of the Canol Road" somewhere?
Yes,but you saw them before.
They don't seem to be very common throughout
the watershed but they're
scattered here and there.
They're what we knew in the Southern Rockies as the rock rabbit. My wife
and I were coming down from the mountains on the ranch one evening we
got a pika outside his den about as far away as that corner cupboard and
we had the field glass and I put this thing up to my head, it's a monocular
like this, and I burst out laughing and I said here take this and adjust
it and you'll see something. She roared with laughter because there was
this thing sitting. Eeeek!
That would be only,

what, twenty feet

away?

Twenty feet or something, yes.
Now on page 160-161 you talk about your trip in the plateau country and
you mentioned coming down through the mist and then spending the night
in a cave.
This is especially
interesting.
.. .would you be able to
locate,
even approximately, the location of the cave?
Well I tried to when we put that trail on and really all that I know is that
I came across here and the beam of sunshine was somewhere on my left.
I wonder if I mentioned that in there. I say "half left the noon day sun
was making a rainbow coloured glory in the sky". Well if it was the noon
day sun it would be half left wouldn't it? Here...on your left hand half
left. So I think it might have been any one of these valleys. There's a
valley running in. There's a valley running in and there's a valley
running in. It's somewhere there. Anyone who could find that camp up
there and come in the southwesterly direction would have a chance of
dropping onto it. That's as near as I can get.
So those would be

the...

Heads of Jackfish River.
Be the northwesterly

heads of the Jackfish

River,

in the

Tlogotsho.

Yes, yes.
Now...

What are these ranges?
That's

the Outpost

Bills.

It wasn't a bad name.
No, it 's a good name.
wolves using it...would

Now when you say there is evidence of the bears and
this be droppings that would be in the cave?
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There were droppings in this cave and it was a nice.. You see it was on
that slope and if there was any warm sun in the winter time or any other
time it would shine right into that.
So that

would be on a southwest

slope?

Southwest slope, yes, we didn't mention that.
Now this
of being

five ring of flat
recent
or ancient

stones that
or what?

was in it

Pretty ancient as far as I was concerned.
these thi ngs.

did

it

have any

appearance

You know I wasn't trained in

Right.
And then there was a kind of natural step. The floor was one of these
slabs such as you sometimes see in the mountains, where you have a
level strata and the whole thing for some reason is turned itself into a
cave or been exposed. There were a little drop-offs like that and then
sort of banked-up. I scratched around in ,there and found a few bones and
and an arrowhead.
bo you still

have the

arrowhead?

No, I lost that when I lost a bunch of samples from that Patterson Creek.
I had them for a long time but what happened to them I do not know but
I had the sort of blues, and greens of copper and all kinds of stuff, and
galena.
Would you have recognized
any of the bones in the cave as belonging
particular
animal?
Do you recall
offhand?

to any

No, I didn't because I was not experienced enough to worry about them and
there they were.
A year

later

you were probably

quite

experienced

at that

sort

of

thing.

A few years later I'd have read more and found that they were things of
i nterest.
Now on page 162 you describe
two canoes coming down, and it was this McLeod
party,
Wrigley,
Grizzly
Simmons, and so on...Phillip
Godsell claims and I
would like to get this authenticated
by someone of more authority;
Phillip
Godsell claims that McLeod and company flew in to the upper Flat with H. A.
"Doc" Oaks and that the N.A.M.E.,
Northern Aerial Mineral
Exploration
Company had just been formed, and that they were supposedly
working
for
N.A.M.E. on this project.
Did they say anything
about that at all} that
you
recall?
They said as little as possible. They were most mysterious and we decided
that at least there would be a stampede in there this coming summer of
1929. I remember Gordon and I saying to each other well we're on the
way anyway. Anything that comes up the river will come past our door. They
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were just as I described in the book....they seemed to be...the fellows
in the canoe, apart from McLeod, would have gladly stayed overnight
in a warm cabin. McLeod seemed to be awfully anxious to get them out
of there. It was getting dark, it was one of these cold, rather miserable,
cloudy October days. I think it was October or late September. They
finally went on and made their camp below the mouth of Ram Creek. It's
normal for people to stay where there's a fire already burning and food's
already hot.

Certainly.
Godsell also claims that that was the second flight that was
ever made into the Mackenzie valley portion of the Arctic.
He claims
the first one was a flight of two aircraft which Imperial Oil tried to
bring in to stake claims at Norman Wells, to get all their claims staked
there before the big rush came. And then the second flight,
this
was some years after the Imperial Oil flights,
was this McLeod flight and
working for N.A.M.E. Did you ever hear anything about that at all?
No, I didn't know that Godsell had voiced his opinion on that. As regards
flights, the day Fenley Hunter came up the river in 1928 and that may
have been in July, Fenley Hunter, George Ball from Telegraph Creek, and
Albert Dease, an Indian from Telegraph Creek, a Tahltan, they came up the
river shortly after we had seen a plane fly over very high. But it might
not have been intending to land in that country anywhere, in fact, I think
it was rather too high to pick a landing place. That was the time when
Gordon said before the Hunter party turned up, he said "Now men turning
up" and he said "a plane this morning all ready." He said "This place
is getting like Picadilly Circus—no peace anymore!"

Was that the only aircraft

you saw in your

journeys?

The only one I remember. It was going...my recollection is that it was
going in a northwesterly direction.

Well that would generally

be toward the Flat

then.

Yes, I guess it would be.

Tape 4 - Side I

Just at the end of the last tape, Mr. Patterson, I was about to ask
you about something Phillip Godsell wrote. He described how, apparently,
the N.A.M.E. people were to come in to the Flat River country and pick
up McLeod and his party again and fly them out in the fall.
They didn't
show up and so that McLeod and party decided that they had to come out,
it was getting on towards fall, if they were going to make it out at all.
Godsell describes them arriving at Fort Simpson absolutely in
tatters
and half-starving
to death and so on. Does that fit with your image of
them at Deadmen Valley at all?
Well no. I didn't strike me that they were in tatters at all. They looked
warmly clad and they were cold and fed-up and miserable and really wanted
to stop at our camp but Charlie McLeod wouldn't let them. No, no, they had
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to be getting on, getting down to these hotsprings. I said "The Hotsprings
you mean". I said "Well you don't want to run through the Lower Canyon
at night do you?"
"Oh no, no, not those hotsprings, the ones
in Deadmen's Valley here at the foot of the valley". So they went on down
and they camped on the downstream side of Ram Creek. We looked over
their camp afterwards. We picked up a magazine or two that they'd just
dropped there. We added those to our small library and I went cruising
around looking for these supposed hotsprings and not a sign of a trail
or a spring or anything around there could I find. I think it was an
excuse to get them out of camp.
They probably
least Charlie

didn't
didn't

want to describe
I
suppose.

some of

their

adventures

or

at

That's about it, and that was the time when they mentioned having seen a
track of a man up on the Flat River. They knew a I I about that boot of
mine. They knew how many nails were short in it, and which ones and so
I walked up to the cabin and I brought down a boot and said anything
like this? And they stared at it as if they had seen the basilisk of
old legend. You!
Did they

mention

anything

at all

about

a plane

Did they mention
them up?

anything

about

a plane

that

supposing....

About?
was supposed

to have

picked

No, never mentioned anything. They had these two little canoes I remember
very we I I...not very big I thought...and they were in two parts, my
recollection is, and bolted together. I said "what a handy rigging" and
one of the white men said "well I don't know about that. They're not so
damn handy and that Flat River, I don't know who called it Flat River
but he didn't know what he was talking about
its name should be the
Whitewater". They must have come down...well it must have been pretty
low because it was lowish when I came down earlier that fall on it, in
'28.
Yes3 and then there was what? Almost a month separated
you came down and when they came down?

the

time

when

A good month. And where I went flying over that shingle bar in the Box
Canyon, it looked Iike a couple of inches beneath the canoe...there must
have been a shingle bar when they came down.
So you really
what you put

can't shed any more light
into that book
then.

on this

McLeod party

other

than

Not really, and I never heard that anything came of it either.
Well Grizzly
Simmons made some pronouncements
in the Edmonton paper when he
got back.
He was rather discouraged
and disgruntled^
and at the same time
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Charlie McLeod was talking the area up as another potential gold
So it was rather interesting
the two contradicting
each other.

area.

Yes, I never heard that.

Now next spot. . . now on page 164 at the bottom, you mention the problem
of the River carrying silt.
I don't know whether I was on the River
in 1966 in an atypical year.
I rather think not from the hydrographie
records.
The River was probably about an average flow in 1966. Now
we landed on the River in early July, July the 6th. No. Yes, July the
6th. The River was just a brown sea of mud. This is the South Nahanni.
That would maybe be the best way to describe it.
I get the impression
from your book that in the years you were there it probably wasn't
quite that bad.
No I can't say that I've ever seen it muddy. I've seen the Flat River
muddy at Irvine Creek but I think that was some sudden collapse where
a cutbank felI in or something, or the side of a gravel terrace.

Would you describe the River as being silty
months, say June, July, August?

throughout

the summer

Not much silt in it, but we always thought there was a little.

Could you see the bottom in most

places?

It was a sort of almost imperceptible si It....the water was clear as you
might put it and yet you couldn't see the bottom too easily, except in
shaI low places.

What sort of depth would you estimate
see bottom? What depth of water?

that you could see down and

still

Oh see the bottom clearly...welI about a foot or so like at The Gate,
for instance, where it comes over those shallow stones and it's flowing
slowly there and you can see that perfectly clearly. But we were there
definitely in a dryish summer, apart from that phenomenal rise that we
caught when we were downstream and the canoes tried to come into the
tent and so on.

Well I guess I had a different

summer because it was quite muddy at

times.

You must have done.

You describe it having really
your
experience.

become quite

clear by fall

at least

in

Yes. And another thing that we took a bit of interest in silt was
we found that we were inclined to avoid frying things and didn't always
have too much fat until we got a good fat bear. We used this lard up
that we had brought. And we were faced with what is known as getting up
nights. Well this was absolutely new to us and I said Gordon "This sort
of thing, not in my lifetime" and he said "Not in mine either". So we
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discussed all the possible causes and Gordon said "you know how the mica
is in this river". He said "It can get pounded up finer than you see it
on the beaches". You know how it turns over with the lap like that,
with the lap and the ebb (of wavelets on the shore). He said there was
plenty of that stuff, just an infinitesimal part of that stuff floating
around in the water....he said that might do things to you inside. Then
we decided it was too much tea, too much this and too much that. We tried
the lot. We couldn't stop it. When we finally got better grub it stopped
immediately. It was really just too much boiled stuff, too much mulligan
al1 the time. It was an easy meal to make and it's always ready for you
when you come in, but you eat too much of that and too much porridge and
that sort of thing, you're putting too much strain on the kidney.

I see. That's interesting.
Now I get the impression from the book here..
you say on the night of September 20 and I gather that the colour (of
the leaves) was probably best dust about that time...you
talk about the
cottonwood being a nice yellow and so on.
Yes.

In 1927 would it have been that late when the colour turned or would it
have been earlier?
1927? They were turning I'm sure when I parted from Faille at the Twisted
Mountain in '27.

Can you recollect

approximately

what date that might have been?

I would have it I think.

You're describing
I presume.

the colours

here...this

would be down in the valley

bottoms

Yes it would.

Colour would have already

turned up on the peaks wouldn't

it?

Sometimes it freezes in the valley and not on the peaks. The most
beautiful turning I ever saw, I thin(<;,was on the Flat River and I do
mention it here. Looking downstream you have a bunch of rounded mountains
on your left like that....

This is looking downstream from where?
Say Irvine Creek. The valley is fairly straight for quite a long way and
there came a night's frost and there's a lot of little ground cover in the
alpine country and one or two things in particular that turn a beautiful
scarlet. The whole works turned red that night and then the mist cleared
away, blue sky and these scarlet mountains. It was one of the most
beautiful things I've ever seen.

You describe

it that way in the book too.
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I noticed up on Nahanni Butte towards the end of September too, this
little ground cover, all scarlet.

The reason that the date surprises me a little
a bit is that last summer
I flew the area late in August and already on the mountain tops, not the
valley bottoms but on the tops, the colour was changing in the last week
of

August.

Was it?

Now maybe that's

unusually

early,

I don't

know.

We may have had a good fa I I or something.

Yes.

Now on page 169 you refer

to the Hermitage.

Oh yes.

Could we identify

it on the map?

Yes I could. When you go up Prairie Creek and you come to the gap or
gate by which it comes out of the mountains...

It would be right

in here, I presume.

It's right in there, probably there, and you can't follow the creek
because it's deep and sheer-walled and there's a pinnacle goes up (of
stone) and there's a sheep trail, or whatever it is, over the neck which
connects the peak to the main hi I I side over there and you drop down
inside. We always knew that little flat at the enclosure as "The
Hermitage".

Alright then. So that the Needle Rock is the little
peak that the
sheep trail passes over, or at least lies as you're going upstream,
lies on the left-hand
side.

but

And when you're standing inside The Hermitage and look down, you see the
Needle Rock. I've got photographs of it in one of those books.

I know exactly

the spot that you mean.

And when you go up in wintertime, you can walk through on the ice and
the wind in that little narrow gap keeps that ice swept free of snow.
It's like looking down through sheets of glass. You could see the
trout underneath.

That's interesting.
Some of the nicest Dolly Varden I've ever seen were
lying at the base of that cliff.
I had the binoculars out and looking
down into that canyon. You couldn't get in there to fish them, of course,
in the summertime, and there they were just lined up underneath that
cliff.
Well Curtis and I...there's a pool on the right as you look downstream,
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a pool just up against the pinnacle. You could go down there and take
your fish out and bring it back. Curtis and I spent the afternoon there
gossiping and Curtis, who stammered, would say "R-R-Ray, i-i-it's about time
we had a-a-another one of those f-f-fish".

Oh, now on page 173 you describe walking down a trail by Patterson's
Lake
and coming to a little
clearing where "there was an old grave with a
rough wooden cross over it, much over-grown by a tangle of wild roses
and high bush cranberries".
Could you pinpoint that location on the
map do you think?
I don't think I can [Patterson statement could be either positive or
negative. The record is confused due to both people talkîngj. It wasn't
very far down.

Would it be helpful if I got out one of the one mile to the inch maps?
Would that be easier do you think?
It would be. I'm not quite sure whether we're right about that cabin
site on this...that's what I was hesitating for.

Unfortunately we don't have the proper 1:50,000 map-sheet to
identify
that cross.
Mr. Patterson, you were describing the location of your
cabin.... could we gust go over that again?
It's marked on this eight miles to the inch National Topographic Series
(Patterson's map). The date is 1945 and there is the site of our cabin,
the only cabin marked.
It is above the mouth of Prairie Creek and just
below the big bars littered with driftwood and stranded trees in the
widening of the stream (South Nahanni River) in Deadmen's Valley. If you
look downstream from the cabin, the open part of Prairie Creek bar was
below it and trees faced the cabin. The cross that I mention in the book,
the old grave, did not face trees...it looked right up the gravel portion
of the Prairie Creek fan. Does that describe it more or less?

Yes. Would you say, having gone back and visited the area now, would you
say that the cross was probably fairly close to the location of the presentday Forestry Cabin?
From recollection, yes. I imagine the cross has vanished now and I never
knew who it was or what it was. There's the site of the old cabins at The
Hotsprings, you see on that side of the River. -

Now those were cabins,

not a cabin.

There was more than one cabin?

There were two cabins anyway, possibly three, but certainly two. They,
I think, were Indian cabins because they had quite a lot of the sort of
Catholic—I don't know what you call them—prints on the walls. I know
Father Gouet had been up as far as the cabins, as far as The Hotsprings
which means those cabins. And I saw some of the gaudy but very effective
prints they had, showing the hierarchy of the human race with the Pope
sitting at the top of this tree and spreading out like that until you came
to the ordinary citizen at the bottom.
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Now at the bottom of page 173, you describe Gordon finding
petrified
trees, probably from some interesting
places on the western wall of
Deadmen Valley.
Could you identify
that spot at all?
Yes. That was when he went up to the Meilleur with the dogs, fishing.
And he clambered along this range here. Further than that I don't know,
and the petrified trees, I must have got that out of my diary of that time
because he mentioned them. I didn't see them.

Right.
So that would've
Range then?

been somewhere on what's

today called

the

Headless

Yes, I guess so.

South of the River....south

of the South Nahanni?

South of the South Nahanni and on the upstream side of the Meilleur River.
A lot of short little creeks come down from it.

On page 174 you refer to the old cabins in the Nahanni that used to give you
that very eerie
feeling.
That was walking upstream and it may have been in any
but I think the snye we used to use as a trail in the
one. So I suppose the old cabins were there and that
comparatively, a main stream, if they were that far.
a little closer this way. That's a rough indication.

Well we've got them marked on the map now anyway.

of these snyes,
wintertime was this
snye may have been,
They might have been

Somewhere in those

snyes.

They were built of upright logs, I would think described.in the book.

Yes. Now you go on to describe, and I'm wondering if you can recall any
more details...you
say in the book "oddly enough years later I heard of a
party that planned to go that way, by the Nahanni, and then by some westernflowing river to the Klondike.
They disappeared into the wilderness of the
Nahanni and were never seen or heard of again and they planned to build
exactly this type of cabin".
Can you recall anything more than that?
No, and I don't think we're going to get much more than that now.
told me by the man I mentioned to you from Alert Bay.

Oh yes,

we were talking

about that the other

That was

day.

And I have an idea he may have been a justice of some sort, a judge on
the local circuit, however they run things. He came to see me. He was
pretty old at that time. In fact he came twice in different years. We
talked about it, but he couldn't remember the names. He said "I do
remember the party and that was what they were going to do. They were
going to build cabins of upright logs with cottage roofs, all coming to
a peak, and no stovepipes or anything like that...the fire was going
to be a little square stone fireplace in the centre of the cabin, like
a wooden teepee".

Do you recall

what the fudge's

name was, or the

justice?
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I do not and without going through a vast pile of correspondence I wouldn't
remember. I wouldn't be able to get it.

It's interesting
Jaak Stonier also describes going to the Klondike in
'98 and at least having gone upstream as far as the First Canyon on the
Nahanni when they turned back.
As far as the First Canyon, that would be The Hotspring wouldn't it?

Yes righty they went to The Hotsprings
decided, I guess, it was too rough.

and then they turned backy they

It's funny how people will scare. Either people were rightly scared of
that Canyon and we were lucky or we waited for our time. I guess we were
lucky too because Gordon was blown over by a gust of wind with a top-heavy
canoe load trying to cross it on Christmas Day and I just crossed an
ice bridge that fell into the river behind me, so I think we may have
been lucky. But it surely was too much for those fellows down at The
Hotsprings. They wouldn't try it.

On page 175 you mentioned Trowel Tails

Creek.

Oh that was a rather interesting kind of a creek over the River and it was
what we now call a river spring. I've seen them in the foothills of
Alberta.

Would this

be it here at

all?

Somewhere about here. What happens is that the river changes its course.
It blocks an old channel with driftwood. Gradually, the driftwood becomes
solid and soil forms there and so on but the old snye goes on flowing
very slowly and the water, say from the Nahanni River, passes underneath
this driftpile and jam on its old course but it's forced underground long
enough to warm it up just above freezing point. So for quite a distance
down below the log jam, down the course of the old snye, which was once
a channel of a river, you have open water all winter. I had one on the
ranch in the foothills where springs came out like that, where water had
gone in from Sullivan Creek, gone underground, came out in a little muskegy
place and 50° below zero couldn't put a skin of ice on that water. There's
one down at High River and there's another one down at McLeod on a big
scale. Both (are) on a big scale, where cattle growers, cattle breeders,
can have stream water flowing through their corrals in every kind of
weather.

That wouldn't have been this little
creek coming down here would it?
would it be further upstream and dust be a snye of the Nahanni?

Or

I don't remember that creek except as kind of a run-off channel. I think
that it went dry. You know it was some little snye quite close to the River
and it flowed on down opposite the canyon there, opposite and above, and
gradually there were beaver dam after beaver dam on it, about three dams
and then below the last one it began to freeze again. But the beavers
had open water there all through the year. I've got a photograph of it
somewhere. I believe beavers don't use their tails as a trowel but we
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called Trowel Tails after some boyhood story we'd read about the
beavers putting....finishing off the surface of the dam with their
ta i Is.
I see.
On page 177 you talk about a natural
salt
met and where Gordon's third moose...this
was the
the valley...the
third moose was
lying.

lick
time

where two streams
when you were up in

Yes, that was up in that basin behind the cabin, between the cabin and
what we called The Bald Mountain. Where would it be now? I think that
our trail came downstream and up here.
Would you just

care

to try

and pencil

it

in?

We used to come along the (Nahanni) River flats for a way and then we
turn up here somewhere and it was much more of a basin than it appeared
to be....there must be mi nor folds which these contours take no account
of. That would be in here somewhere. See there's two creeks meeting,
are they not
no, no it's one creek....or possibly in here.
Possibly

the

upper

headwaters

of Wheatsheaf

Creek.

Yes. There was a lick there, and Gordon got three moose. I saw this
other moose coming down from this direction and I was following our trail
down and he let out this snort. It was dead still and frosty. You know
how sound travels. I could hear him tearing things to pieces around this
dead moose and I had this awful go of lumbago and I had a load of liver
on my back and my rifle and I thought we I I, I cannot move. There was a
tree nearby which was climbable. I went up it with considerable difficulty.
I think I left the packsack behind me and I went up with the rifle, which
was bad enough.
And that

was when you shot

the

moose?

That's when I shot the moose from the tree. I thought I'd just play it safe.
That shows the face of the Ram Mountains very clearly in that line of
blocks (referring to map).
On page 182 you mention two of the problems of winter
travel.
One of them
overflow,
and I think most people are familiar
with that,
and the
other
one, the lack of snow.
Wow could you convey any impression
about
the
relative
amounts of snow on the south side of the Nahanni as opposed to
the north side getting
up into the Mackenzie Mountains?
Did you see what
appeared to be any real differences
in the two?
You mean between here and here?
Yes, let's
say between
of the
area.

the Tlogotsho

and up on the Nahanni plateau

north

These chinooks were so strong that fall, they lasted right up to Christmas.
They broke the River up after it had frozen, and they cleared all this
country of snow completely and as far as I remember there was no snow on
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the other side of the River either. They must come possibly through
this, southwesterly winds you see, and this seems to funnel them
i nto th is va I ley.
Down the Meilleur

valley?

I think so, I think it must be that. There's no obstruction to any wind
until you get a way back and they funnel into this valley and they really
cleared everything up. We didn't have enough snow on this trail to haul
that meat home with dogs and even a couple of inches we'd have tried it.
And I remember going up there I think it was Christmas Eve. I started
out and it's quite cold on the flats, sometimes. Also the chinook gets
stronger with the advent of daylight and I had my fur hat, my mitts, and
mackinaw jacket. Well I left the fur hat hanging in a tree, and then I
left the mitts hanging in a tree and then I left the mackinaw jacket,
and it got warmer and warmer further up and I ended up on what we used to
call the heather, now grown with jungle, overgrown, in my shirtsleeves.
It was that warm.
Now while we're on the topic of the change in the vegetation.
estimate
how far up the hillside
in terms of vertical
feet,
appeared to have moved between 1928 and 1951?

the

Could you
vegetation

In '51 the trail was perfectly clear through the spruce timber and the
smallest spruce and then we came into this jungle and I thought I'd lost
the trail. No I found some signs of it and I suppose from there to
the viewpoint where I took some pictures...my two American friends
turned back and they said you take the pictures Ray and we'll have supper
ready when you come back to camp. So I carried on an extra camera
and I got up onto some spur here which looked over it, that spur must have
been certainly 400 feet above the old timber!ine.
So you would estimate
that
upwards about 400 vertical

at

least
feet?

this

heavy brush

had probably

moved

Well, I was above the brush so that the brush must have moved upwards
between 200 and 300 (feet) which is quite a move in that short time.

It is yes.

That's

very

interesting.

Of course, no fire had been through or anything like that. Even so a fire
doesn't stop willow very much. Makes it easier for it in some places.
The forest
and brush and so on that was on the upper reaches of the
Mountain in 1928, did i t appear to be fairly
young and probably of
fire
origin
or had i t already been there for some time?

Bald
recent

No it appeared to be fairly young but very well grown. It grows up into an
awful tangle. I remember mentioning this, having encountered it on Dease
River on the Horse Ranch Range later. I mentioned the fact to George
Dalziel at Watson Lake, that I had started on what I thought was a good
trail up the Horse Ranch Range and the thing had run right into brush so
thick that if you took a foot off the ground, especially if your pack was
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hitching on these willows and alder and black birch, you couldn't put
your foot down on the ground again. It's the most awful stuff to get
through, and that was when he said to me that sort of thing's going on
not only there but all over. I don't know whether the absence of browsing
from the moose for a period would encourage it.

J would think so. Some of those things are important to the moose in the
wintertime.
Well, now on page 184, you discuss some of the things that
you managed to trap.
I'd like to spend just a little
bit of time going
over what mammals you did trap, what ones you saw in the watershed.
You
list on that page, foxes and by that I presume you mean the red fox.
Yes, and one cross fox I remember.
(Recorder off)

Now you were mentioning

the foxes

Would you excuse me for a minute.

that you'd collected...er,

trapped.

Yes, red and cross.

You say you don't

remember the numbers of animals that you

trapped.

No, I don't remember except... No, 1 don't remember at all. Now a lot
of weasels and a lot of marten, about 50 head of marten and my recollection
is that the marten were around $40.00 then. We were doing alright, in
the money of those days.

Yes, you mentioned

$1,980 you got from mart en alone.

Well that would be about it you see five fours are twenty.

Now the weasels...1
was going to say on the weasels do you recall having
trapped any of the least weasels? These are much smaller than the ordinary
ermine.
No, these were big.

They were all

big?

They were all big and some were very big because I was engaged to be
married at the time and I kept out a lot of them, the best of them, and
brought them back to England and gave them to my wife who had them made up.
I thought it would make a nice little collar for her, well it made a thing
about that wide, and so it could hang down here and she could go like that
Cthrow it about the neck Iike a long scarf] and she was absolutely swathed
in them. There was still plenty left over to make a little tie as they
call it. A little thing that goes round....

This is to tie it in place.
Yes, and possibly with some kind of a fastener.
on it.

They probably put a clip
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So you probably
had enough to make a fur
inches wide would it be?

piece

that

was about

eighteen

It would be about that wide yes...it would be all of eighteen inches.

Tape 4 - Si de 2
She's kept it very carefully.

She still has both of them.

Now just before I had to turn
of this fur piece and I think
wide did you say?

the tapes over we were talking
we agreed, what, about eighteen

about the
inches

size

Eighteen inches wide and something like that long.

It's a magnificent piece.

That would be five

then.

and a half

feet

long I suppose,

It must be because she can, as I said, she can let it hang down here and
swing it around the back of her neck and hang on.another down there. Get
them out...mainly marten, weasel, foxes and there was a wolf or two...
grey wolves.
Could you estimate
the size
they might have weighed?

of those

wolves

at all

in terms

of

pounds,

No, they were darn big heavy animals...I tell you I could measure the foot
for you because I saw a set of tracks going across Ram Creek in one place
where there'd been overflow and there was just a set of powdered crystals
in the overflow so that you got the perfect track without any slippage,
without any distortion due to the moving of the leg which you get in
snow. Wait a minute. Yes, that was it [measuring distance by hand span].
It was practically a circular track and by spreading my thumb and my
finger as far as I could, I got the width, the diameter.
Well

that's

awfully

close

to six

inches

I guess,

isn't

it?

It was like a pony's foot.
Incredible.

So that

these

would certainly

be very

large

animals

at

least.

They were big animals.
Would they

be in the

125-pound

class

do you

suppose?

I would imagine. We had no trouble from them except when we had these
three moose scattered around the country. That's when I camped up there with
my fire and worked cutting up the meat and did a little hunting on my own
account.
Bid you get

any

lynx?

No, there wasn't a one in the country.
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That 's

interesting.

Nor did we ever see a rabbit.

You didn't

see a one?

A rabbit.

Not one?
No, not one.

J suspected

that but I wasn't

sure.

That must have been a low point in the rabbit cycle, the lynx had gone
somewhere else.

Do you suppose there ever is a good rabbit

population

in the Nahanni area?

I've no idea, because I never remember seeing a rabbit in 1927 or '28, or
the spring of '29.

Do you remember seeing any in your subsequent
No.

summer travels

in the area?

Do they exist there do you know?

Oh they should, but my impression is from going through the...in
fact they
have been sighted.
One of the Canadian Wildlife Service people
sighted
one but I believe there's only one sighting for the entire valley
that's
been recorded.
Isn't that funny, isn't it.

For the River.

For the whole watershed.
So that they don't
that area. Did you see any otter at all?

seem to be very common in

No.
I was trying to remember where it was that Gordon saw some signs of
them but I don't sufficiently remember.

Would it have been in the South Nahanni area that he saw some signs,
recall?

do you

Oh yes I think so, that's what I meant but where it was I do not remember
or precisely what the signs were. There may have been a slide or something.

And you of course got mink?
Yes.

Fisher?
No fisher and only one or two mink.
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Now, black

bear you saw?

Black bear, in plenty.
Any

grizzlies?

And grizzlies, yes, but no trouble from the grizzlies. We never batted
into them and surprised them and the one grizzly that Gordon made a
particular effort to get a hold of was.... He haunted this bear garden.
Over where all

the raspberries

were?

Yes, and Gordon would set out through the woods here like that and he told
me he tried several times when I was way up the Flat River. He referred to
this grizzly as Slim Jim. He said wonderful dog feed, like about the size
of a cart horse but as soon as he showed himself, he had to show himself
somewhere along the gravel flats, he could see that grizzly beating it
up the hill.
I don't think we recorded
Maybe we should get that

on tape
down.

your

description

of the bear

garden.

Possibly we should.
Where and what was

involved?

Well the bear garden, and I'm afraid it's spoilt now by the growing
trees, was just before you come to the Prairie Creek gap where it comes
out of the mountains; gap or gate it is usually called. Up on the slope,
the southwest facing slope there, in 1927-28, was a burned over slope that
had not yet gone back to trees, poplar and so on but was ideal for
raspberries. Gordon told me that when the raspberries were at their height
he could see the faint glow of it on that slope from a distance.
This

would be a pinkish

or reddish

glow?

Yes, and the first day we saw that, we referred to it as the bear garden
because the first day there were seven bears and a moose in it.
These

would be seven

Seven black
bears and a
as the bear
It had gone

black

bear would

they?

bear as far as I remember, and the next day there were six
grizzly, and after that I don't remember. We always knew it
garden slope and I went happily up to it in '51 and nothing...
to poplar bush.

Alright.
To come back to the animals,
or let's
little
bit more.
Were the black bear just sort
bear?

talk about the bear a
of the average size
black

Yes I think they were the average size. No different species. There was
a report that there was a different species up there and I know Fenley Hunter
took one out but it was...I don't think it proved to be a different
species.
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Would you describe
time?

the bears

as being

numerous

in Headmen Valley

at

that

Yes.
And would you say that was true throughout
your travels
up the Flat and so on?

the watershed

in tight

of

Yes, I think I would say that. You saw them occasionally following the
river, but I never saw a black bear in the First Canyon or the Second
Canyon where the rocks were really high. There was nothing to bring a
bear into those places.
So they

would be confined

to the gentler

slopes

then?

The gentler slopes where there was something for them to move around in.
Were the grizzlies
confined
the higher
slopes?

to the

lower

slopes

or were they

generally

on

They're usually more of a mountain bear these days, but I don't see why
they shouldn't have been on the lower slopes as well. They were not in
great numbers 'cause at one time in his natural state the grizzly was a
prairie bear and the biggest grizzlies that were seen or recorded were
along the Missouri and that part of the world, where they've long since
vanished.
How many grizzlies
how many you might
years?
Not many.

might you have seen....would
you have any estimate
of
have seen in your travels
in the area in the
three

One there, and Gordon saw one, that's two....

So that 's two in the bear

garden.

Two in the bear garden, and one on the banks of the Flat River. He saw
me and vanished into the bush. Now I was trying to think....up around
the Granite Range, that is the northeastern side of the Ragged Mountains...
as they're called? [Patterson indicated the southeast side of the Range
on the map.]
Ragged Range,

yes.

Ragged Range. There were grizzlies there because one of the prospectors
told me that he'd seen an unusual sight. He said any naturalist would like
to have seen it. The mating of grizzly bears. I said "What did you do?".
He said "Do? I didn't do anything," he said, "I climbed the nearest
cliff."
This

is

one of the NWX

prospectors?

NWX. No I wouldn't say they're prevalent but then, I wasn't always up in
their type of country by any means.
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So you think

that

they were probably

largely

Wow you mentioned

on page 184, also

trapping

on the higher

slopes?

Yes.

'one lone

Gordon got him, and yes, I remember that coyote now.
to ask him about it. Ask him what he remembered.

Do you recall

either

of you seeing

any other

coyotes

Yes, I have an idea we did, or thought we did.
specimen and didn't amount to very much.

Wow, squirrels

were common I presume?

Red

coyote'.
I think you'd have

at

all?

But this was a small

squirrels.

Squirrels were there in quite large numbers.

How about flying

squirrels?

Did you ever

see any flying

squirrels?

No, I never did.

Chipmunks?
I couldn't be certain.

But you don't
No.

I don't see why they wouldn't be there.

specifically

recall

having

seen

them?

The rock rabbit Epikaj'.

How about

the hoary marmot,

the

whistler?

No, I never saw a whistler.

Row about

the arctic

ground

squirrel?

I don't remember.

Sometimes called parka squirrels
too... oh they would stand
inches high and their buff brown colour?

about

twelve

No recollection of that.

Would you have seen any mice that

you could

identify

as to species

at

all?

No, I don't think we paid any attention to them except as a possible
nuisance. One ate a hole in my mosquito net once. I tied it with a
piece of leather lace just to tie it up. That was on that island above
Patterson Creek that we used to call the Green Island. So unless he could
swim well, he was marooned there for the summer.

Maybe we should

locate

Green Island

on the map, we haven't

done

that.
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I've been looking on and off, and I haven't really seen it.
Lafferty Creek.

Here's the 1:50,000 map sheet of that area and it's
Lafferty Creek....we should be able to find it.
They're making this for park purposes possibly.
was Patterson Creek isn't it?

There's

somewhat

better.

That's pretty good.
That's what we thought

Yes.
This could be it by Prairie Creek.
ways doesn't it?

Dry Canyon Creek, that runs back a long

Yes.
There doesn't appear to be any island does there?

That's

below Patterson

Possibly this?

Creek.

That's below Patterson Creek isn't it. And I'm sure there was one above
here. It may have been washed away you know..CunlntelIiglblej\
I was thinking I have some photographs put into a canister for putting
through my projector and I've got a box full of these Nahanni photographs.
I could possibly show you something I haven't got black and whites of, if
that would be any good.

That would be very interesting,
They're a very good set.
here.

yes.

About the best set I've ever seen come out of

Hell we won't worry about locating Green Island now. Incidentally
that ox-bow structure that we were talking about elevated, cut-off
in First Canyon

there's
meanders

That's right, yes.

In the First Canyon.
that close
together.

It shows up quite well with the contours

that

are

That's the one we marked as Patterson Creek. Oh yes, well of course it
has got the steep contours on this side hasn't it?

Yes.
But they're going up to here about...that's about the summit over there...
yes that fits in nicely. It was up there that I climbed and had a hell of
a time getting out of. I remember watching the River, and eating my lunch,
and thought I might as well have that anyway.

And that's where you went up the Patterson
the plateau area on top.

Creek valley

and then got up onto
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Yes, up over here.
Now, in the vest of the animal
got them,
caribou....

line

you,

of course,

saw Ball

sheep and

I never saw a goat.
Didn't

see goat.

Moose?

Moose.
But you didn't

see

deer?

I didn't see deer and I never heard of any elk being in the country.
Yes.
Now do you recall your making any observation
about movements
well you would have noticed the big game animals more than any other
I presume?

of...

Yes.
Do you recall

any movements

throughout

the season

that

they

made?

It seemed to me that on this side of the River and this part of the River
anyway...
That's

on the north

side

of the First

Canyon.

There was the young rams and the ewes and the lambs.
and on this side of the River were the rams.
So the old rams tended

In the summertime

to....

Separate out for the summertime.
To stay

on the

Tlogotsho.

That's what we thought.
And ewes and young rams and lambs were on Nahanni Plateau
side.

of the

north

All we ever got on that side was young stuff. At the Fa I Is, the rams must
be on the north side because that's where I got that good ram head and
where I saw oh...about four other beauties just standing like statues
waiting for somebody to come and shoot them.
Did you see any movement of sheep from one side

of the River

to the

other?

No, never did, no. The main movement was, Deadmen's Valley I think being
such a perishing windy place in wintertime, the stuff left it. All we saw
was the track of something passing through, I forget what. One time,
when we were out of meat, I was within about the length of this room of
some big animal but I never saw what it was. There were these frost-laden
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trees and willows between me and it, and I knew there was a movement and
I could hear it but I couldn't see it.
How about
of them?

movement

of caribou?

Do you recall

any particular'

movements

No because we weren't in the caribou country so much. That was further
up, and when you're on the Nahanni around the mouth of Mary River,
there's where you're liable to see caribou swimming the River, and swimming
down, as we saw a couple swim ahead of us for a long time. Up the Flat
River is caribou country too.
Did you ever
mouth of the

see any at all
Flat?

in the

Deadmen Valley

area or below

the

No, I never did, no. I never saw any in the Little Valley either only
when the, what you might cal I the sort of Third Canyon, opened out a
bit and round Mary River or a bit below.
I see.
Movements of moose—I
see too many moose.
You shot

gather from the book that you probably
didn't
those ones up on the...below
Bald
Mountain.

That's right and Gordon shot three up there but they...you see we didn't
want to go and shoot a lot of moose whi le the weather was hot and we did,
we shot one up near the head of Deadmen's Valley. We dried a lot of
that. We made do with it for dog feed and ourselves and with fish and
b i rds and thi ngs, but we d idn't want moose unti I fa I I . That's about the
time they started to pull out and we had the good fortune to get four
up here.
So the moose were probably

fairly

common through

the summer months

then?

Oh yes I think they were. In fact we saw quite a number of them in the
valley. I went down there....it seemed to be a regular paradise for
game when we got there.
Were moose common up the Flat

River

country

when you were up

there?

Not from what I saw. But I think there were quite a number of them. I
saw one in the River and I shot one up there and saw another one
further up. That's about the extent of my seeing. But when you're
pulling a canoe upstream you haven't always eyes for something on the
bank. And when you're in the water hauling the canoe, equally you're
watching your footing a bit. We saw, as I told you, various bears ambling
along the river bank in various places, but never in those two deep canyons.
You mentioned
awhile.

getting

the

one wolverine

and having

Yes, yes, that made history. People remember that
to Finlay Forks, Mrs. McDougaI I, the trader's wife
and kind, I said who I was..."Oh" she said "you're
book" she said. "Come inside...we haven't got any
but we'I I do the best we can".

to subsist

off

it

for

yet. When I first got
there, most hospitable
the man who wrote that
wolverine stew for you
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Were wolverine

common at all

or did you only

see the one and get the

one?

We only saw and got that one. I suppose in some countries they may be
common but I was never in them. I've only seen about three wolverine
in my Ii fe.
Let's
leave
observations

the mammals now, or before we leave them, are there
you would want to add on the mammals in the area?

After lunch.

any

other

to fish.

Did

(Recorder off)

Well let's
leave the mammals now and just very briefly
you have a net you used in that country or.... ?

turn

We had a net and we used it without success. Caught the odd fish or two
but Gordon Matthews had been accustomed to fishing in these deep, wellstocked eastern rivers when he was driving dogs between Norway House
and Churchill. He found the Nahanni absolutely no use. I've never seen
anything much in the way of fish in the main river. I've tried it.
There's a few odd places like below the big spring EWhite SprayH or at the
mouth of a creek but that's all.
What species

of fish

do you recall

having

caught

there?

There was two species, it seemed to me, that we caught in that Hermitage
place inside the Needle Rock and they were not Dolly Varden. Dolly
Varden up the Flat River we caught, mouth of Irvine Creek, and a species
of trout up there. But you remember catching fish inside the same place.
Well I saw them I didn't

catch

them.

You saw then, you didn't catch them. Well I'm no fishing expert except
for the pot, and that was where we caught quite a bit of fish.
You definitely

caught

grayling

in various

spots.

Grayling were there and the other variety of trout whatever it was.
So there

was grayling,

Dolly

Varden..

..

Grayling and Dolly Varden that I know.
Did you catch

any

whitefish?

No.
Pike anywhere

on the

river?

No, I never saw. Gordon caught something I believe which he referred to
as a coney. You know the Mackenzie River fish, inconnu. There was some
species of very nice trout that Curtis and I fished out of that pool by
the Needle Rock on Prairie Creek.
And it

wouldn't

have been Dotty

Varden?
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No it wasn't Dolly Varden.

Alright.

Do you recall

It was slightly pinkish flesh I think.

having caught any pickerel

at all in the Biver?

No.

Okay, so we're gust going to be Dolly Varden, grayling,
that appears to be it.

and inconnu.and

And whatever species of trout it is that lives in these streams.
happen to know what species that is?

Do you

Well the only one I'm aware of, the only two trouts that I'm aware of
in the watershed, are the Dolly Varden and the lake trout.
And the?

Lake trout.
I think it's confined
some of the headwater lakes.
It's

to the lakes pretty
in Brintnell
Lake.

well.

It's

on

This was not a Dolly Varden. They were what I would call small trout and
be happy to eat them. But we never caught any quantity really, that
helped us in any way with dog feed. I'll put it that way.

Could we turn to birds now?
Mm-mmh.

Do you recall the names of any birds
positively
identify
in the area?

that you could positively

or did

There was the bush partridge with the black band across his tail. There
was a variegated selection of water fowl that I shot just below Ram Creek,
that were floating about on that lake that I told you about. The bush
partridge was the main bird. There's the whiskey jack of course, and
various small things in the nature of chickadees. Quite a few of them
too, especially in...and whiskey jacks also. I seem to remember seeing
a hummingbird or two by The Hotsprings.

That would be an unusual and interesting
I wonder if my memory is correct.

I'm not positive...I'd
further south
but....

sighting.

You know if they go that far north?

have to check.

I think that they're

generally

I have an idea they do, but that was back in 1927. And there were various
kinds of owls that lived around in the valley and they'd go hoo-hoo-hoohoo.

That sounds like
like
that.

the great horned probably,

it's

the long hoos, hoos much

I was wondering if we saw any of the big, white, snowy owls....I can't
remember if it there or in some other place. I know they were on my home-
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stead. Hawks we didn't see much of and I don't remember seeing very much
of eagles, but then again when you're doing things, your eyes are on the
ground or on the stones you're walking over or on the water you're
wading through.

Okay, well we'll
leave the birds then.
Now we next go to page 189 and on
there you describe
in the approximate
terms as you did on the map, the
Indian trail which may have existed
up the Meilleur and so on. We've got
that marked on the map so we don't need to do anything
there.
That's where I ran into that peculiar wind.

Yes, you described
that.
You also describe
in the canyon walls in the
Meilleur finding
trilobites
and small showings of copper.
These would be
fairly
low down on the canyon walls would they?
Low down, yes, so that I could reach them. And if the rock was a bit
loose, I could knock them out with the back of an axe. I've got those
tri lobites.

Was the copper

in the form of chalcopyrite?

I suppose

it

was, was

it?

No, it was either the green or the blue forms of copper. Either malachite
or azurite. Rock with that green colour shot through. Oh just little
showings you know, about so wide, a stringer, and knock a chunk out.

And that one you haven't..
.for purposes of.. .protecting
the
place...and
so on you haven't misplaced
that one in the book.
That was in the
Meilleur.
No, no, that was there. And just like those showings up on the side of
Patterson Creek here, up in these walls, high up. Just about where
you put the P of that....

Now you mention on page 194 that you dropped down towards Ram Creek and
picked up a Muncy's Magazine at Grizzly Simmons' camp. Now that would be
the magazines that you mention earlier
as having been left behind by the
McLeod party when they wouldn't
stay overnight
at your
place.
That's right. They left several magazines which we were very grateful
for. There's a very good camp there just below Ram Creek, good campground.

Now I notice on page 198, that you at least tried to get lynx
although
you didn't
actually...
you made lynx sets but I presume you
weren't
successful
then?
Tried to. I tried them. I fancy Gordon said he'd seen a lynx track over
in that direction. I said well might as well set a trap or two. He might
have been mistaken as to the track but he's pretty good at tracks.

At this time, had Gordon had quite a bit
had and was maybe a bit more
familiar?

more experience

in Canada than

you

He had. He had managed to get himself demobilized out here, in New York
I rather think. He came up to Canada and took it on with a trust company
in Winnipeg. They had the estate of a fur trader on their hands...a
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most difficult thing to oversee. Gordon had always had a passion for
driving dogs. I mean that's what he wanted to do and how this took place
you can ask him. He got hold of a bunch of dogs and had what he considered
a delightful time going and working all this out of Norway House, God's
Lake and I know on one occasion anyway, if not more of them or regularly,
he got to Churchill on the Bay. Because, I recollect he was talking about
it. The harbour master was there and he slept with the harbour master
in his cabin or house and there was nothing there, what's wilderness was
before the Hudson's Bay railroad or anything. The harbour master must
have been a man who liked peace and quietness. And the door opened late
at night, and the harbour master had been out. In he came leading in
Gordon's dog team. And Gordon said here it wi I I be a bit cold...
you know I don't want my dogs softened by being inside. The harbour master
said...the Crée for moon apparently, if I remember rightly, is the night
sun, Tipiskow-peesun...he said Tipiskow-peesun my boy...70° below outside
and dropping. He said we can put them in the cold corner of the house
all right. He's got some good stories about that if you can get him roused
on that part of the country. His experience had been there and in visiting
and picking up stuff from these four fur-trading posts that this Norwegian
had, three or four. He, by that means, gave the, whatever trust company
it was in Winnipeg, some control over affairs and he learned a lot about fur.
I think he became a very, very good judge of fur. Did so well for the
N.T. Co. in Wrigley that that's why they shifted him to Aklavik for
eight years, their chief post.
Now on -page 206 you mentioned again the snow was coming on January the
8th,
and you mentioned
doing fairly
well with the marten and the weasel and so
on.
You talk throughout
the book of having a number of trails
that you
worked throughout
the valley.
Could we draw any of these on the map?
Well it's hardly worth it because they were merely snowshoe tracks
through the bush but there was one round about on this side and one that
ran away up here and came back along the skirt of the hills.
That 's on the north

side

of

the

River?

Yes, you could go anywhere after it froze up, which it took its time in
doing. And then we used to come up that trail which we had to cart out all
these moose home and get out into this open country up here. I set some
traps way over to hell-and-gone here but hardly think it's worthwhile
cluttering up your maps with a feeble trap trail...er trapping trails.
Now on page 214, you refer
to John McLeod and you developed
the
material
on John McLeod much better,
much more fully
in the Beaver article
than you
have in "Dangerous River".
But one thing puzzled me about John McLeod and
the article
you wrote in the Beaver.
You said in there....no
sorry
it
wasn't there...I
came across it elsewheres.
In one of the Hudson Bay
Journals,
or in one of the...pardon
me I best backtrack.
In one of the
volumes of the Hudson's Bay Record Society
dealing with letters
of Governor
Simpson and right
offhand I don't have the volume number but they refer
to
Governor Simpson directing
them to set up a post on the Nahanni for the
convenience
of the Nahanis.
This was after McLeod's journey.
Did you ever
come across anything
that suggested
that actually
might have been done in
the 1820's or
'SO's?
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Never heard of it ever being done. I remember the letter of Simpson.
It may have been....see at that time, about the same time as I wrote
that book, I wrote the introduction to Volume 18 of the Hudson's Bay Record
Society productions. The Rocky Mountain Journals of Samuel Black, and
consequently according to Black's life which...

Tape 5 - Side I
When we got interrupted
by the tape ending, we were talking
about
Governor Simpson having written
a letter
to MoLeod ( should be Smith,
see Dangerous River,
appendix)
at Mackenzie Forks directing
him to set
up a post on the Nahanni for the convenience
of the Nahanis and
that's
my paraphrasing
of what the letter
said.
As I recall,
he directed
one
trader,
plus six men and a certain
number of packets
and they felt
there
was going to be a good return.
I am wondering if you 've come across
anything
which would suggest
that that order was ever carried
out.
No, I don't think it was. Now I find a note here that I made about twenty
years ago in Volume 18 of the Hudson's Bay Record Society's series,
something with regard to a thought in that neighbourhood. Taking only
the latter part of the note referring to a Fort Nelson that was marked on
1824 sketch map as Fort Brule on the left of the east branch of Liard
River, i.e. the Fort Nelson River, just below the mouth of Caribou River
and in latitude approximately 58°28'. It's unlikely that Black was
referring to the original Fort Nelson established in 1805, eighty miles,
according to Wentzel, up the Liard River from The Forks, which is Fort
Simpson of the present day, and shown on McPherson's 1824 map as Old Fort
on the right bank of the Liard River, just over five geographical miles
above the mouth of the South Nahanni River and in latitude 68°38'. In
the following edition "the only site on the right bank of the Liard River
above the mouth of the South Nahanni where that first Fort Nelson could
have been is at the mouth of the Netla River in true latitude 60°56' and
that is one hundred and twenty-five miles by river above The Forks."
Well, if they built the Fort on the Liard either five miles above the
mouth of the South Nahanni or at the Netla River, which is a bit further,
then there would have been no fort on the South Nahanni ever, and I never
heard there was.
In thinking
back, as you may have done, about John Mcleod's journeys
the South Nahanni, is there anything
that you would add at this time
what you said in the Beaver article,
"The Nahany Lands".

into
to

No, because when I wrote that article I'd just been in England and I spent
two or three days in London transcribing McLeod's original manuscript in
Hudson's Bay House. It was alI fresh in my head at that time and I tried
to cut it down as far as I could to include Dt~J in the Beaver. I said
all the essential things then.
So we wouldn't

have anything

more without

recourse

to the actual

journal.

No, I don't. I think that what's there is pretty accurate. I don't see
anything here on McLeod, I'll just have a look. John McLeod was that now?
Yes.
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I'M just look [in the introduction to Vol. I8j but I'm sure I wouldn't
have anything because when I wrote the introduction to that, I don't think
I had seen the [McLeod] manuscript.
When you say "that" you're referring
again to the Hudson's
Society,
is that Black's
Rocky Mountain
Journal?

Bay

Record

Yes.
Alright,
we can go on then, back to Dangerous River
you refer
to catching
grayling
below the big spring
it you mean the large spring on the First
Canyon.

and on page 218
and by that I take

Yes, the Whitewater do they cal I it?
I've
heard it called
can't think....there's

a number of names—White
Spray is
at least one other I've
heard.

one,

off

hand I

That's the one that I think may come from the flow of Lafferty Creek.
Yes.
How the next point,
Oh! You refer
to the people that stayed in the
old Indian cabins on the opposite
side of the River from The
Hotsprings
at the First
Canyon.
Did you get the names of any of those people at
all?
You don't mention them in the book.
I remember one immediately.
How would you spell

That was a Norwegian, Ole Loe.

that?

Loe Ole..Christian name...Loe.
Oh yes,

there

they

are there

( referring

to page

219 ) .

Yes. Greathouse, Southard, and Quinlan, Carl Aarhuis, that was the one
I couldn't remember. These two went together I think and they had their
main cabin a little way up Jackfish River.
The two Norwegians

did?

The two Norwegians. And they told me that and they said when you get there
spend the night in our cabin. And I set off fairly late from The Hotsprings
cabin, camped on an island in The Splits, the coldest night I think I've
ever put in and I tried one of Jack London's tricks from his book, "Burning
Daylight". Jack London writes about "Burning Daylight" as a tremendous
traveller and very efficient in the bush. He had a very efficient Indian
with him and I think he wore the Indian out but finally he got the mail
out to salt water. One of the things he did, he threw away his heavy
bedding in order to travel lighter and just kept one light robe with him.
Well, that was more than I had, because all I had was an old tablecloth of
Gordon Matthews. I wanted to travel with something light and this thing
was made of cotton and it really gave very little heat at a I I. So I tried
this trick of Jack London's. He lit two fires, Jack London's hero did, and
when one had thawed the ground he swept the ashes and embers of that fire
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into the other fire and slept on the warm ground. It doesn't work. I had
thawed the top of the ground out and removed the insulation by means of
the fire and the cold came up onto the ground and through that miserable
apology for a blanket. It was a rough tablecloth thing. Sparks from
the fire, I rolled so close to it, came onto it. They ate into it in
circles like that and I had to roll that in the snow in the night.
I could hear the ice exploding all the way around me and the trees
splitting. I think that was the coldest night, just about, I ever
spent in camp. It was marked by the green ray of the sun when the sun
went down. I saw that over the Jackfish Mountains. I was glad to get
out of that place and more than glad to see Ole Loe's cabin that evening.

So you stayed -in his cabin

then?

Yes.

At that time was it common knowledge that there was a coal deposit
the Jackfish
River?

up

I don't know whether I heard that or not.

There is some coal up
Yes?

there.

Good coaI ?

I don't know that it's terribly good. It's far from being the worst.
I believe it's not terribly wide seams, but there's certainly coal up there.
Next we turn to page 222 and on that you say that, "amongst other things
Jack told me that mule deer had just arrived on the Nahanni from the
south". He'd never heard of them being there before.
By 'just
arrived',
would it have been that year that they.... ?
I imagine, or the preceding year.

I suppose Jack was in the habit of doing a little
countryside himself was he?

wandering around the

He must have been. I don't know...I don't remember how he got to know
that. He may have done a little trapping on his own.

T wouldn't think
all the time.

there'd

No, there wouldn't be.

be enough at Nahanni Butte to keep a man busy
Just what he might have done....?

Now on page 223, you describe staying in Jack LaFlair's cabin and swinging
from the poles in the roof and so on, and you mention that the Indian
village was deserted.
Do you know whether or not this was in keeping with
their customs at that time, to be out on the trap line, I suppose, during
the winter?
It may have been. Jack didn't seem to think it was anything out of the
usual and I don't remember asking him particularly where they were and if
I did, he probably said out in the bush someplace.
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So we don't really
know then, for
normally away in the
wintertime?
No.

certain,

whether

or not

they

were

They were certainly all gone—men, women, children.

Bow you note a little
further
down the page that he stayed at his
place
until
he died in 1950 at Hahanni Butte.
Was he buried at Nahanni Butte
I don't know where he was buried.
I take

it

by that

time

then?

I imagine he would be, possibly.

he had married,

as you

said.

He'd married, yes. And the cabin was somewhat changed because when I
snowshoed down to the place in I960, I took a good strong hunting knife
of Dick Turner's down with me. My one object had been to dig out the
bullet from the logs that Stevens had missed with while he was examining
Jack's revolver. And when I got into this somewhat ruined cabin, I
looked around and tried to figure out about where that bullet would have
hit. I looked around
couldn't see any signs of the logs
realized that
Jack had put a window in almost the exact place where the bullet would have
landed.
When he married,
Butte did she?

I presume

that

his

wife

came to live

with

him at

Nahanni

Yes.
You have no idea

where she ended up I

suppose?

No, but somebody like Gus Kraus could probably tell you as well as
anybody. Or Mary.
He operated

his

trading

post

right

up to

1950 did

he?

He must have done. The place was home to him by then. He had a good
garden there as I remember and even back as far back,as Sir George
Simpson's day, I remember one letter of Simpson's in which he says the
Liard country, "that is our garden country". He'd never been there
personally, but he knew that from reports.
Can you shed a little
more light on Jack and his personality
because
he's
one person that has disappeared
from the scene now and there seems to be
very little
in the way of a record?
You mentioned I think that he was
fairly
well-educated
didn't
you?
Jack LaFlair?
Yes.
He was well read, in the sense that he read every blessed thing that came
into his hands. And he was full of theories. People, I think, ponder over
books that they've read when they're in isolation like that and some of them
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develop the most extraordinary theories. Jack had quite a few of them.
Nothing outrageous or I would have remembered them.

Do you know if

he was an educated

man at all,

or what his

education

was?

Not too well, I think, beyond reading and I suppose the correct keeping
of accounts. I never had a letter from him, that I remember receiving.
Gordon and I left him our little library as I mentioned at the end of the
book [Dangerous River] and I've often wondered what he made of those two
extremely English books largely concerned with Mr. Pickwick's travels and
with fox-hunting. But Jack would read them.

Do you know anything of his...you
mention that he was born in the
northern
States down near Quebec.
Do you know anything of his history
at all
between
the time he would have left there and when he reached Nahanni
Butte?
No I don't remember.
north.

He may have told me but I don't remember how he came

Do you know how he arrived
to anything
else?

at Nahanni Butte

as a place

to settle

as

opposed

That's just what I was wondering at the moment and I'm sorry I can't remember. You know the human memory fastens onto the things that interest it
at the moment. I would have been much more interested in that side of him
now, than then when I was more interested in facts concerning the country,
like the arrival of the deer.

Do you recall
having got any other facts from Jack such as, say the deer,
or facts about the country which you haven't mentioned in the book? Say
the geology of the country,
the types of animals, abundance of
animals....
No, I don't remember. I'm sure I did gather this, that and the other
from Jack but without looking in my old diary which I can do if you like...

Maybe we should leave that.
We'll finish
off this River first,
at any rate.
Now on page 247 you mentioned that Jack said Poole Field had gone up the
River and was trapping somewhere up North Pass Creek that led out of the
elbow of The Splits
toward the North Nahanni.
Could we get out the
Sibbeston
Lake map-sheet and maybe we could identify
North Pass Creek.
Oh yes, I think so.

In fact, I think it's named^ isn't it, on your other map?

Oh gust shut off the recorder while I get out the maps.
Now we 've got the Sibbeston
Lake map-sheet
out.
Oh yes, here we are.

So what's

labelled

Recorder

off.

Fish Trap-North Pass.

Fish Trap Creek is your North Pass Creek of the

book?

Yes. It's called Fish Trap Creek now...quite likely there are some fish
traps on it or something. Poole Field's camp was somewhere up here and
Gordon and I turned aside to see him. That was when we found "The Water
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Babies" flipping over
Oh yes.

How far

would his

oamp have been up that

creek?

I should say up about there.

That bend we'll say, at a guess.

That would've been now, right
about five miles
up.

from the mouth of the creek,

would have

been

Yes, something like that. It didn't matter much to us in those days.
We had dogs and we were so used to travel ling that a few more mi les
didn't matter.
Now this again raises
questions
in my mind about Poole Field and Jack
LaFlair.
If Poole Field was in the area, ostensibly
as an agent
for
The Bay and in effect
to put Jack out of business,
did Jack indicate
any
particular
animosity
towards Poole as a result
of
this?
I don't remember that he did particularly. I don't think they were bosom
friends or anything. If Poole Field was in the area as an agent for the
Bay, of course, if there were no Indians at South Nahanni, then he was free
to get out and do a little trapping. He probably knew where they were,
may have known that winter that they were all over on the Beaver. As he
was in pretty close touch with them, he would have known.
Did you know anything
about the relationship

at all about the...or
did you garner
between Poole and Jack?

anything

at

all

Not that I remember.
This is one thing that puzzles
me, this
agent for The Bay.
There's
some things
it.

business
of Poole
that seem awfully,

Field being an
oh, funny
about

I remember this cabin that Faille and I slept in, the first night we arrived
on the Nahanni for each of us. You know, through the years and never
looking back, I had gradually come to think it was Jack LaFlair's Dnstead
ofH Poole Field's cabin as I state there and it was full of trade goods
and stuff. I have an idea that Jack did say a few words about thinking
"they were going to put me out of business or something but I'm still
here..." something of that sort. And he was down in Simpson next spring
as I recorded in, probably 'Far Pastures'. He had this gorgeous outfit
of his, this gray sort of pin-stripe suit, and his straw hat. All he needed
was a carnation in his buttonhole. [He had a] pink tie and a walking
stick and everything...no wonder our dogs went for him.
Would Jack then send
Bay at Simpson?

his

fur

down south

or would he try

and trade

with

The

Well there were plenty of people at Fort Simpson you see outside The Bay.
There were the Northern Traders, Angus Sherwood and his wife, and then there
was a Syrian that they referred to as Berbally H?H and no doubt there were
others. And between the whole lot of them, I think you'd get rid of furs,
legal or illegal. For instance, I think beaver were on the black list at
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the time. They were not allowed to be trapped. Well everybody had
beaver and naturally, of course, they'd all been caught. They'd
just gone over to Yukon Territories and caught these. I know of various
ways of hiding beaver, in Simpson, that were taken. I know people
that had beaver and traded them. CTheyLl came up out of their boats
remarkably early in the morning, on a sunny morning, and came up the slope,
sunny May morning, waddled across the waterfront into somebody's house
with their clothing absolutely stuck with beaver, so that they could hardly
waddle. The clothing ended up in somebody's wedding chest, underneath
the wedding dress and all the trimmings that went with it, laid out in
lavender and moth balls and things, but underneath it was full of beaver.

It wouldn't he too impertinent of me, would it,
some first-hand
experience in that line?

to ask if you might have had

In a way I did get distantly involved.

With heaver heing up in headmen Valley I suppose that it wouldn't
heen surprising if a couple of them had fallen. ...

have

In a sma I I way.

Yes.
And anybody whose
trickle or assume
to look at these'
be that much of a

wedding things were opened up was only to let a tear
an outraged expression and say 'surely you don't want
and a red-faced Mountie withdraws. "Surely you wouldn't
cad or a bounder."

Why were the beaver not supposed to be trapped at that time?
numbers down?
I think the numbers must have been down.
replaced themselves with bells on.

Were their

Of course, now they must have

J know I was looking at some resource maps the other day and they
certainly report trapping beaver in the lower reaches of the Nahanni
watershed and over into this Tetcela River too.
Now what river is that?

Which way is that flowing?

No, the Tetcela flows out downward out to the Ram River.
joins up and then ends up in the North Nahanni drainage.

I believe

it

The North Nahanni drainage...that's a fantastic place in there.

Little
Yes.

Doctor Lake.
I wonder where Gus has pitched his....

He's up on...right
Oh that side?

up on here on the

lake.

Well he should get a certain amount of peace and privacy
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there.

Well he's

got somebody else

that's

moved in on the lake with

him now

too.

Is that so?

Yes.
Another
got too noisy

family moved in there.
They were down in Fort Smith and
for them too so they moved into Little
Doctor
also.

it

Wh ite or I nd ian or?

White.

And Gus' son Mickey

has also

built

a cabin

on Little

Doctor

Lake.

Is he married now?

Wasn't

last

I

heard.

No.

Now we'll come back to the 'Dangerous River' again and on page 249 you
refer to Archie Gardner and I know you talked of Archie Gardner
earlier
and he told you that the Nahanis were the people who spoke like
ducks.
Yes.

What were Archie's
particular
worked this
country?

qualifications

in this

respect?

Had he

I have since wondered.

I see.

So he may

be...

But he spoke with great authority and I wrote it down. And that spot
he told me EaboutTJ and that spot I wrote, recorded. He was....and I
forget what particular race his wife was.

She was Indian

was she?

She was an Indian woman or part-Indian anyway and I think Indian.
was mixed blood, well-known at that time around here.

So his pronouncement

might

have been on the basis

of second-hand

Archie

information.

I'm sure it would be because I don't think....I know he hadn't been up
there, or I would've remembered talking to him about it. He was a
good packer and good with horses on the trail.

Now on the bottom of page 249 you refer
writing
from Fort Simpson and describing

to Chief Factor Edward Smith
the Indians and so on.

I can tell you where that letter is I'm sure.

Is that

out of the journal

at the

Fort?
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No it's out of a book called the 'Hargrave Correspondence' which you may
know.

les,

I'm aware of it.

Well, alright.
Edward Smith.

I haven't

gone through

it

yet.

I think all you have to do is to look up Chief Factor

Alright.
Now, I take it then, this rather short meeting that
with the Nahanni Indians at your cabin...you
mentioned earlier
Do you know what part of the Yukon he came from?

you had
Barney.

No. I remember Gordon Matthews telling me—he'd had more conversation with
him than I had—telling me that he was a Yukon Indian, not born in this
part of the country. Possibly he had married one of the Nahanni band.

Is there anything in the meeting with your Indians—it
was a short
but is there anything you can add to what you had in the book?

one—

To what I say here?

Yes.
No that's just about what they told me and what they did do.

Now I take
they?

it

they

spoke some English

or at least

some of them did,

did

I think they did when they got thawed out a bit, but Barney started the
thawing out.

Would the whole group have been able

to speak English

to some

degree?

Not all of them, I think, or they wouldn't. They might have been ashamed
of sputtering in it a little bit and not being fluent. You know what they
are...some people if they can't speak a language well, don't speak it at all.

The ones that

were speaking,

were they

fairly

fluent

in the English

language?

As far as I remember Barney was, and I forget who else spoke to me now.
Was that when I was alone there? Yes.

Alright,
we then next go to page 254. . Oh, we've already
identified
Wheatsheaf Creek so that's
alright.
Now I suppose on page 257 you refer
to the breakup of the South Nahanni.
Would you have to resort
to your
diary to know the exact date of the breakup that
year?
I pretty well would. Yes. I could get it if you like. We'll look
and see if there's any odd things like that in it. I wonder...wait a
minute..I kept that diary pretty well until I went down to Simpson and I
had so much to carry or pull on the toboggan, I rather believe I ditched
that diary about that time but we'll look and see.
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Now on page 260, you 're describing your trip down through the Lower Canyon
past Prairie Creek and you mention a Nameless Creek.
I think that was the creek that flows out of the north. Yes, I remember
now. Gordon and I used to say we'd give it a name someday. Here's
First Canyon
Oh, that's the river! Oh this one here. Now, what's
it cal led?

It doesn't

even have a name today.

Oh, it ought to be called the Nameless Creek then.
in Canada.

So this

That would be a new name

is it coming up here?

That's right, yes.

Alright,

we've got that on the map then.

We had to have something, more or less, to refer to it by. Occasionally
we called it the North Creek and then we thought it should have a name
and then we called it the Nameless Creek. You know how these things drift
from one thing to another. I imagine that's the same with many names.

On page 265 you mention this rather
and bequethal to Jack LaFlair.

humourous last will and

testament

Oh yes, yes, about the books.

I suppose that humourous little

piece of paper hasn't

survived

at

all?

I shouldn't think so. That's where you'll find those letters I'm sure
in the Hargrave Correspondence. Should I just go and look at that
diary. I think I know where it is.

Alright.

That finished

up the 'Dangerous River'

anyway.

There were one or two things that previously you said.... You asked, oh
yes, about break-up. I doubt it will be in there because I don't think I
kept it in the last part of the journey. [Patterson couldn't locate his
diary quickly.j (Recorder Off)

I'd like to spend a little
bit of time having you talk a bit about some
of the natural events that may have gone on in the area while you were
there.
I'm thinking particularly
about climatic events of spectacular
importance, floods, landslides,
forest fires especially..
.anything in that
line.
Do you have any recollections
of them?
One or two. When I came back to the country in 1951 there was quite a bit
of talk about the fires there had been in one of the war years
1 think
about 1945, possibly '46—and I said something about the Second Canyon and
Kraus said that's burnt now. And there were two theories about some of the
fires which had occurred in the country. One was that they'd been set by
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these Japanese fire bombs coming over. Another one was that although they
weren't [set by fire bombs]] they were set by a certain Indian whose
name I forget who was sore about white men coming into the country and he
touched a match to quite a bit of the country. But actually at that time
one could pass through it, certainly as far as the River is concerned and
with the exception of the Second Canyon, you would not realize very much
change. Then we met Fai I le and...no we didn't...Kraus agai n perhaps, told
us that he'd found the Flat River was very much burned. Well, I can't
say that we did, except towards Irvine Creek. There'd been a fire,
west of Irvine Creek. That was comparatively recent on the flats west of
Irvine Creek, between there and the mountain slope, the sort of outlying
foothill of the Ragged Range. Apart from that, I don't remember much
in the way of fire. The Twisted Mountain had grown up to brush. Oh yes,
and Nahanni Butte had burnt, now that was a change. And it was coming
back into variegated sort of timber, largely poplar brush and of course
the fire, the trees had toppled down and made it very, very difficult
walking up that way. It used to be comparatively easy. More than that,
I don't recollect a lot of change in that country.
Do I recall
your mentioning
earlier
coming up into this Tlogotsho
and having to travel
through a burn there?
That was back in '28,
believe.
You mentioned
somewhere having to climb over burnt logs
a pack on your back.

country
'29 I
with

Downed timber....that might have been on that trip.
Maybe on the

'51

trip?

It might have been on the '51 trip I think.
I see.

When you climbed

back up to have a look

around.

Yes. The time I got wound up in the cave in one of the valleys at the
head of Jackfish Creek.
Yes,

when you got

'28 that's right.

into

the cave

that

would've

been in

1928.

Oh you mean when I came up in 1951?

Well I can't remember...It's
several
hours since
but you mentioned at one point,
I think,
coming
and having to climb over this blowdown that had
on your back.
You'd said i t was quite hazardous
would get hung-up and there was a good chance of

we had this
conversation,
up into the
Tlogotsho
been burnt and with
packsack
because you
occasionally
falling
and breaking your
leg.

That wasn't coming down from that Cone Mountain on Irvine Creek.
Oh was that

it?

That was it. That was hazardous. You'll get on a slope like that and if
you could squeeze under a thing with a pack on your back, well that's
alright except that you would invariably get hooked on some broken snag,
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wh ich i sn't goi ng to g ive way, so you have to wriggle up the hill agai n.
It's very tiring. If you climb over it you've got a big drop on the downhill side, and with everything wringing wet and you wringing wet and your
boots wet, it's dangerous on the logs.

Well that was on your '51 trip wasn't

it?

That was the '51 trip when I stayed up there late and to get a picture.
Got a picture at 8:30 Ep.m.j\

Would that fire have gone through just
there do you think?

a few years prior

to your being

Yes, I would say it had...not too far distant.

Five years,

something like

that?

Something like that, 'cause it was still open, except for this awful
tangle of criss-cross wood.

I think you mention in one of your Beaver articles
that certainly
the
Second Canyon in '27-'28 when you were there, supported a very nice
forest.
Yes, wherever trees could find a foothold they did. It was a beautiful
place made more so from my point of view by a quiet river going
upstream.

And when you returned

in '51 it had been denuded by

fires?

Pretty well, yes. It had spoiled it; no doubt now people wouldn't notice
it too much. It seemed to be going back to berry bushes very largely,
in '51, if I remember rightly.

Are there any other fires or any other places you would have noted
scars at all on the trees?

fire

No, I don't think there were.

How about landslides?

Did you see any evidence of landslides

in the area?

No, but there must have been one up the Flat River when Curtis Smith and
Frank and I—Frank Wood and I—were camped at the mouth of Irvine Creek
in '51, because quite suddenly the River turned very, very muddy; as
muddy as the Liard, not as muddy as the Liard in floodtime but well
over halfway towards that. It's a nice, clear river normally.

Yes. Were there any floods
the country?

of note that took place while you were in

No. But the river is liable to these sudden rises, like the time in
1928 when we moored the canoes in the ordinary way, pitched our camp high
up on the sand and the River rose while we were having supper. As quickly
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as that, and brought the canoes right up to the tent and we had to move
back i nto the bush.
What would be the most rapid rise that
feet per hour or some unit like
that?

you've

seen

on the River

in terms

of

I think that was the most rapid rise and I would say that the River must
have risen, let's see...six feet or more in an hour or so which is fast
enough.
Pretty

fast

enough.

If I'd been sleeping on the shingle bar and trusting it in the River,
we'd have had to move quickly.
Do you have any particular
recommendations
travellers,
travelling
in the area?

for

travellers,

inexperienced

Tape 5 - Si de 2
Row we 've gust turned over tape #5 and I was asking you, do you have any
recommendations
or advice you might wish to offer
to inexperienced
travellers in the area, regards camping by the
river?
Yes. Always moor to a tree if you possibly can or to a very solid rock,
passing your line round where it can't slip off the rock. If for some
reason, you decided to camp on a great shingle or gravel bar where there's
no tree within reach and no stranded tree above you, then I always used
to beach the canoe solidly and slide it up on a log, which I would carry
to the canoe, so if it was rocking all night in the ripples from some
little riffle in the river it wouldn't wear itself through. It would
just ride on the log like that. The thing I did make a point of doing
under those conditions was to hitch the canoe solidly to my sleeping bag.
If

the canoe was going

That's
I'd do
but if
Falls,

to go,

you were going

to go with

it?

it. A few friendly tugs on the sleeping bag would wake me up and
something about it because it might be a perfectly fine night there
there's been a cloudburst up in those glaciated mountains above the
then you might get one of these phenomenally big rises.

Do you have any thoughts
of any one part
more to these floods,
than
another?

of the rivershed

contributing

I should say that, not knowing anything about the country way up there, but
I should say that, around these glaciers there might be some very heavy
precipitation in summertime. The clouds suddenly strike a mass of cold
air there Cand are!] apt to unload. And I don't know how thunderstorms
are in that district. You've seen something of it.
I saw more thunderstorms,
Mackenzie
Mountains.

themselves,

further

downstream

and over

the
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Further down, did you?

We had a lot
surprisingly

of rain at Brintnell
enough.

Lake but there

weren't

any

thunderstorms,

Well they can occur In that lower canyon country...welI all through the
canyon country.

As I say, that would tend to confirm what I saw, that most of the
thunderstorms were up over the Mackenzie Mountains side.
Mine is just a very
small sampling too, of only six weeks, seven weeks, so it's pretty
hard
to say.
Rather like the Southern Rockies where the most violent storms seem to
occur out over the foothills, along the edge of the mountains and then
drift eastward.

You've stressed
throughout,
that you felt
that you and Gordon were probably
quite lucky in doing all the travelling
alone; that nothing befell
you.
I take it that you don't particularly
recommend that sort of
procedure?
Not really. I think we had some very good luck. I had a fall when tracking
somewhere above the Gate, in the reach just above the Gate, and it was
before I was too experienced in tracking. I didn't let my canoe far enough
out into the stream those days and I caught a certain rush at the head of
an eddy. The rocks were a little slippery with rain and it pulled me
off my feet. I fell with an awful crash in amongst these pointed rocks,
lay there and groaned for a minute but nothing was damaged. A thing
like that could lead to a bad accident, a bad condition.

Would you have any advice to offer people that might wish to duplicate
feat and travel upstream as opposed to the more normal situation
of
in and coming
downstream?

your
flying

I don't know about advice but I'd have this information to offer; that
you see a lot more of the river and you come away with a very clear
memory of it, that I think it would be impossible to obtain just coming
downstream. You've dealt with every obstacle somehow or another and been
there for a sufficient length of time to remember it as a feature.

Do you have any thoughts about the best time of year for someone to
this,
either going upstream or downstream?
Do you have any thoughts
advice you might wish to offer people in that
regard?

tackle
or

Well, I'd say after the fifteenth of July. Of course, you can't bank on a
fine summer. My experience has been fine summers, always and there are
summers when it rains continually. I don't know how often they occur.
Whether its one in every ten or more often than that.

Would it make any difference
whether you are travelling
upstream or downstream in the kind of suggestions
you 'd have about the time of year to
travel?
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I don't think so. No, because if you went much earlier than that you'd
have to cope longer with the mosquitoes and they seem to finish up in
that canyon country about the 4th of August. I've been there in three
Augusts now, and by the time you're into August you can sleep without a
net and mosquitoes will only bother you a bit before a thunderstorm.

What about the feasibility
through September?

of travel

on the River in late August and on

Wei I I think that's an excel lent time. That's the time when you can really
enjoy life. There's places where you have to watch out a bit, as in the
box canyon for instance
keep over on the left side. But generally speaking,
you're better off at that time. You've got the choice of wonderful beaches
to camp on and the weather is good. The pests are gone. Nothing wrong
with it. The year we wintered in there, the first snow came on the first
of October and that was just about an inch.

That was down in the valley

bottom the first

year?

Yes.

Do you have any thoughts about the suitability,
or lack of
suitability,
of allowing motorboats to operate on the River, either private or under
the aegis of an outfitter
in a national park such as Nahanni National
Park?
I don't care for them myself. It would spoil a trip for me, having to
listen to an engine roaring all the time. They've got to be pretty
powerful engines to take a big boat up there, or else there's two big
heavy outboards on the stern. If you're going to use power at all,
a riverboat and two outboards seems to be the thing, because if one conks
you've got the other one, mostly. There's the odd time when they both
conk and then you are in trouble. But the continual din, and some of these
boats are extremely noisy, D s n ' t to my likes but] a lot of fellows don't
enjoy a trip unless they can do it at high speed and get back home and
say they made it in eight days or something of that sort. But I don't
see much point to that. I mean why go?

What sort of a role would you personally see for Nahanni National Park.
I'm thinking in terms of the type of development or lack of it, that you
might like to see in that particular park. You're familiar with a number
of the national parks in Canada, especially
the western ones. Do you see
any particular
role that you'd like to see it fulfill
in light of your
experience in other parks?
No. At the present moment really it's a water park isn't it? I mean people
are arriving by river mostly, or using the River when they get there. I
should think it'd be a very difficult country to make a road through that
would be worthwhile because the unique scenery is close to the river. It'd
be most difficult road-building.

In your opinion,

would a road be the kind of thing you would like to see in
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a park

such as

Nahanni?

Not really, no. It's far enough away so that it's comparatively inaccessible,
from the point of view of distance, for a lot of people's holiday. I guess
it's a good thing to keep some part of the country untouched as far as
[that] may be [possible].
Do I detect
then,
some of our other
in your
opinion?

that you're
suggesting
national
parks,
should

that Nahanni, more so than
perhaps
remain a wilderness
experience,

That seems to be what people enjoy in it. I would have no objection to
the powerboats whatsoever, from my personal point of view, if they can
be quieted down a bit.
How about the business
of numbers of people?
People are going to be
confined,
as you point out, to that fairly
narrow corridor,
the
River.
Do you think that the Nahanni
National
Park is particularly
susceptible
to being overused and showing the effects
of that overuse with
people?
It might be at the camping places and certainly by the end of summer.
I'd like to go up early in the summer, if I was going, but after the
floods cleaned everything up. The thing about roads in it, supposing
you made a road through the comparatively easy road-building country,
you wouldn't be particularly passing through anything that was unique.
If you made a road up in some of the tundra country you wouldn't be passing
through much that you couldn't see if the Canol Road was reopened as a
park road. The unique part of the Nahanni National Park is the River
itself, and the fact that it is a navigable river coming through wild
country where people can have the wilderness experience and yet travel
easily under their own steam, and carry a good camp with them without
having to pack it on their backs, unless they wish to. Then they could
make a base camp on the River and pack their night camp away with them into
the hills.
Do you see that sort of thing that
as being one means of distributing

you dust described...do
you see
that
the load of people,
more over the park?

Over the national parks in general you mean?
No I meant over
Over Nahanni.

Nahanni

in

particular.

You mean hiking away.

Yes.
Yes, I think it would be because there's so much more in that kind of exercise
taken in this country now than there used to be.
And there are many
fascinating places accessible by foot from the River. A man would have the
feeling that he'd take a good camp along with all the things that he likes
and is used to and at the same time pack something that he could carry,
when he wanted to get away and see something entirely different, or
possibly something nobody else has ever seen. Whereas if you tried to make
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a road along the Nahanni River it would be one of the most expensive
roads on earth I think. Not only would it have to come along the edges
of a canyon but you'd be building great bridges all the time over the
different tributary streams. If you built a road elsewhere, people
wouldn't be seeing very much more than they could see elsewhere, in other
parks, I mean.

Right.
You've had the benefit in your experience of perhaps
visiting
some of the most scenic parts of the Rockies and working in them,
certainly
the southern mountains of Canada. You 've had the benefits of doing a lot
of hiking, climbing in the Nahanni country.
Would you care to make any
comparisons between the kind of hiking that could be had in the Nahanni
versus that found in the more southern mountain parks?
You'd have to pick your way because when you get away from the River, I
mean you'd have to pick a spot to leave the River with something definite
in view like the plateau country, or tundra country as it's often called
now, because you simply get into bush, whereas in the southern Rocky
Mountain parks, the foot trail is there, welI-maintained and most pleasant
to waIk in. You're in mountain country. You're in green forest or in
open country. You don't, as in the bush and the wilderness walking, have
to watch your feet all the time. These things are kept clear by the rangers
and about...what about a yard wide anyway...magnificent trails for walking
on it because you can see the country as well as just walk.

I was thinking when I asked the question. ..I was thinking more of how would
you rate the aesthetic experience of hiking, say in the country in the
Nahanni, as opposed to hiking in some of the more southern mountain parks
or the Rockies in general?
You would have the feeling here that you were possibly breaking an entirely
new trail and that will last for quite a considerable time to come. There's
enough space around the River to absorb a lot of human effort before it
becomes really trampled and trodden.

That's certainly a very important part of the experience.
How about the
beauty of the country here as opposed to the Rockies? Would you care to
make any comparisons there?
No, I don't think I would. This lower canyon country is rather what
attracts me and the upper Flat River country. I think there's many places
in the southern Rockies which are more magnificent from a mountain point of
view. I don't know your Brintnell Lake country on the upper Nahanni. I'm
thinking of the Flat River and the Nahanni below the falls.

You've made the point that people are probably going to be attracted
to
these treeless plateaux, the tundra country, for hiking at least to some
extent.
Do I recall you making the observation earlier that you perhaps
didn't think the boundaries that presently exist are particularly
welllocated in that
respect?
No, I don't think they take in enough. I'm pretty sure that we'll say about
here preferring to boundary]] and they don't even take in the whole of that
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bit of tundra country where if your boundary was there [referring to
Nahanni Plateau]. A number of people coming up into here might tend to
drive the sheep further that way and that would be out of the park where
they're susceptible to hunting. And suppose a mine developed somewhere
or another, there'd have to be some very strict control with regard to
shooting from it at weekends, holidays, off times. I don't think it
takes in enough.

Enough of the tundra

country?

Enough of the country because it doesn't take in, in other words, enough
of the sheep range.

For the benefit of the tape, you 've just been drawing your hand over the
very, very large plateau tundra area lying north of the First Canyon, and
that was one of the areas you felt that wasn't well represented.
How
about the Tlogotsho to the south? Do you think it would be another
suitable...
?
Well I think if it was possible to take it in. But nobody, as far as I
could see on the River, was likely to clamber through timber of that region
specifically because the country would have to be hard up indeed to
cut timber of that quality and get it out from there. So the only thing
that would really inhibit that would be the mineral aspect. That, of
course, seems to occur more north or the River and on the Prairie
Creek side and then away up on the Flat River, doesn't it?

Yes. You made a comment earlier which I thought was a rather
perceptive
one. You said you'd sooner go and travel on the river in early July just
after the floods had washed the gravel bars clean.
Do I detect a certain,
oh shall I say, pessimism in that remark about the ability of human beings
travelling
in wilderness,
to keep the wilderness
clean?
I do, rather. Some of these river trips in southern B.C. ranches; there
are certain places where they can land, land easily. They can bring the
biggest boat right up to the shore where it's easy for the people to get out.
A canoe can stop in any little cove, the way you can slide it up on the beach
by hand. But if you limit it to certain stopping places, then by the end
of the summer they're going to look a little bit tired. It doesn't take
long. It only takes one untidy party to foul the lot up. We found that
as far back as 1951. Somebody had camped at the Twisted Mountain. They
lived apparently entirely on the can and they'd thrown every can back
over their left shoulder and it fell where it fell and that's where it
remained. We had to clear the place up. Well, clearing camp up in 1951
in the Northwest Territories, that's something. Then, there was a certain
party that went up in the summer of '72, I think '72, that left such a
shattering litter behind them, that a friend of mine coming down from the
headwaters by canoe even lined up the tin cans on the beach and took colour
photographs of it to show what people could leave behind in one spot.

I take it you don't

want to name that

I would rather not, no.

party.
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Do you have any suggestions
located along the stretches

where campsites
either
could
of River that you're familiar

or should
with?

be

Well that campsite at the mouth of, just below the mouth of Ram Creek,
coming into Deadmen's Valley is...there between Ram Creek and the Little
Butte, is a very good camping site. And it's one that anybody would
appreciate, and a very nice view to be had from the Little Butte. And
there's a good camping site just below the little riffle at the Twisted
Mountain, it occurs to me. There are so many good camping sites and
places where people would want to camp. Now there's one just below the
Gate. I was thinking of the more notable ones. The Gate, below the
Gate; below Ram Creek; below Twisted Mountain.
Do you want to gust

spot

the place

campsite

on Twisted

Mountain?

It's pretty hard to spot on this map, but there's a shoulder of rock
that comes down from the Twisted Mountain. Where the river hits it,
it leaves an eddy there, somewhere about there. The rock being
protective in flood time, it tends to throw the water away from the
place. There'a snother good one....I suppose people might want to camp
at The Hotsprings, at the mouth of The Hotsprings creek, up about here.
There's a good camp on the other side of the River, on the old cabin
site, opposite the mouth of The Hotsprings. That might be better.
At least the ground isn't impregnated with sulpur there. It's worth
looking into.
What are your

views

of camping

on shingle

bars,

that

sort

of

thing?

Nothing wrong with them as far as I'm concerned. They certainly get
swept clean every spring. If you got good weather, there's no brush
to cut, your campfire's perfectly safe, you don't have to carry anything
up a bank to the bush and if you can make sure of your transport during the
night and take a good look at the sky and see if it's not going to blow,
I've nothing against a shingle bar. I've always rather recommended it
to people because I know their fires are safe. There's no humus that
can get caught.
Should we gust start
at the First
Canyon and wander up the River and you
might want to pick out any other campsites
that you thought might have
some merit?
I don't know of a good campsite near the Falls, below it I mean, because
there's such a spray from the Falls that it drifts down that reach and partway down the next on certain evenings. Any hollow in your tarpaulin,
that you've thrown over yourself and your sleeping bag, will be full of
water in the morning.
So you would recommend that,
if there 's going
Falls,
that they be on the upstream
side.

to be any campsites

at

the

Well, I think it should be. There should be one there because people are
going to stop and be there for two or three days portaging outfits over
and there should be a campsite up on top, rather nearer the upper landing
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than the lower landing.
Right.

How about

Beautiful place to stroll around in.

on the Flat?

Do you have any

recommendations...?

There are so many good camping places there that it's hard to say. The
one at the mouth of Irvine Creek could be made into a good campground
I think. Just excuse me a minute. [Telephone ringing in background recorder off].
You just

came in and gave me your

comments. . . .

Don't you want it?
Yes.
Well what I said was that I often wondered how you would manage this
Park to make the most of it for most people. It doesn't seem to me, as
if it could be done by roads and yet if you don't do something of that
sort, there's always going to be heard the question "Why should we maintain
a national park for the benefit of the few people who can pay five or
six hundred dollars for a ten-days' rush up a river and back home again?"
Do you have any suggestions
dilemma ?

that

you'd

like

to offer

for

resolving

that

No, because it's a very difficult type of country. It's got scenery which
I think is unique in this country. It's got all kinds of different kinds
of scenery in it, but very hard to make a road so that you could see the
best of it. It would have to be a road passing through the centre of
the country with spur roads to certain points, we'll say, on the canyon
edge or to a certain feature on some stream. You can't have a main road
that would visit everything without tremendous expense. They have roads
of that description in Europe but then they have a population to pay for
them.
Do you think it's
necessary
to or is it not defensible,
a defensible
argument
to have some parks which would be exclusively
wilderness
and you'd have
to resign yourself
to the fact that some people are going to pay
five
hundred dollars
or whatever it is?
But you would have other parks
in
other parts of the country,
more southerly
parks,
that would definitely
be
more highly developed
and in which people could drive here, thither
and
yon
throughout?
And even at that it wouldn't be too easy. It won't be too hard to put
a road, we'll say to Nahanni Butte. Then you might be able to engineer
a road along the top of the Long WaI Is, as we cal led them, to the Twisted
Mountain and then you'd be wondering where to go next. You could drop
down into that flood plain and climb up on the tundra up at the head of
Lafferty Creek and these places. You'd have to skip across...welI is that
the...?
Twisted

Mountain.

Twisted Mountain.

You've got to go across an uninteresting piece of country
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here or else move over and come along the foot of this range and swing
back. Not knowing the back country well enough and not having the
aerial photographs, it's very hard to say. But you could do that and
bring the road up to Deadmen's Valley, because everybody seems to want
to see Deadmen's Valley and poor old Deadmen's Valley is just a valley
i n the h iI Is.

I think you maybe misunderstood what I was saying.
I was saying is there
a possibility
to adhere to your original suggestion that Nahanni National
Park will be a wilderness park in the full sense of the term. There would
be no roads, so on, and then perhaps for the people that simply have to
sit in an automobile and drive and see the country, that somewhere in the
southern Rockies, let's say, we'll create a national park which is a
national drive-through park, if you wanted to call it that.
We'd put
roads all through it, so that in effect,
instead of putting something of
everything in each park, you specialize
for a particular
park.
Well I think that's a good idea because the country in the southern Rockies
is more suited to roads and to pleasure driving than this part of the
country is because you would have to drive through a long stretch of, what
to the ordinary person, would be very uninteresting country between the
Peace River and the Liard, we'll say. By the time you get to Nahanni Butte
you're a thousand miles as the crow flies from straight north of Victoria.
Well that's quite a bit of distance to add on to your holiday. Two thousand
mi les before you get to what you want to see, and then you can't see it
when you get there, because, with a car, I don't see how you can get the
best out of this country. The ranges are scattered; if people aren't
in mountains they think they're in nothing at all.

If the park is to have a wilderness motive as you suggested, do you have
any thoughts on. . .you suggested you wouldn't particularly
like to see
motorboats unless they could be kept quiet,
do you have any thoughts on
aircraft and how they might be managed within the park?
It might be possible with helicopters to land people in certain places
where they could walk to the Falls for instance. That would be the
place, I think, to develop as a helicopter park.

Would that be in keeping with. . .would that satisfy you personally
in
the sense that you didn 't like the noise of the motorboats, would the
noise of helicopters
be any more satisfying
or
distressing?
No, but personally I don't like noise but then I may be unique in disliking
noise very much, whereas some people can stand a certain amount and they
are used to a certain amount of background noise. I've had the good luck
to live my life in quiet places. It isn't that I don't like motorboats
but some of them are so appallingly noisy. I have heard....and as long as
people are absolutely uninhibited by rules, you'll find this motorboat
angle can be abused. On Shoal Harbour for instance where we lived, a
party of people thought it would be great fun to build a boat and have it
powered by an airplane propeller. The row that they made getting out of
Shoal Harbour was Iike a gun incessantly firing. I think it must have been
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heard over in Saanichton in one direction. Going south it was appalling
noise, and there's a limit. The high-pitched whine of an outboard doesn't
bother me, so long as it's exhaust is suitably muffled. But there is some
with the most discordent noise. The jet boats, some of them seem to have
it. Not that I know too much about them but they would be no pleasure to
me. And as far as the five hundred to six hundred dollar holiday on a
jet boat or something driven with an airplane propeller because that couldn't
snag on the bottom, it would never make me jealous at all because I simply
wouldn't want to go. Let people HthatH have the money use it by all means.

When you were in the country,
there....

you obviously

enjoyed the freedoms that were

Very much.

What would be your views on having regulations
in a wilderness
park.
Regulations as to where you could travel, checking in and checking out
with authorities,
that sort of thing?
You mean people who wish to land and hike away?

Yes, that would be a good example, or travelling
on the River.
Would you,
for instance,
Suppose you were going off the River to go on a
hike, would you think it a part of the wilderness experience or would it be
wise to have people check in with park authorities
before they leave and
check out with them when they get back?
I think it would be a good idea. It would be too appallingly expensive.
But to give some rough plan of what you intend to do—you might change it
when you got going, but that would be your funeral. If for instance, you
propose to land somewhere here on the Nahanni and head across country for
this ridge here and go up to Little Doctor Lake then be picked up by a
friend with a float plane. Well, that would be an easy sort of plan to
give and you could always deviate from it a bit if you wanted to.

So you would like to see.... If there are regulations
there be a fair bit of flexibility
in them?

you suggest

that

I would suggest that, yes. And I would suggest a pretty strict control
over firearms because, generally speaking, they're not necessary for
walking and camping. You're not likely to be surprised by a bear or any
animal if you put one or even two little sheep bells on the bottom of
your packsack. They go along with a gentle tinkle and that gives any
animal warning that you're coming. And unless you ran into an infuriated
moose, which you're liable to do in the streets of Banff, or anywhere,
you aren't suffering any undue risk. People talk about camp protection and
they want to carry a heavy rifle in, and that's generally with bears in
view. My opinion is that, with that experience that I detailed to you with
the bug bomb and carrying a bear out of camp on Shuswap Lake, that if a
man carried something like that with a more noxious repellant than you would
ever use inside a tent or a house, no bear would tackle. You make a hissing
noise and the thing makes a hissing noise and the bear gets a blast of
stuff worse than any skunk can give him in the face he's going to travel.
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Would you suggest that there be some sort of criteria or some sort of
test of a person's ability
to handle himself in a canoe and in the type
of water that's found on the Nahanni, prior to his being allowed to
journey on the River?
Well there has in effect been that because I believe that the Mounted
Police at Fort Liard have for years inspected people going in, whenever
possible. I believe they have turned one or two back or suggested that
they get some other idea into their heads for a trip.

Do you think this

is a wise thing from the point of view of

It gives a little control.

safety?

It too can be flexible.

Do you think it 's an unwarranted intrusion
travel in the wilderness?

into people 's desires

to

I certainly wouldn't have enjoyed it in 1927, when I went in with the
minimum of experience.

Let 's leave the management of the park now.
of tape...let
me check.

I think we 're just

about out

We'll have to be winding up in a bit because I shall have to do one or
two things this evening before my wife comes back. Well that's about
as far as we'II be able to go on this visit because I'll have to
get some of these things done. (Recorder off)
Tape 6 - Side I

Mr. Patterson, one thing that's recurred in a number of your Beaver
articles,
and seems to have cropped up with other people that have been familiar
with the Nahanni, is this figure of Curtis Smith.
Could you tell us a
little
bit about how you first came in contact with him?
Curtis Smith lived in St. Albans, Vermont, and he was, at one time, a
well-off man. He's dead now. But I mean in his career he was left pretty
well-off. Either his father or grandfather was Governor of Vermont and
they had big railroad interests. They had a place at Madawaska. Is there
a Madawaska Park in Ontario or...?

There 's a Madawaska Valley and a Madawaska River.
And there's some kind of a park or reserve. I don't know what the park's
name is. And he had a place which he called Madawaska and you could see
on this reserve a little corner cut out of it and Curtis showed it to me
and, he said, that was our property and it's going into the park, reserve
or whatever it was. A big house in St. Albans, Vermont, one of the real
old-fashioned Conesj. It was a family home. Well Curtis saw an article
of mine in the Beaver. It must have been prior to 1951. It must have been
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that first one I wrote at Clifford Wilson's request and then....yes, that
got him all fired up. He told me, that afternoon up in the Prairie Creek
Hermitage, that his father had left them all a certain amount of money.
And he said "I set out..., I always thought they were very conservativeminded and that sort of thing',' he said "I set out to show them how to make
money". But I rather think he got caught by the 1929 depression and got
more and more cleaned out. I thought he was a well-off man when he first
approached me about going up the Nahanni and wanting me to come along.
I couldn't think why as a sort of guide, counsellor, and friend. He
brought along a much younger man, Frank Wood, who'd been in the FBI and
was something of an expert with guns and handling guns in police business
and so on. That was the three of us that set off. I didn't realize until
we got off on this ten-weeks' trip, I think it was about, and I thought
we were having a wonderful summer and occasionally remarks used to come
from Curtis like "Ray I think you're holding something back". And I thought
gosh what am I holding back. I've showed you the country and done my
best to take you into a nice part of it. I realized later that Curtis
rather thought that by going farther up afield, he'd drop onto another
Klondike. That was really the idea. We had a geiger counter with us in
case we got anything in that line but it went a bit haywire and curiously
enough the only place it really functioned and clicked like mad was over
the grub box. It probably thought more of food than of strontium...what
is it?

Strontium

90.

Yes. So in a way we had an unsatisfactory trip. Curtis had had, and I
didn't really realize that until Frank told me, that he'd had a heart
attack, a pretty serious one. By gosh and there was Curtis sloshing
ahead when it came to taking a canoe up the Flat River. Frank and I
practically took the canoe up, an eighteen-foot freight with quite
a sizable outfit in it because we travelled in some comfort on this trip.
And occasionally it took Frank and myself both on the trackline. Now,
I had this triangular trackline that Faille showed m e — a hundred foot of
sash cord. Frank and I Cwere] holding on it like that and the Flat River
winding like that, we would put Curtis ashore at the bottom of a point
Cmeander or ox-bow]. He would walk across the point with a game getup,
a bullet in the top bell and a bird-shot shell in the bottom bell Cover
and under gun, probably .22 calibre on top and .410 or 16 gauge shotgun on
the bottom]. Frank and I would slug up the River, walking in the water
usually, to get the canoe into sufficient depth, haul the canoe around the
point and there would be Curtis. Having heard a few bangs on his passage
across the point, Frank and I would say to each other "Well, there goes
supper anyway". And Curtis would greet us with a bird or two. And he
got thinner and thinner and more active. He had quite a little corporation when he started. Then we got on to this hike from Irvine Creek. We
spent a very pleasant couple of days with Faille. We finished the last of
Curtis' rum before too long which he and I had had in the evenings, a
couple each, good ones. Frank had sworn off for the trip. He was going
to be really healthy, and of course by the time Curtis and I had finished
our rums Frank was bubbling about with firewood saying "Oh well, the devil
with you fellows, I'm going to want my supper". And Curtis and I sitting
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happily in the door of the tent like this with our legs out. We had quite
a trip. We started on this walk towards that outlier of the Ragged Range,
that block of granite that rises up west of Irvine Creek. I went up the
day before and dumped a load of canned stuff and then I came right back to
camp. Then we started up seriously, put the rest of the stuff in
Faille's cache, which he said we were welcome to do. We walked on a
blazing hot day across this burnt flat and then we got into better country.
Then I said "Now there's a little spring in those cottonwoods". I'd found
it the day before looking for cottonwood trees and a little waterflow.
I said "I suggest we go in there for an hour or so and make some tea
and have our lunch", which we did. One of the happiest places on that
trip I think. We sat there in the cool with our feet in this tiny little
trickle and in the green moss and we made tea and loafed and talked. Then
we started again and we lost Curtis. Now this is what I was leading up
to because we all took our way up this hill. We fought through a
jungle of alder, all bent facing us by the snow. And you didn't know
whether there was open country, perhaps ten yards to the right of you, or
ten to the left. If you turned one way or the other you might get deeper
into it. So you crawled on through and came out into open country
and hit another bunch of alder. Frank and I lost Curtis and I nearly lost
Frank but we reunited. We found the canned stuff with some effort and I
said well we better camp here, right in the middle of this creek and
Frank "Well..." I said "Well, on this island". The creek divided into
two like this. We got supper going and we just got everything readied
and sat down and I said "I wonder where poor old Curtis is now". And
there was a roar from the bush "Who the hell said that about poor
old Curtis. Here he is." I don't know how he found us
the smell of
the smoke perhaps. It was marshy slopes. Then we moved on from there the
next day to a little alpine lake and camped beside it. We stayed there
one day, and I shot a caribou to see us further along, and then a day's
downpour when the sun broke through for mealtimes, then we went back
under our tarpaulin. But that was that trip across that open country.
And what with one thing and another...oh yes, at the end of that Frank
went...middIe of that...Frank went back. He said "I'm going back to Irvine
Creek and catch some fish. I've seen all the country I ever want to see".
So that left me with Curtis and we ate up the rest of the caribou that
Frank didn't take and we went on and we got something else and we went on.
And finally we had nothing. We had tea and sugar, maybe a biscuit or so
left, I said "Well, we're not carrying any grub now. We can get back to
where we left some more stuff in a day. I think we should turn back".
And I was wondering; we'd come to a big depression and there was this big
range ahead of us. Curtis said "Ray, I want to get into that range.
There's something there. I feel it, in that big coulee". I simply can't
do Curtis. We got nothing. We hadn't even got the tea pail, by this time.
We'd left that on a rock. He said "Let's go on with nothing just for
one night", and I thought what the morning was going to be like. I said
"No, no, we can't do it". I said "I know how hard it would be for me and
I'm sure it might not do you any good". So I insisted on turning back.
By the end of that trip...I met him the morning after we got to Fort
Nelson. He changed his clothes and he was in sort of a light grey suit
with a thin black stripe, coming along with his suit flapping about in
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front of him. I wondered who this kind of businessman might be and his
whiskers were all gone. I passed by him in the street and a voice said
"R-R-Ray d-d-don't you know me?" And I said "Good God it's you!"
And he talked to Kraus and Kraus had some scheme. He wanted to look at
this galena up in that Prairie Creek country. They went back in there
and "I had to go". I said "No". Curtis said "I'm going in June and I
want you there" and I said "I'm not going near the place in June".
Finally in a weak moment I said "I'll come in.." This was the next year
'55 possibly or '54, no, it was two or three years afterwards then,
'54. I said I'm not going near the place because the flood will hold you
up and the mosquitoes will eat you alive.
They got up to North Pass Creek with Gus Kraus and apparently what shook
Curtis was this flood of the Nahanni ate away a big island in front of
their camp in the Nahanni. Removed it, big trees, old trees that had been
there for 150 years anyway...swept the whole lot downstream to make some
more driftpiles and in behind them some more islands somewhere else. The
mosquitoes were something out of this world and Curtis told me all about
it. I said "You're telling me? I told you all this. That's why I
didn't come in". They couldn't move because it cost them so much gas to
get up there that far and so then they went back to South Nahanni. Then
they started again. They got to Deadmen's Valley and they left their boat
right close under Second Canyon Mountain, near where the...McLeods were
killed. Then they trailed off into the mountains to hit Prairie Creek and
to look at these deposits that Kraus had in mind. Well, Curtis had brought
in, at his own expense, Gavin Dirom from Vancouver, D-i-r-o-m, a geologist.
I don't know how it is that Dirom got out to Prairie Creek bar and Curtis
came out to where the boat was. But McGuire and I were coming from
Faille's island [Seaplane Lake] after I'd spent a week there. We made
a second effort to find them. We found Dirom who had a smoke going, was
right ready, everything packed. We picked him up. He said he packed it
every day, in case we came in a hurry. It wasn't too easy either because
the River's fast there but we could get into the bank. We had an awful
job getting off. I described all that. And we made one more cruise for
Curtis. We couldn't find him. He heard the plane and he was just on the
way back. They'd had to send him back because he insisted on going into
the mountains on running shoes. They travelled for miles on the rock slope,
you know, sliding a bit with every step. I should think his ankles must have
been raw. I told him boots. "Oh no," he said "carrying too much on your
feet.
I got around last year in running shoes". I said "You were either
on the beaches or in level country or in decent mountain country". I told
him that "If you ever get on a rock slide like that, you're finished". And
he was finished. They sent him back with an Indian. He had no smoke going.
He sent the Indian ahead and the Indian danced a war-dance on the beach when
McGuire and I came over for a second time. We circled the whole valley
and we missed him. So that was my history of that second trip. But the
whole of the first trip which I'd regarded as a pretty pleasant trip for
Curtis, apparently was a flop because we hadn't hit another Klondike.

Bow old would Curtis

have been at this

time?

He said he was the same age as I was which would be just under or on sixty.
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But Marigold ^Patterson's wife] and I were perfectly certain that he
was a much older man. He certainly looked like it. It might have
been the effects of this heart attack.
One story that I heard, very much seaond-hand,
is that
that there might be potential
for a health spa at The
Did you ever hear anything
about
that?
I never heard that one.
I never heard of it.

Curtis
thought
Hotsprings.

Unless Kraus started him off on that track.

This is...I
have to get this from Gus first-hand.
him second-hand,
not from Gus, but I've had it

I've had it
second-hand.

from

Well Gus could tell you more personally I think about that second trip
when I said I'd come in and look for him. I couldn't think what for.
It was evidently a sort of fetish. I'll pay all expenses and so and
so. Well, I had that cruise around the Nahanni country free and got back
to Gordon's house in fifteen days or so, whatever time it took. All
that sort of thing takes money you know. When Curtis had his wife moved,
they practically needed a special train because they took the old-fashioned
loads of luggage with them
suits for all occasions.
On the first

trip,

you started

and met Curtis

at Fort

Nelson

was

it?

No, I met Curtis at CFortH McLeod of all places because I was interested
in a ranch that was starting up in the Porcupine Hills in southwestern
Alberta. McLeod; and then he went up to Banff, while I tidied up various
things. Then we met again in Calgary and took the train up to Edmonton.
Stayed at the MacdonaId...collected a few little stuff and added some
more to this unwieldly outfit and took the train to Grand Prairie it would
be, that part of the world. What's the airport there? Dawson Creek?
I don't

know Dawson

Creek.

No we took the bus. Dawson Creek it was. We took the bus from there up
the Alaska Highway to Fort Nelson. And then we went on....yes, by that
time, we had the canoes with us. They were waiting at Fort Nelson. That's
right. We loaded them up in the Muskwa River and started downstream to
South Nahanni.
And that

summer there

was fust

the

three

of

you?

Just the three of us and Faille was on the River and I think those were the
only people up the River.
Did you all

travel

in one canoe

that

summer?

We did for part of the time and it was most unsafe. It was coming down
the Flat River and down to the foot of Deadmen's Val ley where we had left
the little canoe. Then the two that took this big eighteen or twenty-foot
freighter, whichever it was, and went on downstream. I took the little
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canoe.
Seems to me you went upstream
you?

on the Liard

on Cooper's

Barge

didn't

Yes, we came downstream [on the South NahanniH with various episodes and
vicissitudes and we landed at Kraus' place on the very morning when Ed
Cooper came sailing into the River from Norman Wells. What a Godsend.
We traded him one of the canoes or something like that and something
else to take us up to Fort Nelson. A most enjoyable trip, and
we had a summer just about as good as the one that Faille and I had in
1927, I mean for weather.
On that trip you had motor power, I guess,
on the hack of the canoe, did you?

to get

yourself

up the

Nahanni,

No...yes! We had a little motor which would just push them up the quiet
water and Curtis had arranged with Fred Sibbeston to take us up in the boat.
I showed you some photographs of it with Mary Kraus.
Oh yes,
was i t ,

yes.
with

So, going upstream,
Sibbeston?

you travelled

up as far

as the

Flat,

We dropped one canoe off at the foot of Deadmen's Valley at that camping
place below Ram Creek and we went on. Fred took us up to the Fa I Is and
he paid him off at Faille's old cabin on the Flat River. Then we took
the double-ended eighteen foot freighter and went up the River to Irvine
Creek. No engine. We came down the River, the three of us on that canoe.
Frank perched high on the load, which put our centre of gravity far too
high, but we made it. We got down to where the little canoe was at
Deadmen's Valley, with various side trips. We stayed at The Gate, and
all ki nds of thi ngs.
Was Fred Sibbeston
in the
Butte?
I don't know.
At that
running

stage,
people

living

at Fort

Simpson

at that

point,

or was he

living

I thought it was Simpson.
was he making it
up the
River?

at

least

a part-time

business

of

He may have been, but the arrangements were made by Curtis through Kraus^
I think. I'd given him Kraus' address and names of one or two people that..
..a man called Woods Streeper gave me, a river-man. I said "Here's a
starter for you anyway".
Did you keep a diary

of that

trip

too?

I did.
Well I think
there.

that

since

you want to wind things

up maybe we could

end
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Well I should really and I think I've told you pretty nearly all I can
at the moment unless there's something special you'd like me to look up.

Well there are two other areas that I would've liked to have had time to
discuss.
One is Harry Snyder. I'd like to spend a little
time talking
about him sometime. And the other one I wanted to...I've
got a list
partially
prepared, and I was going to finish it off tonight, of the
place names that are on the map for the South Nahanni area. I just
wanted to go down that list of place names to see if you recognize the
origin of any, if you 'd known who 'd named them, and so on, because the
vast majority of place names on the map are not official.
They 're
unofficial
ones.
I do think the place names...the personal names should be confined to
people who had something to do with the River. Not some far-off Colonel
of a regiment, or a manager of a bank who never had a blessed thing to
do with it whatsoever.

Brintnell Lake is rather poorly named by that...or
the vicinity
of Brintnell
Lake.

the features

within

Well Brintnell had something to do with it.

Oh yes, Brintnell himself.
But I'm saying the features of the
of Brintnell Lake are rather poorly named in that
light.

vicinity

Oh God. They're a disgrace to the map. I remember seeing in one of
F. S. Smyth's ^spelling uncertain!] book, famous Everest mountaineer, who
did some mountaineering in this country with Rex Gibson and somebody
else (Rex Gibson is a personal friend of mine, and I know Smyth well),
that the Canadian Rockies are the worst named range in the world. They're
full of names that nobody knows why they're there or who they are and
corrupt Indian names. I suppose Smyth had in mind the survey of
India, where the names Cwere native ones] with a very, very few exceptions,
like Everest who was on the survey of India. I don't remember more than
about three of the famous mountains named like that...were named personally
like that. They found out the Indian or the local name.

You feel that there should be a lot more effort put into trying to find
out Indian or local names for these features,
using them wherever
possible?
I think so, and there's a whole lot of mountains named in the Rockies
which the names are quite frankly s Iushy...Mount Glorious, Mount Golden,
Mount Supreme, that kind of a name...and all you want to do is add souffle'
to it and you've got the whole works. It would do for a menu. There are
features where some of these names...this Twisted Mountain here. Well it
is twisted.

Very apt.
And it's the only Twisted Mountain as far as I know all up and down the
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west. There are ways of getting away from this everlasting glorious
valley and gooey names, more suitable for a sweetmeat CunintelIigiblej\

I take it, that after exhausting
the list of Indian names, in one of
the letters
you wrote me, then you would suggest going after names of
explorers
and so on. I remember particularly
your commenting on the
unsuitability
of Virginia
Falls.
Yes, I remember that. Then after all, Fen ley went up there and nobody
knows why it's called Virginia unless you tell them. He's a nice
pleasant fellow that.

Well,
about
little

that's
another man I would like to spend a little
time
talking
too, because he's a largely an unknown quantity
and apparently
very
record of him. I only
have...

He was a man that pinched the corner post that Dawson put in here.
7

You know he acknowledges

it

in his. ...

privately

published

journal

And put it in print of all things when it's about seven years' penalty
for removing this monument and for goodness sake it was written on these
thi ngs.

Yes,

I remember that.

Well shall

we call

it

quits

for

today

then.

Well I think we'll pretty well have to and I really have to get things
done because certain things I should do after you're gone and certain
things...what are you going to do next?

I have to go back over to Vancouver

and then I'll

be going

north

after

that.

Wi I I you?

Yes.
Well, I hope you run into Dal [_G. C. F. DalzielH.

Yeh, I would like

to this

summer.

I don't

know what the possibilities

are.

And Robin said if he does—meaning you—if he does get in touch with my
father, he said remember to mention your name. He said Dad likes you
and if you recommend him, all is well.

J see

okay.

So will you do that.

I will
I

yes.

Hunter, Fenley.
1924. Frances Lake, Yukon.
Dawson 1887, Hunter 1923.
Privately
published,
50 copies.
Printed by The Marion Press,
Flushing,
Long Island., N.Y. 103 p.
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A P P E N D I X

TRANSCRIPT OF LETTERS
FROM MRS. IDA GOULTER TO R. M. PATTERSON

These letters provide brief, but fascinating observations on
the Indians of the Northern Cordillera, Poole Field, Bill Langham who
prospected in the Flat River gold country and the possible naming of
Irvine Creek.

Mrs. Goulter, by her own admission, was getting old and had

considerable difficulty writing.

Her letter would be quite difficult to

reproduce by photographic offset so such has not been attempted.
Patterson retains possession of the original copy.

Mr.

Mr. Patterson very

kindly proofread an early transcript to confirm interpretation of difficult
poi nts.
Original spellings have been retained and the only editing is
the addition of an occasional comma or period and capitalization of the
initial word of a new sentence where one was accidentally omitted.
changes were made only when they were clearly needed.

Such
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Carmacks Yukon
October 30, 1969

M. R. M. Patterson
Victoria B.C.
Dear Mr. Patterson
I just finished reading of your book "Dangerous River" and
thought I would write to you about Bill Langham.
No.
been found.

None believe a bear killed him as his rifle has never
There are two conditions thought.

One, that he might have

went down into a deep valley like with steep walls as the hunt was only
to the tree that was where a sandwitch was tied.

And the other thought

as it was raining when the R.C.M.P. and friend had the tracking dog.
Twas hard to fol low tracks.
Cend of page I of original

letter]

Yes Mr. Langham was a very good prospector.
as long as he was in the North.

We knew him for

The year before he had went to the

Selwyn with two Indians on the prospecting assistance and took sick,
nearly all in.

And was forbidden to go alone again.

But he did.

Your Book reads like many of our own old time days.

No more

tho does anyone here in Yukon travel the trails with dog teams like
y' did.

Many a hardship was endured by my people and myself also.

My father with his 4 brothers came over the Pass 1898 and it was my
father, Cortlandt, Perry Mack who brought the first oxen over Pass.
He was also with Bill Gates, Swiftwater
[[end of page 2 of original

letter]

Bi I I or Sti I Iwater Wi I Iie as Rex Beach cal led him.

BiI I Gates came

from where my father did and also Father helped Gates with his gold
over the Yukon river on ice and on to Seattle where he left Gates.
They picked up a young Indian at Little Salmon and when all reached
Seattle put Indian in room & he was frightened.

Then he and Gates

went on to Chicago where again Indian was left alone.
down Back stairs and out into night.
year before he reached the Pelly Mts.

He went out and

He walked and starved for a
Travel at night by stars.

He told others of a "Box" that went away with him (Elevater).
No one believed him.

Indians thought him crazy.

He was known later
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as Chicago Charlie.
shoes, clothes.

Told how he asked Farm women for food, and

He was afraid of men
Eend of page 3 of original letter!]

as the Gravel

Indians were not friendly toward Yukon Indians.

He

some how made it home past the North Nahanni or the mountain men.
It was them that were hosti le to Yukon when we came north and it was
not until Poole Field came to this side that these Indians got over
some of their Blood thirsty doings.

I know of such terrible things

they done as well as the Yukon Indians.
This gets terrible writing my arm is stiff.
Some time I shall read your other books I hope.
You certainly are a north man.

We of course would not

Iive elsewhere.
Yours truly
I. M. Goulter (Mrs.)
I was Born in Minneapolis.

Like my people came to Yukon 1903, aged 10.

Cend of letter]

Carmacks, Yukon.
March 14, 1970

Dear Mr. Patterson,
I have just seen and spoken to one of the men who went from
here to Fort Norman and thought you might be interested as you mentioned
in your letter of Nov. 14, 1969.

That you would like to know how and

why Frank Ray, Afe Brown, W. (Bill) Langham reach the Flat River.

Well.

These three men were in Whitehorse when a fellow named McDonald
told them about the Fort Norman and they wanted men to go and stake claim
for them, expenses to be paid except what they took for themselves and
a couple of dog teams.

They were to return to Whitehorse and fare would

be there for them to go to Edmonton.
done their.

Seems a I I recording had to be

Well Ray, Brown, Langham and Victor Bolac went ahead and

three others would catch up.

They wanted to contact this fellow who

was told me all this last Sunday, altho I knew most of them well.

When

they left Carmacks—he was on the Gravel River as he knew the country.
So, these fellows set out from here to Little Salmon.

Went up upriver
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and across the dangerous Little Salmon Lake with 3 dog teams, Tom Bee,
John Olsen, Hugh Mckenzie McDonald.

And when they reached Ross River get

2 Indians Joe Ladue, Pat Pelly
[[end of page I of original letter!]
also Harry Col ley from Mayo, to take them to where the fellow was on
the Gravel River, Paul Fred Guder (Fritz) as spring breakup was near.
He had to get up his traps and Frank Rae, Afe Brown, Bill Langham went
on alone.

They took another direction than Guder & Indians told them.

But did say not to go as far as North Nahanni on account of hosti le
Indians.

North not South.

Well the 3 men found some copper showings,

But as so remote and few wanted copper then just passed on.

And seems

the rest of the party finally reach 50 miles down the Gravel R.
went to the Mckenzie.

and then

Came out 50 mi les below Fort Norman.

2 men Warburton and keel y had started from Ross River.
ever saw them again.

No one

Fritz Guder thinks they drowned as when the rest

were on their way back the ice was very bad and when all reached the
River, upper Pelly they got on the tobbogan and dogs did not falI thro
yet a man would go thro.

All reached shore there.

Lake the lead team was of dogs from people here.

But on Little Salmon
One dog was my cousins

and the lead dog, a very small Indian dog named "Uazet".
marvel.

She was a

Too small to pull much, but would jump and get so angry at dog

behind she would turn and
Cend of page 2 of original

letter]

bite the dog behind her then jump and jump to try and get the dogs to
go faster.

But the dogs came to edge of lake.

She started across centre

of lake and as the men Tom Bee, Y, R, N, M, P and John Olsen thought the
ice would be worse in centre (It never is you know) and kept kicking the
little dog to go to shoreline.

Of course after beatings she went toward

shore and the whole team, 5 dogs, toboggan went down.

AI I drowned.

And

as if this was not enough the other team these men drove, beat some of
the dogs with poles.

Broke one dogs back (my cousins, Rover).

shoulder of another and one front leg.
cruel were some dog drivers.

Dogs had to be shot.

Terrible

I used to see them, poor dogs, the terrible

beatings some, with head split open from beating with sticks.
ribs from kicking.

Broke

Broken

What a blessing few dog teams now.

Well the men finally reached Edmonton and back here (Ray must
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have named Ervine Creek for his son possibly).
My writing is getting so no one can read it.

My arm is stiff—

There were other men who also went to Fort Norman to stake.
Joe Walsh.

Bill Forbes.

Dick Macure and Hard Rock McDonald might have went.

now if he went.

These men went up Pelly mouth on Yukon River.

I forget
These

men were from Mayo, Y.T.
Fritz Guder with Indians and Colley, Ray, Langham, Brown,
McDonald, Bolac, Mackenzie came back down Pelly
Cend of page 3 of original

letter]

in a boat they had made from moose hide & willow ribs.

Indians made it

at Ross River while Tom Bee, John Olson came from Ross down to Magundy
River across L. S. Lake, down L.S. river then along Yukon river to
Carmacks then up to Whitehorse.
I do not recall when Forbes etc. came back, and Fritz Guder
does not remember.
Anway these same men a I I of them and more from Mayo came here
when Guder discovered Mt. Freegold gold, copper etc. and hundreds of
quartz claims were staked.
on for 20 Cor] 30 yrs.

One mine started.

One has been sold off &

Also now again Guder has optioned his properties

and over 1800 claims staked from Carmacks to casino north west CCasino
Northwest?].
I am now too old and i I I to have property & money.

I cannot

enjoy it except my children and friends.
By the way that copper exposure you mentioned in your book
Dangerous River on Nahanni Bluff etc has been held by Nahanni Mines,
Redstone Mines, Cadi lac Moly Mines, etc.
I do not seem locate, nor my daughter, your Book "Far Pastures".
Who published it?

Maybe I could get one from them?

Best wishes
regards Mom, Ida Mary Goulter
Cend of letter]
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WILLIAM McLEOD
FORT LIARD
AUGUST 3, 1974

Willy McLeod was interviewed
at Father Mary 's cabin at
Fort Liard on the morning of August 3. He is a nephew of Frank and
Willy McLeod, whose bodies were located in Deadmen Valley.
He is
acquainted
with the South Nahanni country having travelled
on a few
R.C.M.P. patrols.
In contrast
to the other people interviewed,
Willy
seemed more typical
of the average Canadian.
He appeared
disinterested
in his travels
in the South Nahanni country.
It seemed to be gust
another gob which had to be done, details
of which he either
didn't
take any note or couldn't
recall.
However, he did recall
details
of
his uncles disappearance
as related
by his father.
This is
especially
interesting,
since it is the one version of the story which makes
more sense than any other, and it is a version which has not been
published.
On those grounds alone the interview
proved
fascinating
and very
worthwhile.

Tape 1 - Side 1
This is an interview
with Willy McLeod at Fort Liard on August the
fourth.
Darned old mosquitoes
eh.
(Willy unintelligible).
Now Willy,
where were you born?
I was born at Fort Nelson in B.C., in 1905.
And what were your parents'

names?

My father's name was Fred McLeod and my mother's name was Margaret,
McLeod or Margaret Firth from [Fort] McPherson and my parents [Father]
had four brothers. There was Fred McLeod, Frank McLeod, Charlie
McLeod, Willy McLeod and Jake McLeod, and they had two girls, two
sisters too. I don't know their names. And the old grandfather, Old Pa,
was named Murdock McLeod.
And Murdock was the trader

here for

the Bay for

quite

awhile....

Before the Bay, before my Old Man was.
And then your dad was the trader

here?

Uh my dad...Yah, Murdock was here and moved up to Nelson after being
in charge here and then my father took charge at Nelson as the post
manager. I lived up there for quite a few years, 10. In 1910, my
father moved down to Fort Liard as the post manager in Fort Liard.
Have you lived

your

life

ever

since

then,

here?

Yes I've lived here, and went to school at Hay River. In 1914,.I went
to school, and I was there 'til 1919 [when] I come back to Fort Liard,
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after finishing school. I lived here for three years and then moved to
[Fort] Providence and lived there for three years and then I was hired
on again as a clerk for The Bay;....eh well, interpreter and clerk.
They didn't need much clerking then. But, I came back and worked for
The Bay here as a clerk for 15 years. After working for The Bay for 15
years, I decided I'd try to work for the police, so I quit The Bay I
forget, 1938 I think, and joined the police as a guide and interpreter.
Of course we did a lot of travelling around. There was not much planes
then so we travelled with dogs to visit the Indians with boats in the
summer, going up the Nahanni and up to [Fort] Nelson and Fort Simpson,
travelling around.
Do you remember what years

your unoles

were

born?

I don't know when they were born, but they left here on their trip for
the Nahanni about 1902 or '03, now I couldn't say for sure, but
those
were the years that this prospecting was done, going up; just soon after
the Yukon gold rush.
How did your brothers
(should
or had they heard about
it?

be unoles)

hear about

this

gold up

there,

Yes. I don't know how. There, it was supposed to be heard by some
Indians. Like a man named Stewart, he came over from Lower Post and
Dawson, with his family. He explained to me (this is my father's story
told to me afterwards, you know) that there was some gold being found
up the Nahanni, way up on the Flat. Willy was stationed at Liard and
after my father come down here, Frank took charge of Fort Nelson as the
manager. Willy went up [to Fort Nelson] late in the fall to pick Frank
up. Frank quit the Hudson's Bay job and they went up the Nahanni late in
the fall. Now, it must have been around 1903, 1902.
How, this Stewart fellow that oame over from Dawson City and down to
Lower Post, he would have got the story of the gold from some of the
Indians,
would he?

Yes, Charlie talks very good Indian, I mean Willy, all in the family,
father and the whole bunch talked good Slavey and they talked [unintelligible].
This Indian's name was Stewart. He's a person from over in Lower Post
or somewhere in there, or Dawson. He talked very good English too.
You know living over there, most of these Indians could talk English that
came over from. Anyway, Willy heard about this and so he went and got
Frank, and they went up late in the fall, depending on very little grub,
according to my father. They had a little flour, maybe some dry beans and
that, but they took enough ammunition to live off the country. They went
up there.
The first thing, Willy was up there first. Now I got this! Willy was up
first, before, when he heard the story. He was [went] up alone, and he
was supposed to come out with some gold. My old man said he had a little,
a very little black sand and gold. Willy was up the Nahanni, and my father
was down at Simpson to pick up the freight for the Hudson's Bay. On the
way back, they met him [Willy] in the rapids going down and my father was
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coming back up with a bunch of men. Willy was showing them, according
to my old man, he was showing them this gold and, you know, in the
rapids they were tied up to the boat and talking and he lost or he
dropped the bottle anyway.
This

is down in the Liard

Rapids.

Down in the Liard Rapids, yah. Anyway, after he come up here, that's
when he went up and picked Frank up, late in the fall, and both came down.
That's after the old man met him in the rapids. [Willy was uncertain as
to which of the rapids between Nahanni Butte and Fort Simpson the
gold was lost in.]
He went up to Fort Nelson

and picked

Frank

up.

Picked Frank up. Frank quit the job up there and came down. Late in the
fall, they both went up the Nahanni. They got a little grub stake from
my father here, he was the Hudson's Bay manager, and they went up. They
were supposed to have a spruce bark, I mean birch bark canoe, which was
never found I guess, never, but they went up there, and never did return.
Now did the Indians around here make birch
normally make spruce
bark?

bark canoes,

or did

they

Birch bark and spruce bark both. Now they don't. They still make spruce
bark but they don't make [birch bark] unless there's somebody wants it
made. They do make it, but it's just one or two that could make it (birch
bark). But spruce bark, there's quite a few that can still make it.
Some of the people

even here in Liard

still

make them?

Oh yes.
While we're on the subject
ever make any observations

of canoes, did your father ever, or your
about the Indians using skin
boats?

uncles

Yes.
I've
heard, and I don't know if they would have said anything to you, but
I've
heard that up to about 1880, the Indians didn't
make moose skin
boats
at all, they made mostly spruce bark
boats.

Well, there's very little that I've seen in your and my day, even away
back in 1918 when I was small, that all the time they made them, it was
mostly spruce bark and birch bark, an odd birch bark,very few, which
last years. Moose skin boats are only built, when they are up or on the
way up some river, up the Beaver, up the Liard, to come down. Of course,
after they come down, they tear the moose skin boats apart and use them for
moose skin but it's not made for use unless it's made to come downstream
to where they're going to be staying.
Well I thought

that

was also

true

of the spruce

bark

canoes.
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Well, spruce bark is used pretty well. They generally use it until it
either dries up or falls apart, but now they just make them to come to
town and leave them to rot. But in the olden days, the spruce bark would
last pretty well all summer.
So you remember, even when you were a small
used these spruce bark canoes all summer.

fellow

as you say,

that

they

Oh well, I have used them, up until 1926 in [Fort] Liard. I mean there
was very, very few [factory-built canoes]. There might have been
one [factory-built] canoe that they brought up from Simpson, but most of
the rest were all spruce bark, the canoe used here. We used them for
setting nets and crossing the river. And, then of course, [spruce] bark
canoes are never used
, they don't use them for going down to
Simpson or on a long trip, but birch bark are made to. I mean the old man
had one big birch bark canoe made for the trip going down to Simpson which
was very strong, and they use those for
So the birch

bark canoe is a lot more durable,

stronger,

it

lasted

longer?

Oh, yes, yes.
A birch

bark canoe would last

several

seasons

would

it?

It all depends, if it was looked after right. If a spruce bark canoe was
put up on the shore and left, it's finished, maybe in a week. But you
get a spruce bark canoe and if you look after it, you have to soak it.
If it's a hot day you've got to keep soaking it, so it will keep kind of
soft, so that it could be used. If it dries out too much, it's finished.
I see.

So these

things

would require

an awful

lot

of care

then?

Yes, yes.
Now let's
come back to your Uncle Willy.
When he came out in the fall
that
he had this gold, did he tell your father whether he'd had much trouble
finding
it or not, or whether he'd done a lot of
looking?

No. I don't remember the Old Man saying anything about it. According to
the Old Man, he was quite excited anyway. Gold in those days was something.
It's something now too. In fact, Willy told him that he was going to go
right up to Nelson and pick up Frank and they were going to go right back
up and figured on coming up with quite a lot of gold. But they never did
come out again.
i~3 there any indication
that this Stewart fellow told
realty
was, so Willy could go right to the area?

Willy

where the

gold

I don't know if he told him exact, but according to my father, he was
told it was up on the Nahanni somewhere. The story the Old Man told me was
that, that same fall, or two years later, or three years, something like that,
a bunch of Indians come back from over there, and they were talking about
Stewart going back on the other side [Yukon], with more gold and supposed
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to have killed these boys. Now this is the story that they told the
Old Man—killed the McLeod boys, took what gold they had, went back
and sold it for whatever how much I don't know. It was just about
the Yukon gold rush and it was really easy to get [sell] the gold,
get rid of the gold, over in Dawson.
So, when you say that Stewart supposedly
killed
the boys and then went
over the other side, by the other side, you meant he went over to
Dawson.

Dawson, yes. And came back according to these Indians that were living
out there, Stewart came back up around the Nahanni and killed the boys,
took the gold that they had found and then went back over to Dawson.
Now when Willy went up the first
time, not the second timetand came back
and saw your dad, did he describe
having seen any old Indian workings up
there,
like sluice boxes or one thing or
another.

No. No, he never did. But, I know the Old Man said they used to come
down with spruce bark, I mean birch bark.
No,

no, I said

sluice

boxes.

I get you. Yes. They did have, according to the Old Man they had built
one or two sluice boxes on the Nahanni somewhere. He didn't say where,
but they did make sluice boxes.
Maybe I didn't
make my question
clear.
Did Willy, when he went up the
first
time and came back and talked to your dad, did he report,
or did
he say anything to your dad about having found any Indian sluice
boxes
or any other sluice
boxes?

No.

No, he didn't.

He didn't?

Okay.

But that's who he [Willy] seen. That's where he got the story all about
the gold is from this guy Stewart. That's where the story first come out.
Now, did Willy

ever

see his brother

Charlie

before

he went in the second

time?

Charlie, yes. Charlie was. It was Frank and Charlie [Willy] who were the
ones that were up [the Nahanni]. Charlie was here in Liard with my father.
So Willy would have definitely
country the second
time?

seen Charlie

before

he went back into

Oh yes, yes.
Now, they

Yes.

went in light.

They were going

to hunt off

the

land.

that
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And your father

says that 's quite

true eh?

Yes, they did. YeSjmost of the living was done [off the land] with anybody,
even Indians. There was very little grub to be taken out and most people
did live off the land. They were both pretty good hunters, I mean brought
up in the country, they were, Frank and Willy were, both good bushmen, very,
very good bushmen and good hunters, good moose hunters.
They went late in the

fall?

Yes. According to my father it was very, very late. Just maybe two or three
weeks before freeze-up. That's September, October, sometime late in
September, October.
Now, were they going upstream by boat?
Yes. They had, according to my old man, they had a pretty good size
birch bark canoe, and that's what they went up with. They'd probably
track, according to [the river],they'd track and pole.
Now, that part of the story

seems to be fairly

certain.

Yes, this is what the Old Man [told us] then. I think that in telling
us, I think it would be fairly true. I mean it's what he'd heard from,
just at that time, from the boys, I mean from Frank and Willy. Willy was
the one that was [telling him about it]. I think that was more true than
a lot of the stories that are going around, what goes around now. (laughter)
You made a comment earlier that, at this stage
nobody else, knows what the truth is.
Is that

in time
right?

probably you, or

Yes. Yes.
Now in some of the stories that are going around, it said that there were
three fellows that went up in the
fall.
Well we heard that but there was, the Old Man was talking about another
fellow that went up, not that same fall, but a year after it. Jorgenson,
or something, the name of the fellow was, that went up late the next year,
and he never showed up after. It looked kinda funny because when they did
find the McLeod boys at Deadman's Valley, there was, they found the two boys
together in a blanket. Of course they'd be in a blanket because their
blankets [bodies?] were pretty well destroyed. Their bones were there, and
they knew it was them on account of having a watch. Willy had a watch with
his initials, gold watch, and Frank had a ring with his initials. They
were found all in there when the police found them. And the other guy was
found a mile below them according to the Old Man. These two boys [Willy
and Frank] were found at Deadman's Valley. Jorgenson, I think it's not
Jorgenson, I'm not quite sure of the name, but I thought that's what he
said, [was found] a mile, or another point below the McLeod boys. That's
where his bones were found.
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The story that I've heard said that there was Willy3 and Frank and a
third person went in all at once, but according to you there were
really
only Willy and Frank?

Only.
So there

was no third

person.

No third person. There was another fellow went in which I've never heard
too much about it even by people, different people, except the Old Man
told me. There was quite a few old miners used to come in, you know, and
nobody even seems to know too much about them [Willy and Frank] in them
days. But I think he said Jorgenson, I'm quite sure, that came up
[the Nahanni]. He never came to [Fort] Liard but he came up to Nahanni
[Butte], and up looking for gold too.
Now, what was your father's
theory about what happened
he feel that they'd been murdered or what?

to the boys?

Did

Well, according to him, he had a thought. According to this Indian, I
mean, two different Indians who came out from Dawson and trading with
the Old Man, the Old Man got to believe \/ery much that it was Stewart
that killed the two boys, and went back over [to the Yukon]. And he never
did come back after that. I heard Stewart died quite a few years later
but he never came back into this part of the country, after this happened.
But some of the rest of the Indians did, like different people that I know.
They're all dead now but a few years ago they were still alive and they
used to tell me about Stewart being...he was supposed to be quite an
Indian. I mean one of these tough Indians. Didn't care what he did,
I mean. And he was quite a fellow for gold too. He had been mixed up over
in Dawson again working with the white people during the Yukon gold rush.
Didn't it strike
and gold rings,
murdered them?

your dad as odd, that if Willy and Frank had gold watches
that Stewart would leave them behind, if in fact he

Well, that's what we always wondered. Maybe he took the gold and I mean
never...the blankets, maybe never even thought of what did happen at the
time. What he did, maybe [he] wouldn't think about all this. Maybe he
knew where the gold was or maybe they [Frank and Willy] had it there
or maybe [they] showed it to him, and all he thought about that and
never thought about....When they did find them, according to the Old Man,
the blanket was still, you know, was rotten, on top, but still they could
stuck there...'cause there was nothing much left. When the police went
up there they found, of course, that he [they?] moved everything and
found these, but uh
According to one of the versions
your Uncle
Charlie....

of the story

that

Charlie

has

published,

Charlie McLeod. Yes, I've met Charlie quite a few times. He was down here
in 1950 looking for the gold. He was down back again in 195 ? I forget now.
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It was '56 or '57, something like that. Anyway, and he didn't know no
more [anything] about that gold. He never was with them [Frank and Willy]
but, of course, this is what he heard himself too. But, he believed
that there was gold up there. He made two trips up there, maybe three.
He flew in once with Brintnell. You probably know Brintnell that used to
fly in Mackenzie Air Service, I think it was. He [Brintnell] picked him
up at Edmonton, I guess Charlie, and they flew in there looking for this
gold different times, once I think. [Note: Willy may be referring here
to Charlie's flying in with Northern Aerial Mineral Explorations (Doc
Oakes) in 1928.]
Now, according to Charlie, the heads, the skulls, were missing from the
bodies.
Does that agree with your version of the story, or your
father's
version of it?
Well Charlie was old enough to know. I guess he probably made his own
[story]. I think. He was a fellow that would do that.
He liked

to make up

stories?

He liked stories, (laughter) Ya; I met him here. He come in here.
He lived in Edmonton. He had a farm outside Edmonton, but he used to
go up there [Nahanni River] off and on. Three trips that I know of he
made in there looking for the gold, which according to him he knew just
where it was, but never did find it. (laughter)
Now, according to your father's
the skulls
missing?

story,

were the boys ' bodies found with

Yes. According to him, both skulls were gone, but he figured that would
be the first thing that would go. Any animals coming along, generally,
if anything, they'll generally take the skulls first, of anything you
know. Bears or wolves or anything.
And there were—none of the other bones were disturbed
was just the skull or
?

or scattered?

It

Well, according to the Old Man there was some part of the skull and some
part of the bones were gone, I mean, [they] wasn't there at all. Missing.
They'd both
some of the bones, the skull and maybe part of the arm, he
didn't exactly say how much, but he said some part of the shoulders were
gone.
Now, another story says that one of them had a rifle clutched in his
hand as though he was about to defend himself.
Have you heard anything
about that nonsense?
No, no. According to the Old Man, there was no rifles found, and what
happened to the rifles? I mean, he figured too that it could have been
they could have lost everything in, practically everything in the rapids
and that, but they could have picked up some stuff. Of course they didn't
even find uh
of course the boat could have drifted away after...I mean
if water corned up and down.
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Your father suspected
they were murdered, but did he ever
acknowledge
the possibility
that they might have met their death in rather more
natural ways such as upsetting
in the
river.

Well, ya, he talked about that too, different times. He was talking
about that. They could have run out of grub and starved to death.
They both got sick and they couldn't move, couldn't get any further
and they both just died. But the only thing he said was if it were
that, you wouldn't think they'd be both laid together in a blanket.
Either one died one place and the other one somewhere...another place,
I mean they wouldn't be lying together dying.
I understand
that
poisoned
bait.

at that

time it

was fairly

common to trap

with

Yes.
Another theory I've heard thrown around is that some of the
arsenic
compounds they used for trapping
looked quite a bit like sugar and people
could conceivably
have mixed the two of them up. Bo you know if the boys
were using arsenic for
trapping?

I don't know if they did. But I know that poison used to be used. My
old man used to use it here. He didn't use it for all kinds of animals, but
he used to use it for killing wolves. He used to go get a bunch of bait
in the winter, and make up a bunch of bait and go down to the Liard and set
a bunch of bait out for wolves and make a clean-up on wolves. And I've
known of other trappers, not only Liard, but different places in the
early days that did use it.
Do you think there was any....did
your father ever discuss
the
that this might have happened, that they accidentally
poisoned

No, never said.

likelihood
themselves?

But it could have happened.

Now who was supposed

to have found

the bodies

of the

boys?

According to the Old Man, there was a police named Sgt. Joy.
Joy?

Joy.
J-o-y.

J-o-y. He was stationed at Simpson, and old Poole Field and uh Lafferty,
one of the Lafferty boys. Jonas? I think it was Jonas' brother that
not Jonas' brother but another Jonas Lafferty who went up with the R.C.M.P
with Joy and found them.
Nell, now, did somebody become alarmed about the fact that
showed up and this was why the R.C.M.P. were going up?

the boys

hadn't
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Well yes, Joy, according to my father, was up, [to Fort Liard] making
patrol during the winter sometime. But he was up in the winter, and my
father told him that he kinda expected the boys to be back, they wasn't
expected to be that long. And the third the year, the Old Man...that was
when Joy was up...mentioned that the boys were supposed to be back, like
a year ago, but they're not back only during the summer [they weren't] back.
So he brought us up to the place when he was up on patrol during the
winter and the summer, during the summer this Joy, Sgt. Joy made a patrol
searching for the, looking for the boys.
Do you know what the drowns tance s were that Zed them to find the boys
where they did? Was there some evidence of a oamp or....
No. According to my father, things were pretty well kinda grown over,
[unintelligible]. According to him, it happened not that summer they
[the search party] went up but maybe even the same year they [Frank and
Willy] went up or a year after they went up. Of course things were
pretty well grown over, even the trails where they had walked was, pretty
well grown over with leaves and young trees and that.
So,

it must have gust been accident

that they found them then.

Accident yes. It's a place where people would stop; like Deadman's Valley
you know, it's a kind of a nice place for stoppin' and most people
generally stop there just for camping, or
Did the R.C.M.P. file

a report

on

this?

That I wouldn't know.
Certainly

there was never a copy of the report

came back to your

family.

No. There probably would. Of course, most police or patrols are all,
I mean there's always a report put in but, I don't know if that did
happen then.
But they didn't,
of the report.

to your knowledge,

they didn't

give your family

a copy

No, no, no.
So you would have got.. .anything that the R.C.M.P. said, you gust would
have got by word of mouth, or your father would have got by word of mouth.
Yes, yes, yes. I always wished
The Old Man got the watch. He did
get the watch, and probably the ring too, but I know he had the watch
that was found up there.
Is that still

in the family

too?

Well I don't know who got it now.

I tried to get it when the Old Man died,
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just before he died, but I don't know. It could be. Now I was going
to try and...if I had ever met...I got a brother over in Fort St. John;
Frank. He's working for the D.O.T. and I got another brother at [Fort]
Providence and one at [Fort] McPherson. And [if] I ever meet them, I
was going to try and find out if they did get the [watch], one of them,
or maybe one of the girls got it now. Laura, she's at Fort Smith. But
it could be. They could have it. The ring, or the watch anyway. I got
a souvenier that, used to belong to the Old Man. It was found here,
a watch charm, a 25<£ piece with his initials carved on [it], found last
summer, down the road, M. McLeod.
That's interesting.
travelled on patrol

Now, you subsequently
with them.

worked for the police,

and

Yes.
Did you ever travel

up the Nahanni with them, investigating

anything?

Yes. We did make a patrol in 1942 or '44 investigating where, Shebbach,
you've probably heard of Shebbach--a fellow--I'd say 1942, it could
have been later, I don't remember just exactly the year. When he was
flown in to trap over towards the Nahanni. He ran out of grub and
tried to head, make... No, no, he was supposed to be picked up now with
a plane, certain time around Christmas, but he was never picked up.
So he left his camp and started to walk in to Nahanni and it took him
42 days walking without grub, and I mean he he ran out of grub. Forty-two days
to get to Mary River--I think that's where he got to, found a cabin and
died. He died out in the cabin, and the police got his diary. I mean
he had everything written up to date. And we made a patrol in that year,
and we found the body in the cabin. There was nothing much of it.
There was...none was left. There was nothing but bones. He was laid
on the bed, but only all bones.
Did that diary;

I guess the police

probably kept a record of

it.

Oh, they kept that, yes. That was, right from the time he left his cabin
right up to the time he died practically...be a day or so I guess. Forty-two
days anyway. It was quite interesting. It was hard to make out. I don't
know what kind of nationality he was, but, it was pretty hard to make out
a lot of the things he had in there.
Is there any other details
interesting?

of the patrol

that you recall

that would be

There was another bunch went up, I forget. I think it was the same year,
Angus Hall, and I think it was Andy Hay? Uh 5 or 6 of them.
Nell,

that was earlier,

wasn't

it?

Earlier, yes. And they went up there, and Angus Hall, I don't remember too
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much, but I think he was the one that took off from this party, went
over, supposedly tried to make, went over to the divide, or something,
went across. And he was never heard of again.
How did you travel in '42 and '44 when you were on these police
You would have had kickers and motor boats then, would you?

patrols?

Well, we had kickers. We had...the first kicker we had well, 1927 was the
first...when the detachment was put up in Fort Liard. And we had a little
4 horse, and we made patrols right up the Nahanni, right up to the Falls
with the little 4 horse kicker. It took us quite awhile, but we never
did have much trouble. We seemed to have made it good. I mean, even
swift water, we seemed to have made it. Sometimes it took us 8 or 10
days to make a trip. And then during the winter, we'd have dog teams.
We'd have two dog teams, and they were
The police would have one team,
and I'd have one team. We would go around.
Did you ever make a winter

trip

up the

Nahanni?

Not with the police, no. The only time I made a [winter] trip up was
in 1939 [the year may be wrong] in the big gold rush we made up there,
when Billy Clark and Gus Kraus were boasting about the gold they found
over around McMillan Lake. They had us all going. So, we had, must have
been 20 or 30 dog teams went up staking claims up the Nahanni.
Right.
Liard?

No.

Did you go up the Nahanni,

or did you go back in here from

Fort

We went down the Nahanni, and up the Nahanni.

Down the Liard

and up the

Nahanni?

Yes.
And you staked

a claim

that

winter,

did

you?

Ya, we staked a claim. We were...I was up for The Bay at the time, and
there was another fellow working with the Northern Traders Company. And
we were the managers. You probably know Jack Symes.
No,

I haven't

met

him.

Well he's up at Nelson now. We were staking claims for Jack Symes. And
we staked esiery creek from the mouth of the Nahanni up to McMillan Lake,
practically e^ery creek. And when we got up, a way up to McMillan Lake,
there was Gus Kraus and Billy Clark. They were blasting and looking
for gold up around there.
Did you ever

do any work on your claims

up

No we never did. We never went back up.
the claims, but we never did go back.

there?

I think they probably lost all
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Did you ever record

your

claims?

No. Maybe they did. I mean, we were working for Symes you see, and they
were doing all the other work. All we did was stake the claims for them.
And Symes was the manager for N.T.

was he?

Ya, he was the Hudson's Bay manager.
He was the Hudson's

Bay manager.

I

see.

And he hired a whole bunch of us, and these claims were all staked for
him. You see, he was paying for all the claims that were staked, (laughter)
Do you have a record,

or do you recall,

what creeks

you staked

claims

on?

No, I got...I don't know. We staked some on Diamond C Creek, Justice Creek,
I forget, there was quite a few. Some of the creeks, we didn't even know
their names, we just...we made up names ourselves.
Incidentally,

how is Diamond C

spelled?

D-i-m-o-n-d C.
Just

the letter

C.

C, yah. And this Diamond Creek, the old man died, but the boy is still here,
his son, Edward Diamond C. The creek was named after an old Indian, used
to be up around the Nahanni, Diamond C.
Does Edward Diamond C speak

English?

Yes, pretty good English.
Does he have any memories

of having

been up in that

area with

his

father?

He might have. He was quite young when he come up here, but he was one of
the guys that, I mean, can take notice of stories. He lives down next to
my house. I got a house, and he goes one building and the next place is
Edward's.
Did you ever hear of a couple
of Slim
Raider...

of prospectors

over in the Yukon by the name

Slim Raider? Yes. Slim Raider is still alive I think, down at [Fort]
McPherson. He's quite an old fellow now.
I know him quite well. I
say I know him quite well, I've met him and drank with him in Fort Simpson.
He used to go with lived with, Poole Field quite a bit around the mouth of
the Nahanni, not for a long time, but maybe for one or two years, around
the Nahanni.
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How about Olie Rollog

is

it?

Ole Lb'e?
No,

Olie Rollog

or

Rollag?

Olie, yah, I know, I don't recall.
These
quite

two guys apparently
awhile.

did some prospecting

on the upper Nahanni

for

I know Slim real good.
Slim Raider

it

is.

Yah, Raider.
Now Ole, you mentioned
you?

Ole Loe.

I guess

Uh Ole Lb'e, he's still, he's up
here, above the Nahanni.
He1 s up at Fort Nelson?

you knew him in that

yes, I knew him.

country

did

He used to trap down

He's up at [Fort] Nelson now.
Still

alive

is

he?

Still alive, yes.
His partner

for

Carl Aarhuis.
He's up there

awhile

was Carl

Aarhuis.

He's up at Nelson.
too is

he?

Yes.
Nell okay, I'm just going through my notes
other names you might have run
into.

here to see if

there's

any

One fellow there that I've never heard anything on, he was even before these
guys, before Slim, old Meilleur.
Oh yah,

yah!

What do you know about

him?

I know old Meilleur used to
I've met him a couple of times when L was
maybe 10 or 12, maybe older, 15. But he had, Meilleur used to do a
lot of prospecting up around the Nahanni, and he did slip up the Nahanni
about 15, 20 miles. But he lived on the Liard. But he, you see, he used
to find
He did more prospecting than a lot of these people who were
up there. He had two boys, old Meilleur, I forget the two boys names. But
they used to go up the Nahanni. I don't know how far they ever did go up,
but they used to
they did a lot of prospecting. He was a Frenchman, old
Meilleur. And he stayed at
15 miles down the Liard for quite a while,
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trapped down there and then they used to.... He was...oh, he was in
the country way back in about....I don't know when he came in but he's
been out and in different times a way back in 1920? '18? '20?
He must have been in there pretty

early in the game then?

Yah. He was there quite a while. He used to go out and back again, and
he had two boys and they'd go to Simpson, and they used to go with a poling
boat. They had a poling boat that they used to use and they were pretty
good men. The two boys and himself, they used to pole up that...
I'll

be darned.

Are his two sons around at all,

do you know?

They're out. They're...I don't know what their name was. I know they'd
probably be living yet. I forget the names. I know the old man's name
was Meilleur and the two boys—I'm sure they're [alive]
1 heard
they're in Calgary somewhere.
Oh, that Ollie Rollag I was asking you.
Does that name, ring a bell?
Bragg.

His name might also be Ollie

Bragg.

I've heard it, but I don't know him.

I guess that pretty well takes care of those names. So I take it that
most of the patrols that you were on with the H.C.M.P. were the usual
routine patrols, once a year type of thing, up the Nahanni?
Yes.
And only on the one occasion was there anything

special

to

investigate?

No.
There was... the only trip you had something special
Shebbach's death, is that it?

to investigate

was

Yes, yes.
And all

the others were just

sort of a cruise

up the

Nahanni....

Cruise up the Nahanni.
Okay, I guess that pretty
Mould you just

well takes care of things

care to repeat

that for the benefit

then.

Recorder

off.

of the tape?

The old lady, Mrs. Field, used to live with her husband Poole Field at
Nahanni [Butte] and they know all these stories, you know and they
travelled up the Nahanni and over to...up the Liard, and they'd know practically all these...any stories that's going on.
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You think she's

still

alive?

Oh yes. She worked out of here. I know she's got a boy in there still
alive, Sonny Field. And he's just a young man, and he's in Whitehorse.
His mother's

there

too?

Yes, yes. I don't know if she goes by Mrs. Field yet. After her husband,
old Field died, and she married another man and anyway they're staying in
Whitehorse.
You don't

know what her new married name is,

do you?

No, no, but they...somebody, I forget, somebody told me that they met her
last year, last summer at Whitehorse.
Another person it might he interesting
LaFlair.

to talk about would be old Jack

Oh yes. I know Jack LaFlair too. He came in ^iery early from the....he
came from the States too. He was American. He come in from the States
bringing yevy little outfit in, at first.
Tape 1 - Side 2
Now Willy, when the tape ran out, we were talking
You say when he first oame in he

about Jack LaFlair

there.

Jack LaFlair yes. I forget what year he come in, but it was quite early.
I think it must have been 1914, maybe later, but anyway, he come in as a
trapper. He come in and he come to Simpson, and he didn't have an outfit
in the first place to go up the Nahanni. So what, he kinda sneaked into
Simpson and sneaked out of Simpson going up the Nahanni to trap or trade.
Anyway the police heard about it, and so they took after him and brought
him back to Simpson, to check on what grub stake he had so that he could
go up to trap up there. Anyway, they kept him there for a few days, until
he had enough, bought enough grub stake to take him up the Nahanni. He
wanted to trap a little at the time. He trapped a little there, and sold
a little stuff that he had, \/ery little off and on. After a couple of
years of doing that he finally got enough grub stake and bought enough stuff
to start trading with the Indians, and he did his trading at Nahanni.
He built a place there and traded with the Indians.
Another fellow

that's

of interest

is Ed Clausen.

Did you know him at

all?

Ed Clausen. I know both Ed Clausen and his brother. We..yah, I forget
what year he was in the country, but my father used to know him fairly
well too. He was in Simpson as a trapper. He used to trap over in Fort
Rae for awhile. He came into Simpson and trapped for a year or so, and
he was up the Nahanni too. I don't know how far. But we were down staking
claims, down at Justice Creek, down on the Mackenzie. That's above Wrigley,
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and there was supposed to be some gold found down there too, and we
were...the old man and Ed and his brother and Jonas Lafferty, we went
down there to stake some claims. I didn't, I was just 12 then.
I was just a kid at the time, but they were staking claims at Justice
Creek.
Did Clausen live in the Nahanni country for quite awhile do you know?
He trapped there for a couple of years, up the Nahanni.
know how far he was up the Nahanni, but he was
Okay.

I think that pretty

well takes care of things

Now I don't

then.
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